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( P. 7 ) INTRODUCTION

Man distinguishes himself from other Hiring creatures by the

use of language. The animals express their

Origin of Language.
feelings through bodily movements or

different kinds of cries. Some of them show a certain degree of

intelligence in so far as they understand and retain the signs and

sounds used by their masters. Before the origin of language

man used, probably as the animals, signs and gestures, exclama-

tions and imitative sounds in order to convey his thoughts and

feelings to Ids fellow beings, if he flt a longing or necessity for

such a communication. Human being did not, however, stop

short at this as the other living creatures, but went further and

from those sounds and exclamations formed words and combins*

tions of words. The words so formed go from one to another, and

through their general use, the foundation is laid to one form of

the faculty of speech which can be termed language*

In the act of transmission, however, the words undergo alter-

ations, partly through the carelessness of speak-

ing and hearing partly through their effort after

simplification for the purpose of more easy and

Comfortable pronunciation, and in addition, incline to give the

language an anomalous shape. This process of phonetic change
is further accelerated through false analogy, which creates new-

words, or transforms old ones, as soon as the old etymology is

forgotten.

Again two other diverging and resisting forces of differentia-

tion and preservation influence the develop-

ttS^^aturai
att

and men* of language. If natural barriers, such
artificial barriers of as mountains and seas, or artificial barriers,
intercourse. gaoh as rivalry between two races, separates
Study of langrnitg one part of the country from another, ( then )and *t*n ion of Me- . . ^ ,!.,. ,1r*M hiid*n ^^*r tbeir original common speech splits itself
*****. into different dfaleete which in course of time

develop teto diftercmt languages. If, on the other hand, the

language begins to be studied and if, through writing and other
artificial means, the words of speaking and writing are accurate-

ly pyeeerved and pr|df (ttm) the process of phonetic (P, 8)
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decay as well as the dissolution into dialeetal ave

stopped,, Better means of communication which are procured

and made necessary through the progressive civilisation and

culture of the people , serve, in addition, to preserve the form of

the language and, if many dialects or languages already exist*

political superiority or wealth of the inhabitants decides one of

them in its favour while the others, in course of time, jg

out of us and faU into oblivion.

The processes of development and differentiation of language

^ , ,._ oat* now be studied with relative ease* parti-
DeYelopment and dm *

, .... _
,

_ _ _
oularly with regard to any one Indo-Germa-

, thanks to the combined efforts

of the comparative Philologists, who have produced during the

last fifty years huge mass of literature on the subject. The

history of the English language, e. g. illustrates in a clear manner

the above described processes. From the Anglo-Saxon period

through that of Chaucer and Shakespeare and finally to the

Modern* we nowhere find a sudden change but only a gradual
one. If we, however, compare the Anglo-Saxon with the Modern

English, we find an almost complete change. In earlier times the

phonetic laws have been more effective and have obscured in

many cases the primitive forms of "words. If we compare, oft. fee

ether hand, the English of the different countries of Englaaid

to say nothing of the ^English dialects prevalent in Scotland,

Ireland and Wales the dialectal differentiation and development

is clearly marked. The effect of the study of language and the

extension of literature also ever become the greater Hie more we

Approach the Modern Period in the history of the English.

The history of the Aryan language L e, the language spoken

by that Idg. community which went to India

l^^gef^
Aryan

and settled there, offers an interesting example

for those processes of growth and decay and supplies us with

literary records which are older than those of any other Ind<^-

Germanic language. These earliest records are the Vedic hymns

which are orally handed down witti an accuracy and oare unpara-

lleled in the history of the ^or^d^ if we tak$ lp*o
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the art of writing was unknown at that time. In course f

time and taken together with the progress of
ev

civilisation and culture, this Vedic language
an ever progressive form which Is reflected In the

BrShmanas ( P. 9 ) Aranyakas, Sutras, Upanlsads, Epics, and lastly
In the Sanskrit works,

The study of language began in very early times and had the

Strengthening the Production of works, such as the Pratisakhyas,
action of the study of as a @ome<raence It was considerably demand-
langtaage through reli- , ., , ., ... . , , . ,

d through the religious importance which

the language gradually assumed and the fact that this literary
form which developed out of the Vedic language was employed
not only for religious and priestly literature but also for works
of science, art and philosophy. The necessity for grammar was
felt which was satisfied by a multitude of Grammarians who
appeared in the Northern and Eastern parts of Northern India,
who studied the literature of their age and carefully sketched

and analysed the forms and manner of expression of the language.
1

Meanwhile, the language became more and more difficult and

complicated and unfit for the general use and thus went out of

the hands of the people ; this lightened the work of the Gramma-
rian to lay down the form of the language as it was gradually
used by a limited number of learned people, and we have in the
most ingenious grammatical system of Panini the definite form
which the Vedic language finally assumed.

Besides the literary language of the Tedic Age, there must
however, have existed dialectal differences,
which in course of time developed into differ-

the North Indian ent languages, by means of the linguistic
Sp^0XJ13MB49L

laws of growth already spoken of above ; for
w cannot accept that men of that time spoke in the literary
language* uttered no wori except the Vedic vocabulary and had
nothing to say except what was written down in the Vedic

1 'India* is used here in the sense of ZryHvarta. Dr. Bdhtlingk gives the
names of ten Grammarians (P&Qixii's Gramnmtik, Leipzig 1887, p. 9)
and twa Sastern and Korthern schools which ar mentioned by

i himself proceeded from gfslstura in the region of 4.ttocVB
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Brahmanas, and Upanisads. It must
have yielded to the ofwhom some could invent such, beauti**

ful poetry* and express high philosophical ideas as those delivered

in works and of whom some could probably understand it

while the remaining majority might have spoken dialects deviat-

ing: more or less from the literary language. These popular dialecte

of the Vedio period have, probably, after they have passed
through the intermediate stags of Pali, the Maharastrl and
other (P. 10) dialects came to us finally in the form of the

Bengali, Marafchi, Hindi and Gujarat!

This probable origin of the popular dialects which were called

Tradition, linguistic
the *** dialects is confirmed through tra*

laws and literary dition and the literary and historical moxra-
zaomxziiBnts .

Tradition. ments as well as through the linguistic laws
of development and differentiation. Tradition attributes to

Gautama* the founder of Buddhism, and Maiavlra, the founder of

Jainlsm, the use of the popular dialects for the preaching: of their

gospel and the languages chosen by them for the purpose are

known as Pali, Arsa and Prakrita. Gautama and Mahavlra, who
were contemporaries lived in the pre-Paninian time about 500
B. C. 1 in which probably some of the older TJpanisads were compos*
ed. The period of 'Classical' or PSninian Sanskrit began, not in the
time of P&nini, but probably some centuries later perhaps in the

time when the Varttikas and the Mahabhasya were written L e.

in the time when Ms grammar gained canonical authority,
because by pure Sanskrit is generally understood the language
which strictly follows the rules of P&nini and because such a

complete subjugation to his authority could not be expected in his
own time, especially If we take the fact into consideration that he
refers to a series of different schools of grammar. To the histori-

cal and literary documents written in the
Literary documents. T> -_ ., , i. jr j i 1.1Prakrit languages, whose dates are tolerably

certain, belong the Inscriptions of Asoka and the two fragmentary
Buddhistic dramas which have been lately published by
Prof. Liiders under the title ^Bruchstucke Buddhistischer Dramen
( Fragments of Buddhistic dramas )*". The Inscriptions of A&oka

1 Of. Prof Jaoobi*s rem^rkf in ti|e Introttotioii to hia edition of the
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belong: to the third century B. C. and the dramas referred to

belong, according to Prof. Lfcders, (see his remarks at &e
place oited v p. 64-*65) to about the 1st century of the Christian. Er%
The Inscriptions as well as the dramas show dialectal differences

which force us fco accept a lasting: development* We have after
numerous Prakrit Inscriptions, literary works in. prosa
and dramatic pieces until the time of

In the sphere of the Prakrit dialects spoken by the uneducated

classes, the study of languages began necessa*

rfly muoh -^ ( p. n ). The edition of

their earliest phases was not considered worthy bscause the Vedic
was the religious and literary language, but they notwithstand-

ing developed further and the Brahmanical
Beligioiis Literature . . 7 ,

_, , , - , , . ,_ . .

writers also could not help taking them into

consideration. The Buddhist and Jain writers accepted them
and promoted their development and the Brahmanical writers

also, though slowly and reluctantly, acknowledged them, in as
much as they introduced them in the dramatic works- Attempt
was then first made to understand and explain their form and
contents. Of such attempts the earliest were, as far as we know,
those of the Brahmanical writers. All writers Brahmanical and
Non-Brahmanical regard the popular dialects as derived from
Sanskrit, t e, from Panini's Sanskrit, and denote them as Prakrit
languages, 1 e. languages derived from Sanskrit, i e. of which

The grammatical
that ( language ) is the Prakrti, the

"
source.

"

Works Th first attempt appears to be that of BharataJan&vata. -

whose name is of high antiquity "but whose
time is not completely certain. His work, Natyasastra, ha two
.Chapters the 17th and &*nd-~-on the Prakrit languages, but accord-

ing fe> Prot Ftoohial, it i only of little importance ( see Gte. Pr.

31 }
s
. Pi,nini is also feaiet to have composed a Prakrit Grammar

BrEkytalafca^ma as a supplement to his Sanskrit Grammar- a
noteworthy tradition, as it confirms the view set forth above that
the Prakrit dialects are not derived from Paninian Sanskrit but

1 I have again read the two Chapters in the Bombay edition.
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earlier dialects of Vedic time. 1 The first attempt at

Vararael a systematic Prakrit grammar was* however^
made by Vararuci who is also known as Katya-

yana. His grammar, Prakrtaprakasa, which been critically

edited by Prof. Cowell ( 1858 ), became* as it was probably the

first of its kind, soon popular, as is evident from the number of

Commentaries written upon it. But it treats of only four Prakrit

dialects while the later Grammarians treat of six* Several

Prakritlsts came after Vararuci. Among
and DiianapSla,

3 S Canda wrote the Prakrtalaksana and

Dhanapala composed a Prakrit Dictionarj
u
PaiyalacchL

*' We
. then come to the great Prakrit grammarian^Hemacandra.

Hemacandra (1088-1172) (see Pischel, Gr. 36 ).

His grammar, which forms a supplement to his Sanskrit grammar
'

Siddhahemacandrani,
**

is thorough and systematic ( P. 12 ) and
it appears that the material supplied by the earlier writers has
been completely utilised by him, although he never openly refers

feo an early grammarian or author with the exception of a single

passage ( Hem. 1/186 ). A critical edition of this work was pre-

sented to us by the late Prof, PischeL This grammar is also so

axhaustive ( that ) new attempts were made at its improvement
and wehave thusthe grammars of Trivikrama,

Siiiiharaja, Lakemidhara, Appaya Dlksita,

pjkfita
and Harkan- Markandeya and others, The text of Markan-

deya
?

s "Prakrtasarvasva*
* has been lately pnb-

Ished for the first time in the newly establishedperiodical "Graniha
pradarsanl

y *

at Vizagapatam. Simharaja *s
<

*PrSkrterupavatara
??

lias been critically edited by Professor Hulissch-Halle, and Lak->

smldhara's
* 6

Sadbhasacandrifca* * has already appeared formerly
and that in Telngn characters. Trivikrama's

"
Prakrtatebda--*

ansasana '*

however, has tiot yet been completely published j the

first chapter appeared in the above-mentioned **

GraMthapiradta^
ianl

"
in the year 1895 and tbe text of the siifaras lately in the

same collection.

1 This tradition is reported to its by two ancient ^rritifsr KecKSttattfx&fia

M^-layagiri. Fusilier particulars ar foiaid in Dr. Hornle*s
to OA94a

*
s Fratoit Grammar*
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In the interests of Prakrit Philology, all the unpublished works,
grammatical or literary, must be critically edited and I have

therefore, at the suggestion of Prof. Hultzsch, undertaken to edit

Trivzkrama's Prakrit Grammar, In the hope of finding some new
and interesting material, which throws a new light on the Prakrit
studies. The following is an attempt to set forth lucidly , the
results of my occupation with Trivikrama's Prakrit Grammar.

I have divided this dissertation into four Chapters and two
Appendices. In the first ( chapter ) I give a

rrangemen .

short description of the materials made us

of by me. In the second, the question as to the authorship of the
sutras to which Trivikrama has written a commentary is handled.
In the third, Trivikrama 's time and his relation to Hemacandra
is discussed and a short summary of his grammar given. In the

fourth, I give all the important quotations presented by Trivi-
krarna with the sources from which they are taken, as far as I
can veriiy them.

In Appendix A, extracts from Trivikrama 9

s commentary are
given. In Appendix B are found all the technical terms used by
Trivikrama.

In addition to the books already mentioned, the following have
also been looked into and utilized*

( P. 13 ) Whitney : Language and the Study of Language-
London 1870.

Brugmann : Kursse vergleichende Grammatik. Strassburg 1901.
Giles : Manual of Comparative Philology,
Sckrdder * Indiens Literature und Kultur, Leipzig 1887.
B. G. Bhandarkar : Wilson Philological Lectures on the

Sanskrit and the Dialects derived from it 1877.
JMQbi* Introduction to his edition of the Kalpastitra.
Leipzig 1879,

Mason: Introduction to Kaccayana's Pali Grammar
Toungoo 1868.

Hoernle : Introduction and text of Canda's Prakrit Grammar,
Calcutta 1880.

Einleitung %u seiner Ausgabe des Panii
Leipzig 1887.
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Through the kind of F* W. Thomas, M. A., Librarian
of the India Office* London* and Prof. Dr.Hnlizsch of the Univer-

sity of Halle, I have been able to procure for seven Important
manuscripts of Trivlkrama?

s Prakrit Grammar of which some
have already been compared with five other manuscripts.
of these manuscripts are unfortunately Incomplete some of

them appear to have been corrected and Improved Tby learned

copyists,

A. A palm-leaf manuscript in Telugu characters. 87 rectan-

gular leaves with sometimes seven ( and ) sometimes six lines

on a page* Complete and faultless.

This manuscript belongs to Mr, Hiersemann* an Oriental

bookseller in Leipzig, who possesses a great collection of impor-
tant and old Sanskrit manuscripts. It is also free from mistakes
and contains occasional checks on other extras in the marginal
notes, which show to do Justice to the copyist that he was a
learned man who understood what he wrote. In the section on

ApahhramSa, however, Ms Prakrit learning: had, as 1 am unfor-

tunately obliged to remark, exercised a disturbing; Influence on
his activity as a faithful copyist. If he had not simply copied

from the other manuscript Instead of giving: the actual . quota-

tions furnished by Trlvikrama himself, this scribe had coined

probable Prakrit forms from Sanskrit words naturally right

according to the ( P. 14 ) rules of Apabhramsa. In all othfr

manuscripts except B, which as I suppose is a copy of this or

probably both of them go back to a third common source full

quotations In verses or in prose are given as examples. To some

passages the scribe had even supplied different readings. On
this manuscript I have based my edition of Trivikrama with the

exception of the section on Apabhraiiisa. For the Apabhramsa I

have, however, relied upon the second manuscript marked C
which Is described below,

B. A copy of a manuscript In the Madras Government

Library. Devanagarl characters. 289 pages with 19 lines on a

page; Occasional faults of passages.
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original of this manuscript is described in the following'

manner in the Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in Madras by

Prof, Rangearyaf Tol S No. 1549.

4a Valmlkisutram with, vrtfci. Substance, paper. Size, 13^:8M
175. Lines, 30 on a page. Character, Devanagarl.

Condition, good. Appearance, new, Complete.

Dr. Thomas caused this copy made for me through the

OoYernment of Madras. The copy is carefully made and tolera-

bly free from mistakes. In addition to occasional lacunae in the

workf the last sutra about Desl-words is incomplete. The Apabh-
section agrees with that given in manuscript A, as regards

the examples to the rules of this section. It follows in all pro-

bability, not only from this but also from the great similarity of

the readings of both these manuscripts A and B and considering

the circumstance that, as asserted in the Madras Catalogue, the

appearance of B is new that the original of the manuscript has

been copied from the manuscript A which appears very old or

that both of them probably had a third common source.

0. A copy of a manuscript of the Tanjore Palace Library in

DevattEgarl characters. 306 pages. Complete with the exception
of occasional lacunae. Tolerably free from mistakes.

1 obtained this manuscript through Dr. Thomas, It wag
dopied by S- Snbrahmanya Sastri, a Sanskrit scholar in Tanjore,
and waa compared with both the original manuscripts Nos. 10005
mnd 10006 by C. Krisnayya, Librarian of the Tanjore Palace

Library. The description of both the original manuscripts is

given * the end as follows :

"
This book ( MS. C ) is transcribed

'with tlie ( P, 15 ) help of the two palm-leaf manuscripts which
are fomnd in the library* Tos. 10005 and 10006,

Bo. 10005, This manusctipt is very old ( written ) in Grantha
ofaajmtem* There are 155 leaves- Every leaf measures l:5
ln$hM**nd contains 6 lines on the pages of some and 7 lines on
tie pages of some leaves written on both sides but partly consi-

damaged.
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measures 1:11 inches and contains 5 lines on tlie pages of some
and 6 lines on the pages of some leaves written on botb sides*

but broken and greatly worm-eaten. The copy is, however, made
very carefully, although it was difficult and troublesome. **

I appreciate fully the trouble of the scribe and am very graie-

ful to him for the care employed by him. This Is my second best

manuscript. In the Apabhramsa section I have chiefly relied

on the text of this manuscript, bacause it not only gives full

quotations but also their Sanskrit translation and in some places
even the Prakrit ganas.

D, Adyar Library Ms. in Telugu characters. 168 pages*
14 to 16 lines on a page. This manuscript is very old and
worm-eaten, Complete and tolerably free from mistakes-

Dr. Schrader, the Librarian at that place, has most kindly

placed at my disposal this and the next manuscript on the recom-

mendation of Prof. Hultzsch. It has been specially useful to me
because it is very old and its readings are good.

E Adyar Library Ms. in Nagarl characters. 152 pages.
24 to 26 lines on a page. This manuscript is incomplete but free

from mistakes. The text of the sutras ( 66 pages ) is also given*

F. A copy of a manuscript of Trivikramavrtti which is men-

tioned in Oppert's Catalogue, VoL 1 Ko. 7998. ET&garl characters

274 pages. 23 lines on a page. Complete with the exception

of some lacunae. Faulty in many places and carelessly compared.

This copy was made for me in Vizagapatam and I obtained it

through Dr. Thomas. In spite of its numerous mistakes, it has

been very useful to me because the Sanskrit translation of the

Prakrit quotations is complete here and important various

readings of three other manuscripts, with which it is compared,
are given here and there.

( P. 16 ) GL A manuscript of Trivikrama*s Vylkaransk with

vrtti and a special appendix of the sufcras. Burnell CoBecMom
No. 84. In Grantha charactefs. 208 pages. About 20 lines on
a page. At the end 64 pages of the sutras* The original of tips

manuscript is found in the Palace Library at Tamjore. Incom-

plete and faulty;
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a 1 Aeopyoftheman-uscript a made by Prof. Pfscliel in

characters*

The manuscripts, "belongs to India Office Library in London

and was at my disposal by Dr. Thomas. Prof. Pischel s

G 1 was most kindly lent to me by Mrs. Pischel on the

of Prol HultsEsch. Pischel 's copy was very use-

fed to me in deciphering the original manuscript G. as well as

the A*

In to the Latin copy of Prot Pischel, I have another

copy of a Tanjore manuscript belonging to him whose

Is MB- 10006, collated in the sutra with Ms. 10004 : "but as

this copy IB full of mistakes in every line t it could render no

service to ma and besides, the above described manuscript C.

which I got later, was compared with the original of this copy.

In addition to these important manuscripts,, I have been able to

use of the first chapter of Trivikrama
?
s Grammar which has

published in the GranthpradartSanl Series of Vizagapatam

attd another manuscript from the Adyar library which contains

the siitras alone. The number of the sntras given in this marniB-

ript is much greater than in any of the others because the scribe

as it appears* divided the last sutra about Desl-words into many
different extras which does mot appear to be correct.

In addition to all these manuscripts whiclx have the Grammar
of Trivlfcrama directly for their matter, I have very often consul-

ted fb work of the Late Prof. Pischel "Grammatik der

Prakrit^Sprs^ben** wfofch is published in the "Gbrundriss der Indo

A.tiacheii Philologle" ( 1900 ) and his critical edition of Hema-
candra's Graniinai* ( 1880 ) together with that published later in

the Bombay Series { 1900 X .
A critical examination of Hema-

candra's Grammar^ on which Trivikrama has very much depend-

ed, was very necessary for me, not only to know where Trivi-

kramahas direetly copied but also to establish where he has
differed from Hemaoandra and'intkis I was very greatly assisted

% fee learned 'S^swtritist Prof. Zachariae of the University of

HaEe> with whom I ( P. 17 ) had the advantage of reading
portions of this as well as of some Pali Jataka,
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I owe special thanks to the learned editor 1 of the "Granthapra-

darsani** who recently published for my use the text of Trivi-

krama's sutras and has marked the end of the lines of the verse in

which the sutras are couched. That the sutras possess a metrical

form, I had already guessed from Trivikrama's own statement in

the second of the concluding verses ( see pages 20-21, (192-193) )

where he styled his grammar a poem, as well as from the rhythm
of some of the sutras which form complete half or quarter verses?

but their publication spared me a great deal of trouble and helped

me to a certain degree in the question about the authorship of the

sutras.

Before I conclude this section I must remark that the follow-

ing works on Prakrit Grammar, in addition to those already

mentioned, have been carefully examined and utilized =

Vararuci = Prakrtaprakasa by Prof. Cowell, London 1668.

Markandeya : Prakrtasarvasva by -Bhattanatha Svamin2
,

Vizagapatam* Granthapradarsani Series, 1912.

Laksmidhara : Sadbhasacandrika, with the text of Trivi-

krama's sutras etc, Mysore 1886.

Pischel : "Materialien zur Kenntnis des Apabhramsa ".

Berlin 1902,

CHAPTER II

THE SUTRAS AND THE VRTTI.

As this Chapter of my dissertation will demand a continual

reference to the introductory and concluding verses found in the

manuscripts of Trivikrama^s work, I first give them here with

various readings and their translation.

Introductory verses as they stand in the manuscripts
"

|5l*ji^
^^*^ U

ABCG

1 This was my eldest brother, S. P. V. Kanganathaswami Aryavaraguru of

Viiagapmtamwho died in 1918. ( Tz. )

% This -was my second brother who died in 1916* ( Tr. )
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Translation *

"I bow before Srl-Vlra, who has arisen hither from the eastern

( or s who is the first among1 the great masters in olden

times lit. hiffh amoBgr the mountains in the form of the old

(P. 18) sages X who contributes all light (or, who infuses all

knowledge, i. e. all Prakrit Grammarian's knowledge of the

Prakrit ), whose voice is godly ( and therefore not erring ) and

whose lustre Is bright, to secure the path of Prakrit words { who,
as he is covered with the darkness of ignorance, wants strong

light and oral directions of an infallible gxiide )/'

ft
4 '

wicTT sfcCTn IPF u ^ u

BCF
B

4<The distinguished poet, Trivikrama is a bee at the lotus-like

feet of that A.rhanandi Traividyamuni who possesses the ability

to keep in mind what was heard once, a grandson of Aditya-

satman - a son for the lotus of the distinguished family of SrI-Bana1

a son of Mallin&tha, a moon from the nectar ocean in the form

of the womb of LaksmI ( L e. as the moon came forth from the

ocean, so was he born from the womb of his mother LaksmI ) and
a brottier of Bhama^ the place of the doctrine of prosody*"

I

u M u

1 AB ^%r^s?%^^rf?^^: ; ACDEff also as here.
1 AF tr%fn%: qw?^ ; B ^trf^r: ^f5rt^ 5 AODEF also as here*
% B sif^^fHg^iW ; F 3Tr#fTd&g<i ; AC also as here,

Well versed in the Sanskrit ( which is the Prakrti, tte
of the Prakrit ) he collects some precious stones of Prakrit

woi*ds from the flood of the ocean of words of Srl-Vlrasena, JInasena
sad other great personalities, to embellish his excellent work/*

1 More properly sjnUfiftgtMF* or m*k TS^tasa. Tfa r^admg of F- Is to

( Tr* )
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3 OF t: s?at ; ABDE c

S6A word which has much meaning and which is easily

pronounced, is the soul of poesy 5 and it is also Prakrit. This is

the opinion of the followers of the sntras ( L e. of the Jaina sutra

or Jxalpasutra ( ? ) ; ( P. 19 ) with the reading &uktanuvartinam : of

the followers of the good observations of Srl-Vira and others? )/*

\

SI ^ It

"The Prakrit has three varieties = Tatsama, Tadbhava and

Desya. Tatsama is that which is identical with the Sanskrit and
is to be known under the definition of the Sanskrit/*

ft

: and

"Desya and Arsa need no definition, as they are well known
and in great part independent [ of rules j ; but the usage [ of the

classical authors] explains them/*

si <z n

"We will give the explanation of that Prakrit which is

derived from the Sanskrit, which is the source of the former of

the Sanskrit words while they are still nascent (Sadhyamanat i. e.

of the Sanskrit words which have not yet assumed their final

form before they have heen transformed into the Prakrit ; e. g.

&irah and Fedana are changed in fche Prakrit into Siravea^a before

it is changed into tfircvedana in the Sanskrit ), as well as of

those Sanskrit words which are already ready made ( SiddAal L e-

of the Sanskrit words which have assumed their form before they
are changed into the Prakrit ; e. g. the Sanskrit tftrovedana is

changed in the Prakrit to Sirovearia ; of TrL 1.2.95 )/'

^fc I ^J*S^3
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**For the right comprehension [ of the sutras ] a commentary Is

written by Trivikrama in conformity with the tradition for those
who wish to follow the path of his sutras in order to obtain the

multitude of the Prakrit words and their significance, just as for

a certain result ( L e. in order to free them from the wordly cares

relating to their own maintenance ) [ on their way to redemption ]

{ P 20 } livelihood [ the people 1 is allowed in conformity with
the tradition [ of the holy writers and the practice of tie early
contributors ] for the welfare of those who follow the thread-like

path, [shown by Sri-Vlra] for reaching
1 the multitude of human

nds ( namely Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa or Nirvana ).
"

k I"! 1^54 cu"

^ -M I'd II

"The commentary of Trivikrama gloriously reigns on the
earth as a mirror for the use of the learned who wish to see the
Prakrit forms Tatsama, Tadbhava and Desya."

Prakrit forms as they have been explained by earlier
authors including Hemacandra are repeated here ( lit reflected )"

The following three are the concluding verses :

^^^ ^t^ri^mrwt^r^ i

^Qsfell 5TOT 1 ^^f^W" 1 1 ?^ 1 1

"For the attainment of the exact meaning, study (lit. repeat)
this gramme* of Trivikrama, which is provided with the roots of
words and the inflexions, short sutras, verbal derivation, variants
of tte verbal forms and several quotations, and which is worthyto be taught by trustworthy teachers; just as one repeats a spell

illf I
SCaf

Mti n f a feeas^ ^ich, though successful by

K w e (which
threads ?) ( or which bears fruit in,a short time ? ),

^\ttended b^ **. wlrfah damans manywhich has many applications (i. e. which can be used

by those^Q haye
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the rules prescribed by the Tantrikas, in order to prove the

efficacy of the spell )"

( P. 21 ) ^ts : H i^i^*n"^"'^[t^i
i

^i fa i i <*

^"Yti*n *4

2 F 1

"fcr^RTWC.
3 Fs

^i

"The harmony of the words [used in this work] which
penetrates into the ear becomes manifold; a new (L e. not repeated
or expressed earlier ) meaning leads you to every word? Oh!
tow beautiful [ is ] the [choice of the] words! Throughout the
extent of the work, the poetic sense, so to say, fills the three "worlds

( lit. will make the three worlds its reservoir ), if my poem is

heard by people who can appreciate the art of poetry ( i- e. who
have a poetic sense) and whose mind is practised in Logic ( i e.

who can distinguish between faultless and faulty statements).
"

1 BF ^qrr^rq- ; AGD
*

All may interpret this work (or a work like this) as they
understand it, but where agreement between the words used by
the author and the meaning aimed at by him through fchese words
is spoken of, there is only one interpreter and that is Trivikrama. "

There exists a dispute about the authorship of the sutras to

as the author
whS6h Trivikrama^ written a commentary.

of the sGtras. The same sutras were used by Trivikrama,
Simharaja, Laksmldhara and Appaya Dlksita in their grammars
Prafcrtasabdanusasana, Prakrtarupavatara, Sadbhasacandrika and
PrEkrtanaanidlpa. Of these Simharaja and Appaya Dlksita give

1 Mentioned by
3ao in rma*iori s * who the author of the

Laksnudhara. sutras waa Laksmldhara attributes them
to Valmlki in the following verses ;

3.
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Translation

"The forms of the [Prakrit] language, whose source (lit.

mother ) is the Goddess of Speech and whose original sutras

V&Imlki has composed, should be found by the street shown by

SabdhtsScandrika, the moonlight of the six languages/'
*

(P. 22) This verse is also quoted in the Madras Oriental MSS.
, ., . A Catalogue; Vol. 3 No. 1552. There is another

2 by another copyist
** f

manuscript (Ho. 1548) in the Madras
Oriental MSS. Library, wMch contains only the sutras from the

first two chapters and which is attributed to Valmlki by the

scribe in the following: two verses quoted in the above-mentioned

Translation
**I bow before Valmlki who has cleansed the (forms of the)

speech because he established the six languages with the unstained
cleaning

1 Kataka-seeds (in the form ) of the sutras (or good
utterance, if we take the other reading but I believe sutra is

probably what the author intended)."
f*Rt

Translation

**I bow before the wise Valmlki, the first of the poets, who
expelled the darkness from the hearts of men through his poem
(Ram&yana) and removed the ignorance of the six languages of
men as he composed the sutras.

Trivikrama, however, is the only author who, in the verse

"j^krtopadarthamrthar--*' (see page 19 (191) ) with which he begins
his ommentary, used the words* "ntJMutramargcm,

t

\f^om which one
Qoold, in the usual manner conclude that the sutras were compos-
ed by himself. First Pxol Piechel and then Prof. Hultzsch have,
however, tried to explain this sentence in another way, (see p. V
Mid VI of Prot Hultasch's Preface to his edition of the Prakrta-
rup&vat&ra, London 109 ), and I therefore overlook it as an
*is*in*nt for the establishment of the authorship of ^the sutras

t it ectotoi&s a dilrect statement of the author.
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There are thus two opinions as to who the author is. Some am
of opinion that V&lmlki is the author and of

supports to the tMg ( view ) are ihe praferit Grammarian,
Laksmldhara, the copyist of the manuscript

1548 named above and Prof. Hultzsch. Prof. Pischel also was at

first on this side, hut in a footnote in his "Grammatik der Psraferit-

Sprachen" (see page 42, 38, note 2) he has noted that Trivikrama

is the author of the sutras also and that he himself has mis-

conceived "ntjasutTamargam" in the verse
t

pr&krtapad&rtha
**

( see page 19, (191) ). ( P. 23 ) After this confession on the part of

Prof. Pischel it is wholly unjust of BhattanStha SvS,min to

criticise Prof, Pischel in the article about Trivikrama ( Ind.

Antiq. Vol. XL, page 220 )*. The real source of this opinion

appears to be, as has been already noted by the editor of the

Gxantliapradar&anl and Bhattanatha in his article mentioned

above, a manuscript of Trivikrama's grammar which lias the

reading "Prfa'tasa-Herwsxxmdradyat'* for Prc^atr-a-JEE?macandfra-

rt/aiJi ( or Praeyair-a-Hemacandradyat) in the verse "beginning

with "Pra/crtarupani" (see page 20 (192) ), Lakgmldhara had

probably this reading before him when he wrote "ValmtMr-

mulasutrakrt" in the verse beginning with "
Vngd&m**** ( see p. 21

(193)). The remark of the scribe of the Madras MS. No. 1548 of

Trivikrama's sutras as well as the verse of Laksmldharat

"Vagdevl
" are given in the Madras Catalogue of Prof. RangE-

erya (Mad. Gat. of Skt. MSS, p, 1084 and 1091). On the

strength of this source, Prof. Hultzsch assumed that Valmlki, and

not Trivikrama, to be the author of the sutras and after he had

thus fixed Valmlki's authorship, he tried to explain the word

"nijisutra.*.*' quoted above, whilst he ascribed to "ntja" in this

compound the rather unusual meaning "true**, the only way
which, as to any other, remained open to him who possessed no

better means to decide the authorship of the sutras.

The other view is that Trivikrama composed the sutras ^nd
has written his own commentary. The first

tint to this view was given by the editor of

the collection, GranthapradarsanI which

1 The fact is that Mr. BhattanSihasvSmin had no access to t!i$ subsequent

of P$of, PisofoeU ( Tr .}
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began to appear in the ya&r 1895 in Vizagapatam. The first

Chapter of Trivikrama*s Grammar was published in this series

and In a foot note to the Terse ^pTahrtapadartJia.*.
1 * the editor

the statement, based simply and solely on the authority of

the word **m/a*\ that the sutras were composed by Trivikrama

and that Laksmldhara and the manuscript on which he has pro-

bably relied are wrong when they attribute the sutras to Valmlkl

For our purpose, however, neither the statement which refers

to the single word
l

*mja*' when the authorship of the sutras has
been called in question by Laksmldhara, ,nor the other view
wMeh solely rests on the statement of Laksmldhara and of another

copyist without any other confirmatory testimony, is of great
consequence. We will, therefore, establish the authorship from
oilier sources and try to solve these contentious points later.

( P. 24 ) Bhattantha SvStnin of Vizagapatam, in a paper on
Trivikrama ( Ind. Ant, Vol. XL, p. 319 ),Spirted by Bhatta- , . , ,

'
. . *_ ,

Svimto, which is written in
t

an excessively sharp
language, has tried to prove $he authorship of

the swtras from independent grounds. His chief arguments are
two :

1. The safcras commented upon by Trivikrama are written
in metrical form in 5rya and Anustubh ( while though the

suferas are used by Simharaja, Laksmidhara and Appaya
Dffcgita their order is altered by them \

2. Passages in the introductory and concluding verses of
ttt work point to Trivikrama's authorship. The passages to

which he refers axe :
( a )

ii

pracaksmoh&
t *

in the Mrst Person in
8 ( see p. 19 (191) ) shows that Trivikrama is also the'author

of th* sfitras ; (b) how can **adirghamtram" in the concluding
versa 1 ( BBB p. 20 (192) ) be a compliment to his work if he were
not the author of the sUferas t

As to file st^tament of Laksmldhara, he says, as the editor of
file Gmnthapradarsanl, he might have had before Mm a false
reading of the verse ^pOkftar^jpOyi.^^ ( sae p, 20 (19$) )t
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disputed word "nija" in the compound ''nijamltramargram*' ha^
of course on this view the usual significance.

As to the first argument about fche metrical form of the siitras

. .
, * _

[ ifc 1 can te said that it is not in itself whollyCriticism of Blaatta- . . ... * .. .

nstha SvSmln's view, convincing although it is a good confirmatory
and secondary argument. That the sutras

are really written in metrical form is now doubtless proved by
the learned editor of the Granthapradarsani who had lately pub-
lished the sutras and marked the beginning and end of the verses.
{ It may however be remarked here that in the text referred to
above the last three sutras form a half verse which is incomplete).
But it would not wholly be improbable if we supposed thatTrivi-
krama himself had only given a metrical form to the sutras com-
posed in another order by another author before him. Further,
it is not impossible to bring the same sutras into another metre,
e.g. into "Sragdhara" or "Sardulavikrldita". And of the two
passages picked up by Bhattanatha Svamin, the second

*

adtrgha-
sutram" is not convincing as a compliment to the work when it is

taken by itselfbecause a commentator too can make a plainly actual
statement about the sutras of the grammar which he comments
upon. Now [ there ] remains ryet only the word "pracaksame*

9

which although a very good argument, stands by itself and is

therefore not sufficient.

( P. 25 ) After I had spoken of the two views in this way, I
will give briefly my arguments in favour of Trivikrama's
authorship.

The sole external evidence 1 is the remark made by Laksml-
dhara and the scribe of ther Mantutoript 1548

External evidence. of the Madras Oriental MSS. Library. No
other author, as far as I know, refers to

VHzmkl as a writer on Prakrit ; further we have no other work
on Prakrit by Vfilmlki. The reading "Pracetasa...

*
for "I'racycdr

a Hema...** is however actually found in the MS. F. as has
already been observed above. The manuscript mentioned, No.1548,
has only two chapters and the scribe believes, as we observe

1 See, however, my paper on the *' Trivikrama Sutras **
in the Maharajah's

l. \V, Ho. 4 pp. ISlff. ( Tr. )
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from the colophon, that the work is complete. Hence it follows

that the scribe named knew neither Trivikrama's nor Laksml-
dhara's commentary and perhaps Ms manuscript is the one used by
La"ksmIdhara, E Whichever relation Laksmldhara and this scribe

might have to each other we must for want of any other eonfirma*

tory evidence and because the reading
1 **

PrEcetasa...
"

in

actually found in the MS. F. f declare that one cannot say of

Y&lmlki'B authorship, be it proved on the authority of both these
writers.

The Internal evidence is, however, satisfactory. In the four-

teen introdnctory and concluding: "verses are
Internal evidence* found many direct statements of Trivikrama

that he has composed the sutras as well as

^he commentary. The most important and

emphatic statement is made in the last verse

of the concluding part. Namely :

Here he says that the words, t e, those of the sutras, were
composed by himself and in order to avoid misunderstanding as
to< what he meant by those words, he begs us to read Ms own
commentary. The other reading "svaparasaya -.

"
yields almost the

same sanse. This remark shows Trivikrama's pride as he expects
that there will be many commentators to his sutras which has
framed out to be tree. Siihharaja, Laksmldhara and Appaya
Dlfcsita have actually commented on the same sutras. A similar
boastful remark is found in the second of the final verses where
be stjles his grammar a poem and [ there ] is certainly the entire
satisfication of toe Master of Logic and the poetical art. It may
he mentioned here that Marfcandeya also styles himself a poet
and his grammar, a poem.

( P. 26 ) The second important and likewise convincing state-

^
ment of Trivikrama is found in the first of the concluding
verses "sapratyaya-***' (see page 20 (192) ). Here certainly

tbe following paaMg* '*&**<&$**& MammiKf %WWJT WTgRmt^ taken
(not simply "adlrghasufram") proves thafc'the sutras

of myr pape3r3:^fesrt04 1^ %bQV^? i Tn
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as well as the commentary have been composed by Trivxkrsma.

IB the first place
"'' Traivikramam sabdanniasanam*

* cannot Itself

refer to Ms vrtti alone, still less to the siitras only ; for, if this
*

passage should have meant the vrtti only ; then he would have

used a word like vrtti or vivarana and not ^abdanusasana 5 iff on

the contrary, the passage were to signify only the sutras and not

the commentary, then, it is needless to dwell upon it, as there is

not the least ground to question his authorship of the commentary
it would be heard to explain the adjectives "sapraiyayapTakTti-

mddham" and "praguwaprayogarri?*.

Tie third important statement, besides those spoken of above

namely, "prakrta&i/a lak&yanurodhi laksma pracaksmahe** in verse

3. 8th of the introductory part, points to the fact that Tri-

vikrama, who is the author of the commentary, gives

also the definition of the Prakrit, which is strictly speaking the

work of the author of the sutras and not the commentary,

Here a very noteworthy point which has been perceived by
none of the critics of this work throws clear

i^r^duct^vefse?
6

light on the contested authorship of the
4 - sutras. Of the eleven verses which are found

in all the manuscripts at the beginning of the work before the

first sutra "mddhir lokac ca", the first eight verses refer to the

sutras and the first sutra "siddkir
ij should stand immediately

after them, while the last three refer only to the commentary and

therefore, should stand at the beginning of the commentary. In

the eighth verse Trivikrama says he will expound the Prakrit in

accordance with actual forms used by the earlier authors

("laksyanurodhi laksma'*} but in the next verse instead of

finding the expected exposition, we hear only of his commentary.
On the other hand, if we read the sutra "siddfar lokac ca**

immediately after the eighth verse, the connection becomes at

once clear, because he explains the word "lokat" by "loka-

vyawaharat*
' which agrees with his earlier statement "tak^annrodki

laksma pracaksmahe* '.

This necessary new di\ ision of the introductory verses proves
that the author of the sutras is the same as tiiat of th commentary
for he has composed the eight verses which refer to the autras as

"if 11 wihe three wMeli ref&'ferthe
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( P. 27 ) When Trivikrama's authorship of the sutras is thug

of "nt'/a" Prova^ from direct and emphatic statements

of Trivikrama himself, the contentious word
M
mja?* in the compound "mjasutramargam" which occurs in the

verse
u
pr^krtapadartha^rtJia..^ (see page 19 (191)) necessarily

* smy own".

In addition to these stataments in the introductory and
concluding verses, we find the following in a passage of

the commentary to the sutra Castor akhor acah" ( 1-3-7 )
*

Here the commentator speaks in the First Person as if he were
also the author of the sutras, for if he were not the author, he
would have said "armkrarn$yati'' instead of "anukramtsyamah".
This reading with the First Person is, however, found only In the
manuscript C. The others have the reading ^anukramisyate

ft
.

After this treatment of the chief arguments which directly

funn .i
establish. Trivikrama's authorship of the

Boonclary arguments. , , __ , . n
*

sutras, 1 snail briefly adduce some secondary
[ ones] which further strengthen the conclusive force of the chief

1. Ho plagiarism.
a^uments. Trivikrama 's statements can be
no plagiarisms, because he declares the source

of Ms knowledge and even mentions the grammarian Hemacandra
by name, from whom he borrowed so much. If the sutras
commented upon by Mm were composed by another grammarian,
10 would certainly have mentioned it. Sirhharaja, who made a

from these sutras for his work, Prakrtariipavatara, and
who was not probably very far removed in time from Trivikrama
would have noted Trivikrama's plagiarism, if it is a question of
SBehtathing], Simharaja's silence could be explained in this
way that, as Brahman, he would not be willing to mention a

1 Xx|iiMiatiom of
Jain by lmme at the Beginning of his work,

sUenc^ after h@ had faYokBd a Brahmanical deity in

Laksmldhara's statement
hto alr^dy been explained as probably due

to a false reading of the manuscript ("JFVBMftw../ 'instead of
m Bun*.. *

). Finally it may ye* be rem^ked t it i*
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not unusual in India for authors to compose sutras or

4. Authors who wrote
and write their own commentary thereon.

their own commentary Hemacandra has done the same before him,

^omeTxTmples. Markandeya has written his own commentary,

Annambhatta the "Tarkadlpika" to his own "Tarkasarhgraha**,
Visvanatha Pancanana composed the NySyaktrikEs and has
written his own commentary "MuktSvall", and there are still

many other cases that the author has written his own commentary.

(P. 28) Thus through this full and convincing internal

evidence Trivikrama's authorship of the sutras is, as I believe,

undoubtedly established, and if I too, coming to this conclusion,
have to differ from the learned critics who have written about
this point before me, either from their final opinion or from their

manner of handling the evidence, the fact is I think, only that
the material at my disposal is as complete as that of any other.

CHAPTEB III

A. TRIVIKRAMA TS TIME AND PERSONALITY
In the introductory verses Trivikrama says of himself that ha

is the grandson of Adityasarman ( or varman )and the son of

Mallin&tha and belongs to tlxe excellent family of Buna. 1 The
name of Ms mother was LaksmI while his brother who was a
master of Prosody was called Bhama. He styles himself a great

poet ; but we know of no poem written by him. This title, poet,

stands however in harmony with his own remark in the second
of the concluding verses that his grammar Js A very important
poem* H invokes Mahavlra for his blessing and says he is the

disciple of Arhanandi Traividyamuni, which shows that he Was
a follower of the Jain religion. The addition of sarman ( or

vmrman ) to the name of his grandfather in verse 2 ( see page 18

(190) ) might perhaps signify that he was a follower of

Brahmanism because the words iarman or varman indicate thut

the persons so marked belong to the Brahmana or K^striya caste,

He or his father perhaps changed his religion*

Trivikrama says nothing as to when he livecL He mentions
Hemacandra by name and his sutras wete utilized by SiajxharSja,

Laksmldhara and Appaya DIksiia* Hemaacandra's time is, as is

1 See my note to the second of the introductory verses given above'(p.l90) . (Tr/;

A. 4.
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known, from 1088 to 1172 ( Pisohel, Gr. 36 ). And the

youngest of these grammarians, Appaya Dlksita, lived in the

second half of the 16th century of the Christian Era ( Pischel,
Or. 41 ).

The patron, of Appaya Dlksita was a prince* Chinnabomina,
the SOB of Chinavlra and the father of XjiiigamanSyaka. These
Princes are mentioned in the VilapSlfca-deed of gift of Sakaearhvat

( lad. Ant. Vol. XIII, p. 127 note 17 ) and in the inscription
of (P. 9) A$paya Dlksita's patron, Chfnnabommanayaka of

Velur in Sakasamvat 1471 and 1488 ( South Indian Inscriptions,
Vol. I, p. 69 and 84 X From the colophon of Kuvalayananda
( Oxford Cat. p. 218a ) it follows that Appaya Dlkslta was still

living during the reign of Venkata I. of Pennako^da whose
inscriptions fall in Sakasamvat 1508-1535 ( Ind. Ant, Vol. XIII*
p. 155 and Ep. Ind. Vol. Ill, p. 238, table ; Reports on Sanskrit
Manuscripts in Southern India, No. 2 by Prof. Hultzsoh, p. XIII X
Hence it follows that Appaya Dlksita lived in the second half -of

tie 16th century.

Appaya Dlksita refers to Laksmldhara. In the "Report on
S&nskrit Manuscripts in Southern India, ISTo. 3 ? *

( pages VIII "and
IX ), Prof. Hultesch says that "Srutiranjanl" a commentary on
**Gltgoirinda

ey

f which is attributed to Tirumalaraja I. of the
third Vijayamagara Dynasty, has been in reality composed by
Lmk^ma^asiis'i who is the same as our Laksmldhara and who
atlribateB the commentary to his patron,, TJrumalar&ja. In the
introdmetory remarks about the "Kuniytir plates of the time of

EL, Sakaaamvat 1556" ( Ep.Ind. Vol. Ill, p. 238 and the
opposite )f H. Krishna Sastri mentions^ the three' brothers,
,EL Tirumala I. and VeikatadrL Rama II., the minister

.of B^isMva, the last king of the second Vijayana^ara-Dynasty
Wld the youngest brother of Venkatadri died in the Battle of
T&likota on ttie 23rd January 1565. Tirumala I, acknowledges
nominally the authority Of King SadaMva in four inscriptions
dated under the 5th February 1567. Hence it follows that
Laksmtdhara must have lived in the middle of the 16th century,
i e. shortly before the time of Appaya Dlfcsita,

Then comes Simharaja as the next in the series.
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The only thing that lie says about himself 1 ( in the second of

introductory* verses to his grammars PrlkrtarttpSvatara )

that his fathers name was Sindhubandhs who wrote a oommeiitiury
to an Alamkara work and that it was a3dam across the ocean of

poesy. The verse mentioned rung in the following manner *

dltWS-W

n

( P. 1 of the Pr^krtariipavat^ra, ed. by Profc Hultuoh. )

( P. SO ) In this verse the compound
is rather unusual* If we conceive the first two words
and "sahitya* as a Dvandva compound, as Prof. Hnlfesch. has don'
( of. his remarks on page 8 of the Preface to his edition of the

**Pr.krtarnpavatara
Jf

) and understand by this compound tli*
"

"ocean of science and poetics** then the only difficulty offering*

itself is that only one commentary is mentioned her ; for it i

wholly improbable to assume only one commentary to all science*

and to poetics which ( poetics ) as one of them is not to "be

employed separately by name unless we assume that the 'word

"setu** can be taken with every particular science. The only-

other possibility is to assume that the compound is peculiarly
formed a Karmadharaya and stands for ^m.kityaiaMTa** and
so means the science of "a&ktft/a?

*

i. e. Poetics. If we aocept the

second interpretation which, as I believe, is the most probable,

we obtain a clue to the time of Samndrabandha and consequently
also of Siraharaja. The word "sefa/

f

(bridge) in the verse is not

to be taken as a proper name of the commentary written by
Samudrahandha but is probably a figurative expression for

"commentary*', for the commented work of Maiskhaka,
sarvasva" by name, is compared with the ocean by
bandha( seep. 2 of the Preface to "Pradyumnabhyudaya** by b

Trivandmm 1910). The verses cited by SSstrf are as follows-

* u
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J. [T?] O-anapati &LstrI, the editor of the Pradyumn&bhyudaya of
BaviTarmadeva, says in his preface ( page 2, note 2

), that a palm-
leaf manuscript of Samudrabandha's work about 300 years old Is
found In the Library of the Maharaja of Travancore and quotes
several verses from the work. In these verses Samudrabandha
refers (P. 31 ) to Ravivarmadeva and his work on poetics which
appears to be a commentary on Mankhaka's "Alarhkarasarvasva^
and says this ( Alamkarasarvasva ) was like an ocean to which
hi ( Samudrabandha ) had written a simple commentary^ which
could be named "mtu 9 *

(bridge ), but the commentary of Ravi*
varmadeva migrht be compared to a boat (nauh). While he
aiustrates the Alsmkaras in his commentary, Samudrabandha
praises Bavivarrnadeva and refers to him as Samgramadhlra

of Rupafca, [ one ] who has a capital Kolamba by name etc
Hence it follows, as has been shown by Ganapati Sastrl, that this
Samgrlmadhlra Barivarmadeva is the same of whom we know
from three inscriptions two edited by Prof. Kielhorn ( Ep Ind
Vpi IVt pa^es 145-152 ) and one by Prof. Hultzsch ( Ep. Ind. Vol
VIII, pages 8-9 } that he was born in 1266-67. Rav,ivarmadeva's'
bynames and descriptions, which Samudrabandha used in the
commentary mentioned above, are also found in

*

the
PrmdyumnEbhriidaya, from which it can be perceived that
Samudrabandha actually composed the drama PradyumanSbliyu-

X*.?
2^ the nam8 f WS Patr n ^iTO^adeva, as Appaya

Dlksi^had
done with his PrEkrtamanidipa and Laksmldhara

wife his arntirafljani This establishes that Bavivarmadeva and
Samudxabandha, the father of Simharaja, were contemporaries on

suppositioa, however, that the father of SimharUja and

follows from m7 Interpretation of
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compound
**

^astrasahUyasindJidfi
9n

( see pages 60-61). That

''Saraudrabandhayajvan
8 * and "Samudrabandha" are identical

follows from the fact that SimharEja In the second of hie

introductory verses divides the word "Samudrabandhayajvan";
h speaks of his father as "Sindhubandha'* which is a synonym
of "Samudrabandha* ' and calls him in the second half of the

same verse with the title "yayajukam*
9 which Is the same as

"yajvanam*. It follows, therefore, that the whole word

Samudrabandhayajvan is not the name of Simharaja's fatter but

that Samudrabandha is his name and "yajwn** Ms title* The
name "Samudrabandha'* and his ( P. 32 ) title

tf

yaj*wm
tf

are found
close to each other in the colophon of chapters XIII, XVII and
XXII of the Prakrtartipvat5,ra of Prof. Hultesoh. We thus sea

that Simhar&ja probably lived in the beginning: of the 14th

century.

As to Trivikrama's time Prof. Pischel in his Prakrit Grammar
( 38 ) says "that he is cited by name 218, 21 besides anonymously
62, 19ft ; 201, 2i ; 214, 4 by Kumarasvamin, the son of KolScala

Mallinatha in his commentary on Vidyan&tha's Prat&parudrlya

( ed. Madras 1868 ). Prataparudra II. to whom Vidyan&tha

dedicated his work, reigned from 1295-1323 Anfrecht's

assumption is thereby confirmed that Mallinatha cannot have

lived before the 14th century/'
2 Trivikrama will thus have

probably to be placed in the 13th century/'

This statement of Prof. Pischel agrees well with the date of

Simharaja fixed above. It is not very likely that SimharEja

would utilize Trivikrama 's sutras and write a commentary if

they had been contemporaries. On these considerations we have

to place Trivikrama in the 13th century.

1 The remark made by Prof. Hultzsch (see p. Till of the Fieface to MPrSkrta-

rGpSvatmra" ) that "SSstrasShityasindhu" ia perhaps an AlaihkSra work

is therefore, right, but the name is "Alaritkarasarvasva** and not MS5st*a-

sShityasindhtT, And the two anonymous quotations to which Prof*

Hultzsch on the flame page ham drawn our attention, can be explained,,

as remarked by him, on the supposition that the author of the SiddhEnta-

kanmudl, Kagoji Bhatta nd SiihharSja hare borrowed them from am

older grammatical work.

% In reality Mallinatha lived in the 15th century ; sae

p. IV, note 4, and Me^hadtjta ed* HuJtotoh, p. XI, note S.
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B. TRIVIKRAMA AND HEMAOANDRA.

In the Introductory, verse **prakrtarupaw yatha-^ (see

80(192)) Trivikrsms himself says that he closely agrees with

Hemaeandra and other grammarians who have preceded him in

the explanation of the Prakrit forms, On a comparison of the

grammars of both these authors, the following: points of agreement

differeDoe clearly come

POINTS OF AGBEEMEISTT

1. Trivikrama received most of the sfttras of Hemancandra

with insignificant changes, necessary on account of hi

terminology.

2. Trivikrama rarely changed the order of the extras on
metrical ground*,

3. Trivikrama copied almost all the examples and quotations

from Hemacandra (perhaps after comparing with original sources^

C see Appendix A and pp. 39*42 (212-234) ).

4. Trivikrama even received the wording of the commentary
with occasional explanatory and supplementary remarks ( see

Appends. A ).

(P. 33 ) CHIEF POINTS OF DIFFERENCE

1. Trivifcrama gave his sutras a metrical form and in this

attempt he had to undertake occasional changes in the order of the

stiras : sometimes even wholly unconnected sutras are here and
there shoved in on'metrical considerations (see pp. 35-39 (208-212).

2. Trivikrama occasionally explained his sutras more clearly
and completely than Hemacandra ( see Appendix A ).

S* Trivikrama grave more numerous examples from the
dramas and from the Prakrit literature than Hemaeandra and
also furnished their Sanskrit translation which gives them
greater worth while Hemacandra had not done this (see
Appendix A and pp. 39-42 (812-214).

4. Trivikrama invented a new terminology of abbreviations
the manner of Panini and had also made use of that of

which gives Ms sfttras a more concise form while
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Hemacandra is at a disadvantage as he only employs his own
terminology invented by him for his Sanskrit Grammar,
"Siddhaheinacandra?

'

( see Appendix B ).

C. SUMMARY OF TRIVIKRAMAB GRAMMAR
( a ) General Principles of Arrangement

The general method of Trivikrama's treatment; is first to give
rules, then counter-rules and lastly mixed peculiar cases* This
system he has followed as carefully as possible except whan the

metre demanded a slight change.

In the First Part of the First Chapter, e. g. the silfcra %
1 1-19 gives a general rule for the euphonic change that every
Sanskrit-sarhdhi takes place optionally in the Prakrit except in the

root of the word. Then follow the rules f *TC. 1.1.20 ; qpF* 1. 1. 21 ;

n 1.1.22 ; fite
1

: 1.1.23 ( counter rules ), which limit the opera-
tion of the principal rule.

Again the next sutra ^ffar: 1.1.24 gives a principal rule that

if a vowel follows the preceding vowel is dropped, while the four

following sutras (3T*H! &tsl gT% 1.1.25 ; M%fr m 1.1.26 ; ^Ptrff ^ ^n%
1.1.27 5 f^PS^f ?niirfc g 1.1.28) give counter-rules which settle when
the preceding vowel is not dropped.

The next sutra suS^lti (%I*IWI$ 1.1.29 is a change from the

preceding section about the loss of the final consonants ( P. S4 )

to a new section in which the feminines substitute aRHT for their

final consonant with the exception of the word <5jt< (which

changes to fSisr^ or Qvx^f^i ).

Then the six following sutras *TOT 1.1.30 ; f: ^r4*l% 1.1.31

W3<^ ^TT 1.1.32 ; *nOT%f 1.1.33 ; ^r ^n^T^nrat- 1.1.34 ; R^iil^R 1X35 ;

which preserve the ending 3TT except in the word srr^iL which
connects itself with the next sutra, show the further modifications

of the principal rule srii^W f%T*n*n^* 1.1.29. The next sufcra

1.1.36 relates to a special group of words which require
a change of their final consonants to 3* instead of to 3fTt wMla
the following sutra, which concludes this section ( 5 ^i1J^iim^i-

: 1.1.37 ) enumerates special cases which can be brought

und^r no rule.
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An example where a sfttra not at all connected with the

preceding or following is interpolated for filling up the metre is

the First Sutra of the Second Part of the First Chapter fffssreft

stTrqfir wi^mfmf 1.2.1. This sutra which begins a "Pada" signifies

that 3fr and qrft can be optionally put in for m^ and STRT when the

word i?Fr and the root fSTT follow. The following sutra begins a

wholly new section ; it treats of the changes of the initial vowels

( see page 35 (below) ).

(b ) Special distribution into chapters, parts aud sections,

Trivikrama divided his Grammar into three chapters, perhaps

intentionally to make it suggestive of his name Trivikrama,..

three paces and every chapter into four parts. Every part

has further subdivisions into sections which, are, however,
indicated in BOB of the manuscripts of Trivikrama's Grammar-

Chapter I, Part 1

Sutras 1-53

1 4 General introductoryrules

5-16 Explanation of the gram-
matical terms.

17 Principal rule.

18 General rale.

19-23 Samdhi rules.

24-28 Loss of final consonants.

( P. 35 ) Chapter I, Part 2

SStras 1-109

29-36 Rules about final conso-
nants.

37 Irregular forms
38, 39 Final consonants which

change to **m".

40-48 Rules about nasals-
49-53 Irregular words.

and "prati" are

changed *=*V* and "pari*'

( interpolated sutra )

Rules about vowels.
2 General rale,

3-4 Loss of initial vowels.
7 Initial vowel= tt

ta
f/

(inter-
polated sutra).

8-10 Initial vowel=a etc.

11-12 i

13-14 Exceptions.
15 Initial vowel=i

16-20 M =sn
21-22

ff =u
23-26 n u =0

27-32 =
33 5=1

34-40 Exceptions.
41-42 i= e

43-46 i=a
47-48 i=u
49 i=u, o ( incomplete sfttra)
50 i=a, s

51,52 I=i
53 I=u

54,55 I=u
56 I=e

57, 58 u=a
59 tt=i
60 uI
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61-63 u=ft

64,65 11=0

66,67 u=a
68 ti=I

69,70 ft=u
71 u=i,
72 u=o
73 r=a
74 r=&

75-77 r=i
78-81 r=u
82-84 r=l, u

85 ?=u, u, o

86 r=i, e, o

87-91 r=dhi, ri ( exceptions )

92 ir=ili

93,94 e, ai=i
95 o=a

96,97 au=u
98 au=ati, &i

99 e=u
100 o=u
101 al, au= et o

102,103 aial
104
105 au=&
106 an=aii
107 ai= aa
108 ai=I
109

Chapter I, Part 3

Sutras 1-105

Continuation of the rules

about vowels.

1-3 Vowels=e
4,5 =o
6 ., =uma
7 General rule.

Rules about consonants

811 Loss of consonants.

(P. 36) 12 Gutturals=th
13 Exceptions*

14,15 Gutturals =*g
16-21 Exceptions.

22 Palatals^s, 11
o **4l

**J * , jn

24-26 Cerebrals=1
27 =dh

28,29 th=dh
30 d=1 ( exception )

t=d ( exception )

Dentals ==d ( change of the

order of the sutr&s )

Dentals=c, oh ( change of

the order of the sufcras )

A. 5*

31
32-35

36

37 Dentals=t ( change of the
order of the sutras)

38, 39 Dentals=h ( change of the
order of the siitras )

40,41 Dentals=i

42, 43 =r
44 =v
45 9 , =1
46 =d

47-48 =dh
49-51 =n
52-54 n=n

55 p=T
56 p=ph

57-67 Labials=m etc,

68-74 y=j etc.

75 Exceptions,
76-80 r=d, 1 etc,

81-83 l=netc.
84, 85 T, b=m etc.

86 h=gh
87-91 , s, s=s etc-

92-95 Loss of medial consonante
96-104 Exceptions.

105 Irregular words.
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of

Kules about conjunct
consonants

I General rule.

2 9 3 Com. ons.=g
4 =k (change

the order )

5-10 Conjunct cons.=kh
11-15 s*th,th

(change of the order ).

16-18 Conjunct cons- =*o

19-23 t, **ch

24,25 )t =3
6-29 ff =3h

30,31 =t

( change of the order )

33 Conjunct cons. =d
34,35 =dh
36 t 87 H t , =n
38-40 t , =th
41-43 =P
44-46 =ph
47,48 ,5 =rm

49

50,51 =bl
52 8S 5so
53 f# ff

=

4t 55

Chapter Is Part 4

Sutras 1-121

56-58 Exceptions ( change of the

order )

59,60 Conjunct cons.=r (change
of the order )

( R 37 ) 61-64 Conjunct, cons.

lh
65 Exceptions
66 Conjunct cons.

67, 68 ,

69,70 n =^
71-73 Exceptions
74 Conjunct cons. =s

75-84 Loss

85, 86 Doubling of consonants,

87, 88 Exceptions ( change of the

order)

89-94 Doubling of consonants.

Epenthesis

95-97 a
98-104 i

105 i>u
106-109 u

110 I

111-119 Metathesis
120 Exceptions. ,

121 Irregular word*.

Chapter H, Part 1

Stltras 1-77

1 tttattip

$> 9 ratup
4 s*a=ika
5 kha=ika

t teal

t-10
M, thaf ha

11

12

13

14
15

16

vat=rva
taila=tella ( interpolated
sutra)

tya
taa

d*
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17 bhava
18-26 svarthika

27 tva

28 slladyartha

29 ktvt
30 Irregular forms

31-76 Avyaya
77 Irregular woids

Chapter IIt Part 2

Sttras 1-92

1-29 General rules. Section

about masculines end-

ing in a voweL

30, 31 Neuters ending in vowels
32-41 Feminineg.

42-46 Vocative.

47-53 Words with
*Y* at the end'

53-61 Words ending in conso-

nants 5
**

rtjan.
ft and

"atman-"
63-92 Pronouns.

75 ( change of the order )

( P, 38 ) Chapter II, Part 3

Sutras 1-42

Pronouns

114 "yusmad."
15-27 "asmad"

28-33 Numerals.
34 General rule.

35-42 Mixed words.

Chapter II, Part 4

Sutras 1-157

Conjugation

1 7 Present General rule*.

8-10 Boot "as"

11-21 Csusative.

22-23 Imperfect.

24 Exception-, "as"

25-33 Future
34-38 Optative

39, 40 Mixed forms.

4i-43 Participle.

44-63 Peculiar verbal forms.

$4-71 General

64-67 Verbs ending in vowel.

68 "rus"-class of verbs.

69-71 General rules.

72 Exceptions.

73, 74 General rules.

75-91 Special rules.

92-119 Causative.

120-123 "brr'-class of verb*.

124-129 Peculiar rerbs.

130 Root"jma
f*

(change of

the order )

131-157 Peculiar verbal forms.
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Chapter III, Part 1

Sutras 1-133

1-131 Peculiar verbal forms.

132 Irregular words.

133 General rule.

Chapter III,

Sutras 1-67

Saurasenl

1-6 General rules.

7* 8 Inversion of syllables.
9 Epenthesis.

10,11
a
matup"eto.

12-19 Avjaya.
20 Declension.

21, 22 Vocative.

23 n=m
24 Future.

(P. 39) 25 Exception*
26 General rule.

2

MEgadhI
General rule.

Declension.
Pronouns.
Peculiar verbal forms.

Pai&acl

General rules,

Special rules.

General rule.

Exceptions.

27

28-30
31

32-42

43,44
45-61

62

63

64-67 Special rule$.

Chapter III, Part 3

ApabliramSa

1-6 General rules.

7 Exceptions.
8-26 *'matup" eta
27-29 Exceptions.

ApabttramSa

1-25 Declension.
2650 Pronouns.
51-58 Conjugation

Stttras 1-58

30

31-33

34-51
52-55

General rule.

Feminines,

Avyaya.
Pronouns.

56-58 Irregular words.

Chapter III, Part 4

Sutras 1-72

63 Irregular words.
64-71 General rules.

Sections about Desl-words
72 Deal-words.
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CHAPTER IV

QUOTATIONS IN TRIVIKRAMA'S GRAMMAR
Note. The Apabhramsa Yerses are not repeated here because

they have been critically edited by Prof. Pischel (

"
Materialien

Kenntnis des Apabhramsa '% Berlin 1902 ).

Maharastrl

Chap. I, Part 1

I ( sutra 17 }

I (18 ) mgcmmfeTOir 1 ( 20 ) 4^H^*H^4l I ( 20 )

IRufl I ( 20 ) wm(5*dT *twfii" ^lfd 22 ) P. 40 )

( 22 ) ^4uu4m4<f i ( 42 ) ^r^Tf%3=rr d^i^ium^l 5 (51),

Chap. I, Part 2

\ ( 6 ) ( *H4<4sl, 338 ) 3JdlJft^f5Qfcaum' i ( 23 )

I ( 27 ) W^ f^-^Rl^^^^^ill
1

i ( 45 ) 9nu(t%1

( 51 ) firfTOir ^J^uitiTi i ( 53 ) "fi Q>TI^^i'Hl
1

*I4 ft if I ( %2 )t

Chap. I, Part 3

I ( 1 ) ( cfa^^-Slfl I, 19 ) ST^pl
1^^ mfjll 1 ( 12 )

13 ) yuuiiHi^ w?r \ ( 16 ) tu&uuuuitfiuiQjii i ( 95

i ( 95 ) ( 4io*4Hi&i 9 si^^s^-Hi^c p. 23 ).

Chap. I, Part 4

\ ( 65 ) co<Nfa^ t.itFi" C I ( 91 ).

Chap. II, Part 1

( 16 )

l ( 34 ) W^TgnfiraRWt <T^* IT fn<i^nwlt I { 39 )

i (39) a^ft^wtf K40)arft ^^ri%%^rar i (40)

( 41 ) ZSfVsft 3J3T? ft^T^ I ( 41

(41 )3?^ilTTf^f^'?v^gr^ (41)
3**sft JH!t^i<^H< K 41

1 41

i ( 41 ) sFRrr ^14^1% 3^ r ^r ^arf mw ^Rft i ( 41 )

44 ) srf^r w5r srruf %? Rf^qRutiri) i (;44

( 52

fitf^t TWW i ( 54 ) ^r w ^ri%fl i ( 54 )

( 54 ) frit^w ^m^mtf, PT ^g; gpr ^ro? * ( 5* )

t ( 57) HTrff ^^^H% t (58 )
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i ( 59 ) wrf 3^1% fW i ( 61 )

ul i ( 66 ) ofr Hiq% ors^ * ( 67 )

70 ) *3t f%3T ^i%% H?^i%sr i ( 7o ).

( P. 41 ) Chap. II Part 2

s ( 42 ) ^ ssrasrr, t sTrawr, T ^ f^q^sn, *

( 42 ) Wf % 5W? fi|&m*i| ir^RTOrait I ( 91 )

Citap. II, Part 3

% s ( 38 ) ?TWT ^^t^i tiRtfi i (38) :$

l ( 38 ) ^ui^ttiM^'ii *lU* I ( 38 )

<i40 ) it^^^W *&& if \ ( 41 ).

Chap. II, Part 4

^g" t(3MiJ w ^rafr > ( 3 ) ^r?r error arrf^tr ^rat i ( 4 )

T I < 188 ) 3TtTT q^T f&WTf ( 145 ).

Chap. Ill, Part 1

( 1 ) sfSt t^ tnr ^rgw? i ( 3 ) *T*rs Hre*Nfr ( 11 X

Chap. Ill, Part 2

SaurasenI

i ( 8 )

t ( 12 ) awr ^rnnr frit (?) i ( 12 ) HT ^rr^ qtt^Trar i ( 13 )

wr 3?n% H^H wriiw i ( 13 ) t 3roo)44 i ( 14 ) w 3^^qrra^%i^ q^w q/^r ^rr-

Wft i ( 14 ) ^ |% m*4j<{fmTf \ ( 14 ) s**gqr q^r^r

( 15 ) fT T tm^ti Hwfr^n* T^^et^ittitti I ( 16 )

.( 19 ) prj ^o^r q^- 1 ( 20 ) fr ?i3T, ft f^T^rarir r

i

*T3rt

i ( 22 ) ^^tji^ii^tniiHiR v&& f^n" i ( 22 ) f% r

( 23 ) H^feat ^aiW" ssqitiwil * ( 23 ).

I ( 27 ) ( Safc. VI Act, Prelude ) v*& f% q^T
i ( 27 ) mirar s%^r * sr sfrgr ^3^3^- ( Sak. ) \ ( 27 )

1 1 ( 27 }^Ni^ aroTj^g^r i ( 27 ) srer c^r ^ ^RT% iy^3T%i > (27)
,) 1(2?)-

i ( 27 ) fir or tf^rewr^r^ ( Sak. ) i ( 27 ) ( P. 42 )

i ( 27 ) ^fr^$iui^r ^^t srrftw^T^, ftf^rt
27 ) ^it ^i^H^i^^^i^fi ^fN% (Sak> ) I ( 28

i ( 39 X .
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PaiSacI

52

57 ) ss i;H4^*i 'Hs*^
i4 5Frart R't3 i ( 59

62

? ) i ( 62 ).

Cnlika-PalsacI

H ( 64 )

A
EXTRACTS FROM TRIVIKRAMA'S GRAMMAR

8.1.5 ) ^f^c^rS- 1.1.19.

s

- u s

r* IHl4^"14^sf^
1

^T t qi^l, *>iQ'^> ^l^l'lfd
1

4
* U

8.1.6 ) 5T q^ 1.1.30.

d^"

R ri It

8.1.8 ) ^T^^qra-: 1.1.28.

wrfit" u

i

" " * " ^^r- ( P. 43 )

u
*

8.1.254 Xv^KT^r 1.3.78.
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ur n

"
n

8,2.79 ) HW*n*W 1.4.78.

i f^s^r, f^nt " ( ^r ) q^a;, iw i f

ii T i jsruF*, 5sra* i 3W:, *rr i d^-, wir n srqK* i ( ^ )

J^^^H y'^^ J1 **

T 1 affe, 3*3Ti I IT^:, cT^f II

8.2.78 ) H^mc 1.4.79.

It IT I 5F*f

i LI^^I , n^5" i

I ^^^l**,, ^3^" II ^b'rcl^r: H

! ^^T^;? R^H' 1 HIHIH, HIS t

( p. 44 ) sbftcmiiliui \

n K^T 3 u

J.-^ - - tT^. ^ - -i ^ UUJ^I ' If i LJlJgS-
.....

- U-JUrY- r-
-

C14| I | *IM<i l*q,5^*l k^ IT
-

'*

g

3

4

5

6

tl

*$

1.4.77 ;

ii

1.4.78 ; ^^^ 1.4. 79.;

: ,

tfqr
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( tiT8.2.89,92,93 ) ^nf^TOI&S'^revrr: 1 .06.

i ( ^c^r^fimw t ) 5-'^^ ( 53T + w ), 5^
i - - n ^rsr %f& ffeac i ^TOW,^ i sc*iw:? ^nWt i

8.1.142 ) *FTW%FT 1.2.90,

M

u ?^ i
:;^^g^ :6^ \

I 3* i Rial, ^41KHT wR^l, 4sTiW,

n

{ p. 45 ) (%1T 8.1.167 ) <^r^?>^M^T^M^IHT^<ii^U^i pw^ 1.2.95.

^I : u

^t*iaf

8.1.209) urf f^TT^f^ 1.3.49.

:

*" 8.1.142

52

\ rr^rr ( P. 45 )

so

: 4-
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i s?r:, ^srl" i

I %fhr:,

(3,4.70 )

( P. 46 ) APPENDIX B

TECHNICAL TERMS COINED AND USED BY TRIVIKBAMjL

( a ) Technical terms coined by Trivikrama

1 "ha

2 dl

8 m
4 klra

5 ga
6 pliu

7 stu

8 lit

9 sit

10 mt
11 rit

( h ) Technical terms accepted by Trivikrama

2 nap*
3 tu

4 yan
5 sup
6 tin

7 ak
8 safc

9 kvip ( or kvin )

10 ku, cu, tu, tu, pu

11 mayat
12 matup
13 vatup
14 na

15 vat

16 tas

17 krtvas

18 ka i svarthifca )

19 tva

20 ktva

21 turn

22 nama
23 kta .

24 siatr

25 sanac

26 Ink
27 bharisyat
28 ghaja
29 kha

i=Tr 209

Th*. t^rms were already used by other grammarians ( of. Preface to
FrafcrtampavatSraed. Hultaach, London 1909, p. XI, note 2 and p XIIr '

'



USE OF IN
BY

SUKUMAB SEF, M. A.

( Continued }

as : patresu aianam coyote (SB. 3.52.23 ). sa

kamaya visa sarnane patre 'sniyat. as one might, for the of

victory, eat from the same vessel with the people ( 4.3.3. 15 \

pa / ye annesu vi-vidhyanti patre^u pibato janan t

assault men in their food, and In their cups as they drink

( TS. 4.5.11 ). If pibalah be not construed with /^frefii, this

example would not come under this class.

Instruct in :

sas ( emu ) : yad vai fvaham elaj/or if 1 to

instruct thee in ( the use of) them ( SB. 11.4.3.19 X Cf. vidyusu
sikscde j dfianust siksate* Cf. Pali : bod-hisatto

ca dhamme ca anusasati) B. instructed him In polity in reli-

gion ( J. 1.184 ).

Obtain protection under :

riath : d&ua agnav anafhan* the gods found a protector in

( TS, 2.4.1 ). so'gnau caiva some canathafa, he found protection in

A. and S. ( Kathaka-Samhita 10.2 ; also cf. 1.6 ; 11. 1,3,4; 13. 2

4; 27. 4 X Of. eso
9

nukampyomayi nathavan iti ( Bhp 10.14.10 ).

Agree in :

[ It is to be noted that all the verbs under this class

with the upasarga sam ( See instrumental ) ].

jnci f tasnun deva na samajanata^ the god did not as to

this ( AB. 17.1.4 ). sam asmin &uafo sr$Jtatai/am janate* Ms pre-
eminence his own people accord ( AB. 19.3,9 )

radh * tasyam na samaradhayan* they could not agree about it

( TS. 2.19 ). tasmin na samaradJiayan ( PB. 9.1.25 )

pad ( causative ) *- deva vai somasya rajnafa .-. fm^affta**

padayan, the gods could not agree in the drinking first of Soma^ the

king (AB. 9,1.1). tau ha madhyame sampadayam cakratub*

an agreement ragarding the middle one ( AB. 33.3.7 )

vad s grhapater ewra^yoh sarnvadanfe, they commune with

other over ttie Grhapati's churEting-sticks (SB. 4.6*8.13 ).
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IMC (causative) ; aifaa yad vede patnim -vacayati, in that lie causes

the wife to speak on the grass-bundle { KB* 3. 9 ).

Abide by :

sfha : fasmims tisthamdhe vayam, that we accept ( AB. 33.6.3 ).

indre isarve devas tasfhanah, all the gods ( were ) abiding in Indra

( SB. 1-8.32.2 ). trirnsattame vyuhe panktisu atisthanta* at the

thirtieth arrangement they came to an end in the Paixktis

( SB. 10.42/25 ).

This Idiom had good currency in the classical language :

e. g\, talfiapi saxfravyavaharanisiJiure vipaksabhave dram asya tasthu-

sah \ sluio&a viryatisayena vrfraha (Raghu. 3.62 abc). atisthad ekoha-

iatakratutV'e \ iakrabhyasuya-vimvrttaye yah (Raghn 6. 74 cd). na me
iasane tisthasi ( Sak. VI ). jihresyatisthan yadi tatavahye ( Bhatti 3.

53 o ). tvayi nas tisthaie prltis tubhyarn tisthamdhe \ vayam uttistha-

manam mitrarthe kas tvam na bahumanyate \\ ( Bhatti 8. IX ).

Catch by, tough at :

bandh : tarn satena vardhrlbhir andayor abadhnat, with a hundred
leather straps he bound him ... (PB. 9. 2-22). mitras tva padi
badhmlam, may Mitra bind thee by foot ( SB. 3.2.4,18 ).

Of. fasminn abhtdyofitabandhupadme pratapasamsositasatrupanke \

babandha tarp nottamasaukumarya kumudiatl bJianumatlva bhavam \\

( Baghu 6. 36 ). C Pali : gorie cakkesu bandhimsu ( J. 1. 101 ).

grah (sain) / tan n pranesu samagrhrtat, he seized them by ( the

organs of ) the vital airs ( SB. 7.5.2.4 X

Cf* grhlta tva kesesu mrtyuna dfiarmam acaret ( Pancatantra ).

Of- Pali - atha nam sukaram padesit gdhetva ( J. 1. 197 ).

pad { abhi ) / athainam daksine bahav abMpadya japati, there-

upon, taking hold of him by the right arm, he mutters { SB. 5* 3.

3, 11 ).

mTs(abhi}: athantara amse'bMmrsya japat^, having touche
Mm on the chest, he then mutters ( SB. 5.4.4.5 ).

In classical Sanskrit a-da is similarly construed : e. g. raimi-
frfmdSya nagendrasaktSifl nivarlaiamasa nrpasya drstim ( Raghu 2.
28 cd X imkasmad yuvat* wdftam kesesvakrosya cumbati ( Hitot>a
date X

*
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in :

Jan / asyam jayatepunah, in he Is <AB. 33.1.10).

5 mro jayafe, to him a hero is { AB. 5. 6 ).

rupam atman janate9 nothing unshapely is in f TS 3.5.7X

mstyan vasiyan haivasi/a prajayam ajayafe^ ever more is a

son born in Ms offspring ( KB* 6. 9 ).

In classical Sanskrit jana other roots of

are construed with locative of the mother ablative of the

father ; e. g. 9 suryat kuntikanyayam jajne ( Mbh. 1. 68, 98 ).

samadhtmatyam udapadi bhavija (Eumarasazhbhava).

dtijavarad esa jafo *$mi sapalah (-Kathasaritsagara 2, Sit ).

Obtain in :

labfa : yasca some lobhafe, who obtains a hold of the Soma ( SB

2.2.3.1 ; 4.2.4.9 ). mi yat sudresu alapmta, a thing which they

not found even among the Sudras tAJB. 33.5,3). ufa

when It accraes to him ( SB. 1.9.?.85 ). fasu ma

no son from them ( AB. 33.1.1 ). ya&ca pis

cana( AB. 1.13,8).

md : apsu vindati, finds in water ( &B. 2.1.1.5 ).

Look at :

tks : sa rarati/am tJcmmano 'nubruyaf, he should "recite looking

at the fronton { AB. 5.3.15 ). But can as well be taken

as an accusative of the base raratya, instead of the locative of the

raratt.

drs : too chilpam paSyanfi yat seeing the

which he saw in his father ( PB. 16.4.3 ). /
J,

* j

Strike in "

^

han (a) : rastram em, tad visi aJmnii, royal power indeed pressed

hard on the people ( SB. 13.2.9.7 ).

nas ( vi, causative ) / yah Kamayeta brahman w&am m
Hi, who desires, 'may I bring the people to ruin with respect to the

Brahman* ( TEL g.3-3 ).
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Wipe in s

: mUsmin mrjate 9 these two do not wipe ( their sin ) off

upon him ( TS. 2,2.6 ). yasma etad dadati iasminn eva mrjana yanti,

( PBW 17,1,16 ).

Blunder in :

muh / yo yajn& muhyati, ( AB. 11.11.16 ).

:

fcfi .* ksctj/anfam radhasi mahati, ruling in great wealth ( SB.

7.8.1,33 ). The genitive ( g. v. ) is a concurrent idiom here,

Practise in ( rituals ) ; to praise :

car ? prafahsammasuaivavrta pratahsavane careyuh ( AB. 35.8.6 ).

anuyajesu ( SB, 3.8.4.8 ). Mlyasavane sarntvaramartas caranti,

proceed hastening at the the third pressing ( AB. 14.6.3 ).

Cf. amsfhifahpurusafa sarvartkesu carati (MU. 6.6 \

Of. Pali : mafapifusu dhammam caranto ( J. 1. 152 X

arc / ( ret ) arcafi ( SB. 4.6.7.1 ).

/i* / ( See infra : Instrumental Locative ).

hu : agnau juhoti fad devesu juhoti ( SB. 2.3.1.19 ).

Sing: on *

gu t TCI g^yafe, on tte Terse the tune is sung (SB. 8. 1.3,3 ).

gayati, he sings (the tunes) on these (mystic) words
{ SB. 8.7.4.5 ). alichandasi gayati ( SB. 14. 3. 1. 11 ). rksu samani

to Rcas, Saroans are sung ( KB. 6. 11 ).

kTinaijajnevisamamkaroti ( AB. 9.2.6); deva vai yad yajne
( AB, 9.7.1 ).

Verbs signifying motion to, into, upon :

These verbs also govern the accusative. When they g-overri
the accusative they mean <

( to so ) in the direction of
!>ut when they govern the l6cative they mean '

( to go to'
in f 1.8., reaches \ e. g., devan gacchati and devesu gacchati. For
AT. of. zemo ( Vend. 6

; 29, 30, 31 ) ; ahe nmanate (Vend. 8 37 )
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gam : devesu ganfavai, to go to the gods ( SB* 8.6*3-24 ; 9.5.1.48 ).

yatra jigarni*ati ( T3. 2*3*4). atha ha

now S. was once upon a time sojourning; in the eastern region

( SB. 9.5.1.64 ).

( adhi ) / silpam hasmtnn adhigamyafey a work of art is accom-

plished in him ( AB. 30.1.3 ).

( abhi ) na manusyesu kiraiyyam no gold would be

gained among men ( SB. 3.2,4.13 ).

( sam ) / caturlke puruse trttye va samgacehamahe, in the fourth

( or ) third man ( generation ) we unite ( SB. 1.8.3,6 X

tah samgacchanfe ( AB, 6.10.4); Instrumental and Accusative are

concurrent idioms here.

i : prettilyat, should go to the east ( SB. 4.5,8.11 ).

vis ( a ) / a ma gosu msafu a fanusu^ may it accrue to me "both

in the cows and ( my own ) self ( SB- 7.3.1.23 ).

(Causative) : asmin rastre sriyam aveiayami, I make prosperity to

dwell in this kingdom ( AB. 40.4.6 ). ( pro, causative ) /

pravesayan ( TS. 7.1.6 ). andhe tasmai praveiayali^ casts info blind

darkness ( SB. 1. 9. 2. 35 ). ( pra ) : tasmin vale ( SB )

tasminn avlsan ( SB- 8*6.2.5 ).

hu : ( See above X

dha : (This verb is more frequently used with the locative than

with the dative ). urjam asmasu dtdkaraf, may he support strength

in us ( AB. 24.3.15 ). ( S-) : alJmsmcd stLraJzamsam hasfa a dadJmti*

then he places in his hand a bowl of Sura ( AB. 37.4.8 X

Cf. navambudawkamuhurtcdanchane dJianusy amogham*samtflhalfa

sayakam ( Raghu 3 ).

sic : yosayam retah sificati ( SB. 4.3.2.3 ). Cf. sukhair nisiflcanr

fam ivamrtam tvaci (Raghu 2. 26 ).

ni ( vi -a- ) ta etesu pafresu vyanayati* he distributes them in

these vessels ( SB. 5.3.5.19 ).

pad ( a- ) / atha yadi somakrayanyam, Mmddpadyeta^ and if (his

Soma ) were to meet with any mishap in regard to the ( cow )

given in exchange for the Soma ( SB. 12.6.1.9 ).
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pal ( para- ) .- yad adya hotrvarye jihmam caksuh parapatat, what

at the Hotr-choice may escape the crooked eye this day ( SB, l.ht

1.20 ).

Of. netravrajah paurajanasya tasmin vihaya sarvan nrpatm nipetu\

( Raghu 6, 7 ).

uh ( adhi- ) : bhutesu imam yajamanam adhyuha, raise them this

sacrifice* above the beings ( SB. 13.4.3.2 ). The locative here

may also be taken as governed by the preposition adhi.

srj ( vi- ) / tasminn apahatapapman vacam visrjate, infuses speech

into him, thus freed from foulness ( SB. 6.6.4.1 ).

( ajri- ) / tarn eva vrsanampatmsu apisrjati, him he lets loose as

a male among wives ( TS. 6.6.6 )

rj ( op- ) . sale gosu rsabharn apyrjanti ( PB, 25*10.19 ).

<n - trwrt tva stomah prthivya<m srayatu* may the T. S. uphold

thee on earth ( SB. 8.6.1.5 ).

( adhi- } : agra eva tasyahavaniye 'dhisrayati, puts it from the

beginning on the 'Shavanlya' ( SB. 1.3.1.20 ).

rufo ( adhi-, causative) : svarge lake yajamanam adhirohayati (SB,

7.2.1.10 ).

( 9amr&~)
' enam yonau samarohayati ( TS. 2.4.10 ).

vap ( S- ) / atKasmai pancaksan panau avapati ( SB. 5,4.4.6 ).

hve / anne *nne- fwvamahe, in respect of every food we call him

( SB. 6.3.2.4 ). (upa- fupa rnasmin sahasre huyetham ( PB. 21.1.1 ).

priya enam dhaman upaJwayanta, invited him to the favourable

reeort ( SB. 1.7.3.11 ).

vrj ( pra ) : yajamanam ha so 'gnaw pravrriakti, he places on fire

the sacrificer ( AB. 34.8.6). netpasun agnau pravrnajama ( SB> 1.

8.1.38 ).

Mf / OBya salttasya pare
7svah svetah sthariau sevate, on the other

end of this stake a white horse stands at a post ( SB. 3.6.2.4 ).

fcr : notnam. mana&i kuryat* he should not pay heed to it ( AB.
), ta u ha $tr$kama$ te has& manamsi kurvate^ they like
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women? and they turn their minds towards { KB. 12,3 ).

deva asuran nirbadhe 'kurufa, the gods reduced the Asurasto

( TS. 5.1.10 ) enam mse ( SB. 3.1.1.11 ).

( upa-sam-a- ) : ta$u etam upaaamakurvanti, thereto they

one ( SB. 4.5.8.12 ).

Of. padanyasam ksitidharaguror murdhni ( an

interpolated verse In Sakuntala). Cf. Pall - (J.1.240).

as f anu-ava- ) / yatha gu^e guriam as a man
thread on thread ( TS. 7.2.4 ).

as ( adhi- ) : tasyam indragni adhyastam ( AB. 10.4,4 ).

JIT : girau bharam harann iva, even as one taking a burden up

a mountain ( SB. 13.2 9.3 ).

Dwell with *

vas: juhvatsu vasaii, lives among the offerers of (oblation)

( AB. 25. 5, 9 ). msadesu tisro vasali, dwells with the

for three (nights) (PB.16. 6. 7). Jane tisro ( PB, 16.

6. 3 ). candrama naksatre wtsatt, the moon resides with the

Naksatra ( SB. 10. 5. 4. 17 ). sa hasmin jyog uvfisa, she ( Urvasl )

dwelt with him ( Pururavas ) for a long time ( SB. 11. 5. 1. 2 ).

jyog va iyam urvast manusyesu, awtsii, this Urvasi has dwelt

long among men ( SB. 11. 5. 1. 2 ). prolir Jm

kausuruvindir uddalake aruna^ brahmacarnam uvasa* P. K, K. dwelt

with U. A. as a student ( SB. 12.2.2.13 ).

raset, ( he ) should dwell with a Brahman of the same family

( KB. 25. 25 ).

Note the following expression : alha Mite arun

mtnajagmuh ( SB. 10.6.11 ). Prof. Eggeling translates thus s *now

at the house of Aruna AupavesI, these came once together'.

Note : In 01. Skt. a few other verbs are also construed with

the locative, e. g.,

guh : ke M mttam rahasyam va sfnm iaknoti guMfum( KathS*

saritsagara 1.52).

gup i na gqpydm yadi rnadrse ( ibid. 2.28 )*
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bhu (mm-) yan manusyesu sambhavet ( ibid., 6. 148 ).

&03 (wV /pumsi visvasiti kutra kumarl ( Pancatantra). Of. Pali :

IZEsu kojafu vissase ( J. 1.293 X

4. Instrumental Locative.

The locative has, in a few places, supplanted the instrumental

but that mainly with such verbs as are construed with the

locative in some other sense,

Sooiative / brahrnaudane suvasnam hiranyam dadati, along with

the priest's mess of rice he presents gold ( to the priests ) ( SB. 13.

1,1.4 ). Instrumental : atha vakcvakye brahmodyam vadanti, there-

upon they utter the Brahmodya in ( the form of a ) dialogue

( SB. 4.6,9.20 ) . tarksyo svargakamasya rohet, with the Tarksya

(hymn) should lie mount for one desiring the heaven (AB. 18.6.20).

rnaitravaruvS^u h tasmai stuvate, in verse to Mitra and Varu^a

they chant praises for this ( liabation ) ( SB. 4.2.3.12 ). sarpa-

fksu stuvate ( SB. 4.6,9,17 ).

The following instances lie on the border of the instrumental

and the locative :

agnim *.* mukhe babhara, carried Agni in his mouth ( SB. 1.4

L10 ). etam hastesu bibhrati, this they do hold in their hands

( SB. 9^.3.24 ).

5* Dative Locative.

Of all these cases the dative has contributed the most to the

idioms of the locative. In fact, as the following examples will show,
most of the typical functions of the dative have concurrent idiom
in the locative 5 and this tendency of syncretism manifests itself

greater and greater with the development of the Indo-Aryan
language. Ife should be noted that the instrumental, the dative and
fee locative fell together in the dative in Greek.

d ( pan- )
: pitfn eva yame paridadctti, he thereby commits the

Matters to Yarns ( SB. 12.3.1.19 }. varhisi dadaU ( TS. 1.5.1 X

m ra^re dh&syasi nasrnin, rasprarp. dhfltsyasi ( SB.
IA5),
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JCT : on men <', SB* 3,2,

4.13 ).

dJkr( causative) ( SB* 8,5.2.3 \

ton / dhira yajnani wise,
fice to the gods ( SB. 6/2.2.4 ).

Dativus Finalis.

yuj : agrdnt garisthe 'yufijan, appointed Agnl to chief

( office ) ( SB. 1.4.2,1 X Of. sufcarc

rajye bata duskare tvam ( Bhatti S ).

bhu (o&ftt-a-) / yady enam kslram

slofcam aicotayitavai bruyat, If it should happen to him to

pure milk, let Mm have one drop of water poured it { SB. 2,

3.1.1 6 X

vad : d&vesu anf,ato*rtJmm vadaie ( KB, 2.4).

VT : yusman indro'vrriita vftralurye, you Indira for the con-

test with Trtra ( TB. 1,8.5 ; SB. 1.1.3.8 ).

.") artvtjye pravrtah, chosen for the office of the Rtvij

(SB. 1.9.1.29).

jagr : pra^ua somap^the mam JagrM, awake me for the Soma-

drink(PB. 1.6.16).

The use of the locative for the final dative Is of very frequent

occurrence in ol. Sanskrit 5 e. g., niyujya tarn
'

hontalttre&ga^rakQa'&e

( Baghn. 3.38 ). ma mam prayukthah kulaKSrti-lppe (Bhatti 3*54.0 ).

sarvas^padaprcibhutve
7

bhi$ikfafo ( Pamcatantra ).

(1) NimittasaptamL

The locative sometimes expresses that on account of which

something is done ( Vide the Kasaka on P. 2.3.36 X This idiom

which was quite productive in the Vedic Prose, became totally

unproductive in the classical language.

devasura- iM &$$u lokesu samyelire, the gods and the Asuras strove

0* these woriLds ( AB* 37*6.1 X
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rastre ete vi/at/aecfaanfe, it Is after royal sway that these strive

( SB. 13.1.6.3 '). taxya payasi vyayacchante, they contend for his

milk (TB. 1.6.2).

lasmln vyavadanta* they disputed about it { SB. 8.6*3.3 ) Of.

ksetre viradanfe ( Kasika on P, 1.3.47 ).

deva va oxadki&v ajim ayuh (TB, 1.3.37 Mysore Edition) 5 deva va

brahmannavadanta ( TB. 1.124 My Ed. ) ; ta abruvann ajim ayama-
snun aahasre, they said,

*

let us run a race for this thousand*
( KB* 18.1 ), tasmat savitre na samvadeta ( TB. 3.10.9.6 ).

Of. carmani dvipinam hanti dantayar hanti kunjaram \ kesesu

camarlm hanti simni pusyalako hatcth \\ The panther is killed on
account of its skin, the elephant for its tusk, the yak for its tail

and the musk-deer on account ot its musk gland (KaMka on P.2.3.

38). Pataniali quotes this verse in his Mahabhasya. It is quite pro-

bable'that this idiom was taken up from the then current speeches ;

of. Pali : ajinamhi hannate dlpi nago dantehi hannati \ dhanamhi
dJmnino hanti amfcetam asanthavam \ (J. 6. 61 ; 5. 269). Of. J. 5. 300.

( 6 ) The locative with Verbal Nouns and Substantives.

[ See 3 1

The verbal nouns generally partake of the character of their

roots, which are themselves construed with the locative.

tasmin indra upahavam aicehata, Indra desired an invitation to
the rite ( TS. 2. 4. 12 ). sarvesu eva tad bhute$upahavam icchate

( KB. 3. 7. X

tad wai nau tavaiva pitari prasnah, let us then question thy
father ( AB. 22.9.6 ). te devesu prasnam attain, they disputed before
the gods(AB. 13.4.1 X

dew*ura va es& lohesu samyatta asuh, the gods and the Asuras
were in conflict over these worlds (KB. 1,2); (it is really a
Nimittasaptam! ).

Mmaprasna eva me tvayi yajfiavalJ&ja asat> let mine be ( the pri-
Vflege of ) asking questions af thee when I list, O Y&jaavalkya,
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srnjanesu rUstram tat I

thee that dominion over the { SB, 12.9.3.2 K

raddhir asat, may there be prosperity in us (SB. 8.6.3,2),

ju dtksayam abhaMim aicchala, she desired a portion in

oration ( KB. 9. 1 X

taira sa kama up^pfa yo
y

nuproharc^m thence is obtained

which is in the throwing-after (AB. 9.3.8X yah

whatever wish there is in a life of a hundred years (SB. 10.2*6.12).

ye vcd Jce cananda anne pane mithune9 joys that are in food 9 drinfe

and union ( KB. 2. ? X tnrsUsu mi mrve Mmah9 in rains are

all desires ( KB. 1. 3 ).

yavantah prthivyam bhogah ......

whatever are the delights in the earth ---- . . greater than is

that of a father in his son ( AB. 33. 1. 5 ). ?*wo ha mi

yajne WwLgam Zsire, the seasons were desirous to have a share of

sacrifice among the gods ( SB. 1.6*1.1 X

tesu apitm bhavatt, obtains a share among them ( SB. 1.9.1.3 X

agnih sarvesu havihsu bhagl bhavaM, Agni becomes a sharer in all

the oblations ( KB. 3. 4 ; 10. 6 X

yady adhvaryoh salayam arthah syat, If the Adhvaryu have busi-

ness in the hall ( SB. 3.6.2.20 ).

This idiom is found also in the earlier classical writers - e. g.

tenarlhitvam tvayi vidhivasad diirabandhur goto *ham (Meghaduta 1.6);

yanca mogha varam adJiigurie nadhame labdhakama ( ibid., 1.6 ) ;

sauhardyad va vidhura iti va mayyanuJcrtsabuddkya ( ibidL 9 2. 54 ).

( 1 ) The Locative with the Participles in -to.

baku manusyesu samsrstam* ( you have ) wandered and mixed

much among men ( B. 4.1.5.14 X uMhesu srifaTi, are resting in

the Ukthas ( AB. 15.5.6 ). apsu em yajno mrstah, sacrifice wipes

( the guilt ) off upon the waters { SB. 1.2.3.4 X tad yu^mafu fmtam

( SB. 1.3.3.16 X etad utsannam strisu, this is extinct in women

( SB. 12.7,2.11 ). vare vrtam, chosen as a boon ( TS. 2.5.1 X P^M
ta uJcthani mawir iva stitre otam bhamsycmti suiram iva V marian,

that the hymns shall be strung as a pearl on a thread, or a

thread through a pearl ( SB* 123.4.2 X tasu M team muna^si
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( AB 6,10.4 \ Of. sarvesu vedesu snato bhavati sarvesu de^esu jnato

( SmB, 1.2.10 ). sabdabrahmaTii nisnatah ( MTJ. 6. 22 ).

Of. ol. Skt., toayy ayattam krsiphalam iti bhruvUasanabhijnaih . '. .

JawpadawsdhuloeanL %hptyamanah (Meghaduta 1.16). mraJctah svesu

( Kaihasaritsagara 3.45 ), Of. wrakfojivitam prati ( ibid.,

8. 78 ). babhUm* saJcataraS ca sahayah prawato mayi ( Kathasarit-

5. 56 ).

7. The Locative with. Adjectives.

(1) Tery rarely the locative is used in the partitive sense
with superlatives in -istha-. This use is not found in the
Mantras. A few occur in the Brahmanas, but in the latter

language it is very frequent as a substitute for the genitive
C mrdMraTiam P. 2.3.41 ),

indro me prajayam sresthah syat ( PB. 16. 4. 2 ). yo javistho
bhuvanegu, who is the swiftest among beings ( SB. 11. 3. 1. 6 ).

bfarnjistho'h&m^ manusyesu bhuyasam, may I be the most splendid
among men ( SB. 4.5.4,12 ).

(3) The Partitive Locative with the Comparative in -tya*-.

Only one instance I have noted : na hasmat kascana Sreyanmmanesu bhavati, there is no one higher than he among his equals
in station ( SB. 10. 3. 5. 11 ).

U

(3) The Partitive Locative with other Adjectives.
tmmad efcahprajasu rdhukah, whence one man is apt to thrive

amongst creatures ( SB. 13. 1. 3. 8 ). etau ha vai dvau manuwesu*. (SB. 5 4.4.5). ***^ bha^ ire^^jnSS
* A a\ -

mukha^*vesub^vti sresthah svanam bhavati ( AB.& 4. 9 ). miinam anyah svesu pratyudeti ya evam veda ( PB 20 6 5 )yau ha evamvidam svesu pratipratir bubhusati, and if anyonestrives to become a rival among his own people ( SB, 10.3.5.9 ).

(4) Other Adjeetives governing the Locative.

s-mie^grepalito bhavati, it is on the head that one firstbecomes grey ( SB. 11,44.6 ),

m
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ya @va nrtyati yo to
**

who dances and who sings* these ( women ) ( SB,

3.2,4,6 ). bhava samane parayis&uh, be thou victorious at

gathering ( SB. 5.1.4,10 ).

Of. ol, Skt> : jane sakht/as tava

{ Heghaduta 2.33 ) : ma tcaultnad .

iste vasluny upadtarasa premarast ( ibid., S.51 ).

8, Th Locative with the Adverk

I have noted only one instance :

ye *rvak vimsesu varsesu prayantij those who pass away in

years below twenty ( SB. 10.2.6.8 ).

9. The Locative with Prepositions.

nly four prepositions adhi, anter, api and upa, govern the

locative in the Brahmana literature. In the Samhita a few more,

notably a, govern the locative.

adhi : etam mahendram uddharam udaharata vrtram

devatasv adhi . . . ., being: above the other deities { TS 6,5.5 ). fad

enam esu lokesu adhi diksayati, thus he initiates him ( to rule ) over

these worlds ( SB. 5.4.5.14 ). sa esaiva dasaM adhi sampat* this is

the perfection as regards the ten ( SB. 31.1.2.9 ), nasahasre'dhf

kim cana dadyat^ one ought not to give anything above a thousand

( SB. 30.5.2.14 ).

antar : yanyam antah ( AB. 80.5.2 ).

Cf. Av. aniare danhupaperetane ( Yt. 10.48 ).

apt : apmdrah sontapzthe 'bhavat, Indra obtained later a share in

the Soma-drinking ( AB. 35.2.1 \

For Avesta cf. Ys. 32.8.

upa : yad e$u lok&supa what is over and above those worlds

( SB. 6.2.3.8 ).

Cf* Av. : upo updbofQ harayao ( Yt 5. 21 )*
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10. The Adverbial Locative.

A few stereotyped locatives are used as adverbs = agre agra

imarn yajnam nayota, forward lead this sacrifice ( TS. 1.1.5 ). Of.

SB. 3.7.3.1 ; 4.1.4.2.

ante : tasmSj jayayft ante riasniy&t, whence he ( the husband )

should not eat food in the presence of his wife ( SB. 10.5.2.9 ).

ksipre .- ksipre sahasram prajayate, quickly7 a thousand springs

up ( TS. 7.1.7 ). Of. SB. 1.2.5.17. ksipre bhogyatam asnute ( KB. 1.1 ).

madhye SB. 4.3.1.12, etc.

tire ( see supra ).

saye ( KB. 2.8 ).

Av. mosu, duire, pasne.

31. Tlie Locative Absolute.

The locative absolute is a standing idiom in Indo-Aryan both
in tbe oldest and in the latest. When used absolutely the locative is
always accompanied by a participle. This idiom owes its origin
to the locative of circumstance." In classical Sanskrit this
latter idiom died out and in those cases where it remained
they supplied the locative singular of the present participle
*rf and thus changed it to an apparent locative absolute. In
the Brabmanas it is sometimes difficult to differentiate the loca-
tive absolute from the locative of circumstance ; e. g., asta&tih
XMasraw .

._.
hayan .... prayacchat yajamane purohite ( AB. 39 8 5)

aksiV* ewpurvasminnanne aparam annum agacchatt, while the oldfood is still unfailing, fresh food is accruing ( SB. 1.6.4.14 ).

In the following instance the locative can be taken as abso-lute or as governed by the verb : prataranuvakam anubruvati
delight in him

( Vide P. 2.3.67, and the Genitive Absolute, supra ).

With the present participles active ;
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devesu ajarmtsu asuran upavcartontat gods not approving,
-approached the Asuras ( SB. 1.6.1.2 ). tad

they go there, he makes the saorlficer ( it ) utter ( SB. 3.3.2*6 X

tapyamanasu hiranmayam andam sambabMva ( SB, 11.1.6.1 ).

With the passive present participle :

uapayam va ahriyamajiayam agner inedho" pakranmft^ when the

omentum is being brought the lustre of Agni departs ( TS. 3,1.6 ).

yasyasvlne sasyamane suryo navir hhavafi ( TS. 2. 1. 10 ).

anucyamanasu yam dvisyat tarn angasthubhyam ( SB.
13.5.7 ).

With the passive past participle :

udita aditye prataranwakam anubruyat ( AB. 13. 5. 4 ).

agate mjayate ( TS. 5.5.1 ). samsthite visrjate, after the completion
he divests himself ( of the vow ) ( SB. 1.1.1.3 ).

atha svo bhute, and on the following day ( SB. 5.2.3.2 ). ( This

phrase is of very frequent occurrence in the epics. Cf. Mbh.
5.162.44 ; 5.163.14 ; 7.85.1 ; 16.7.15, etc. ). Cf. . ladhesu

( Girnar XIII. 1) ; Pali . adrapakkantesu pataligamiye&u upasalceau

( Mahaparinibbana-Sutta ).

"
Traces of the locative absolute are to be found in Aveta**

( Jackson ) / yat ahmi nmane yai mazdayasnms apa vana w iritky&r

varanti va sna&zinti va barenti va temmham w cm

varetovlre jasenti- kutha fa ver&zyan ( Vend. 8* 4 ) ; fra hama

the summer being past ( Vend." 5.10) ; cf. Vend. 19 28.

12, Elliptic Constructions.

( i ) Sometimes the substantive is omitted -

tasmat manuse yavan na wmuncate, accordingly, in human

practice, so long as ( a guest ) has not unyoked ( SB. 3,4*15 X

tasmad u stri purnamsani samskrte tisthantam abhyai&f\ whence a

woman approaches a man who stays in a well-trimmed ( house )

( &B. 3.3.1.22 ).

sahasre grahitavyah, it should be drawn at a ( sacrifice with a

thousand ( cows as the priests' fee ) ( SB. 4*6.1,16 ),
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INTRODUCTION

The following pages, which, are now for the first time

to the public, embody the text of a Mlmamsa work, called Eka*

dasadyadhitcarana, attributed to Maliamaliopadhyaya Murari

Misra. The work is an independent treatise which deals with the

.treatment of Tanfra and JLwpti as used in Purva-Mlm^riiFsS. Cor-

rectly interpreted the name of the work is EAudnsadhyayadi/Udht-

Jcarana, that is, a treatise which treats of the subject matter of

first Adhikaranaof the eleventh Adhyaya of the Mlmamsa-darsana.

I call it an independent treatise, only because* it is not like a

commentary either on the Jaiminiya Sutras or on Sahara's Bhasya
on those sStras, although it takes the first Sutra of the firs* Pada

of the eleventh Adhyaya as the basis of its treatment

The author discusses here various definitions of Tantra and

Avapa and finally gives his own. He takes up for his discussion

the following definitions of Tantra :

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) 3?cf tVe^l t ti^S
1

Htiy'T|^ ; and

(e)

But as each of these is fallacious, the author rejects all of them

and gives his own. He also refers to the definition given by the

Bhasyakara
*

qrH^&d ^gHlH<WWlQi
' and *says that this defini-

tion being fallacious ( too-wide ) as it covers 3W*rtw and

the "fl^l^dL has explained it as *?F3r

: \ We cannot say at present anything about the commen-

tator of the Bhasya ( sfftpff^) referred to abov,

4*8,
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As to the author of this work we cannot say anything more

than what is found in the colophon of this work, with any great

certainty. B it the style of writing
1

,
the manner of treatment of

the subject matter according to the Adhikaranas based on the

principal Sutra of the respective Adhikaranas, and the similarity

of the references of the works suggest that the author of this

Is the same as the author of the 2 ripcutinttinayanam
1

,

which is also an independent work on the second* third and

fo-irt!i Padas of the first Adbyaya of the Jaiminlya Sutras in

accordance with the AdhifcaraBas. Besides various other

references of old authors and their works, there are several

references of Paiijiku, which is another name of JZjuvimala by

Salikanatha Misra
?

and uivarana, which, is another name of

Prnbhakara Misra's Commentary on Sahara's Bhasya, called

This identity also does not remove our difficulty, as the date

identification of the author of the Tripadfnltinayanam are

themselves not established as yet bayond doubt, I have shown
elsewhere*" that there are at least five Murari Mi&ras in the field of

Sanskrit literature, who have flourished from time to time,

After a close study of the various works attributed to various

Mur&ris, I am inclined to think that these two works are from
the pen of that Murari Misra, who has bean referred to by
Gangesopadhyaya in Ms Nyayatattvacintamani and by
Ms son Vardhamanopadhyaya in his commentaries on
Cmtamani, Hyayakusumanjali and others, and who is connected
with the ^o-veTb-Murarestrtiyah P&nthafy. This Murari Misra
cannot be later than the thirteenth century A. D. He cannot at

the same time be placed before the eleventh century A. D, It

appears that lie had written a complete treatise on all the

Adhikaxanas of Purva-Mimazhsa of which, these two fragments
only are available, as here and there, we find references of other

chapters, IB these two works.

1 This work is being published from Madras, in the Journal of Oriental
Besearoh, by Fandit T. R. Chmtamaiu, M, A.

I Vide the Princess of Wales* Saraswatibhavana Studies Vol. VI, Benares.
B XJmwslui Misbra *MurSrestFtIyah panthah* -papgr submitted to th*

Otiwtal Coiifsrsne, L,ahor,
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The Ms from which the present edition is prepared, is a copy

of a Palm-Manuscript belonging to the Nepal Haj Library. It

was due to the usual kindness of ray teacher Mah5mahop5dhrf*ra

Dr. Ganganath Jha, Vice-Chancellor of tie University of

Allahahad, that the authorities of the Nepal Raj Library got 't

copied and sent it to us. The palm-manuscript was a iraiiscrlp-

tion of one Harikara, a devotee of the goddess of learning sac i<f

Mahamahopadhyaya Ratnakara, This is the only J/V known

upto this date of this work. No doubt, it is not out of risk to

attempt editing from a single manuscript, but the risk has been

consciously taken up only with a view to preserve the fragment

of the work of the great Mlmamsaka.

In conclusion, I must once more greatfully acknowledge ray

indebtedness to my kind teacher Dr. Ganganath Jha, but for

whose personal interest in the work and the subject matter with

which it deals, the present edition would not have been taken in

hand. I cannot but thank the authorities of the Bhandarkar

Oriental Research Institute, Poona, who have kindly accepted

its publication in their Annals.
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SAHASRAM-BUPNJLTH-BRAHMAGIRI-MASKI EDICT

OF ASOKA RECONSIDERED,

BY

PBOm D. R. BHANDABKA.B, M. A., Ph. D, (HON. )

Tn 1912 I had occasion to consider two passages from this

Edict. My paper on these will be found in Tnd. Ant.. 1912,

p. 170ff. Upwards of sixteen years have passed since then, and

we have at least three scholars who have recently attempted to

tackle the knotty passages of this epigraph. It has been treated

at length in its various recensions by the late Prof. E. Hultzsch

in his monumental work on Inscriptions of Asoka which forms
the new edition of Volume I. of the Corpus Inscriptionum Indi-

cantm. A new and thoughtful interpretation of the passages wag
thereafter proposed by Prof. B. M. Barua in his article entitled

Tnscrfptional Excursions in respect of Asoka Edicts and published
in the Ind. Hist. Quart., 1926, p. 87ff. The same article was
reprinted with some slight changes and additions under the" title

A&oka Edicts in JSfew Light .Quite recently Prof. Radhakumud
Mookerji has brought out a book on Asoka ( G-aekwad Lectures )

more than half of which is devoted to setting forth the text

and interpretation of the epigraphs of this Buddhist monarch.
New points of view have thus been placed before us, and it is

therefore time to re-consider this Edict as it throws a flood of

light on the early part of the religious history of Asoka.
j ,

The first passage that must arrest our^attentIon is &s follows,
according to Hultzsch's reading

l

Brahmagiri s Adhikani a<}hctyiyani vasani ya hakdm {upa)sa(_ ke ]

no tu kho badhani prateamte h^amekam savacharam satirekhe tu kho
samvachare yani maya samghe upaylte ba$kam ca me pakamte.

Kupnath : 8ati[ ra \keKani a$hati[ y ]ani va ya sumi prakasa
ilee to chu bQtfM pakafe satHeke cu chavochctre ya sumi haka[m\

Qagfia u&ejte ba$hi ca pakate,
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Sahasram ; ... t ........ am i ma
cu b^ham [palaka] m[t]e sav{ a ke ] I

In order to find out what Htaltzscla understands by
passage, it is first desirable to quote Ms translation of the

Brahmagiri version. It is as follows :
u More

and a half ( have passed ) since I ( am ) a lajr-worshipper
But indeed I had not been very zealous for one year*
a year and somewhat more (has passed ) since I have

'

the

Samgha and have been very zealous
f *

( p. 177 ). One inference
which he draws from it is that npto the time when the ediet was
issued Asoka had been a Buddhist layman for more than two
years and a half, that for the first year or so he was not zealous^
but that during the remaining period exceeding one year, when
he visited the Samgha, he exerted himself strenuously ( Introduc-

tion, p, 2XV.)- In interpreting this early part of Asoka?

s reli-

gious career he thus differs completely from Senart whose view
had so long held the field. His interpretation rests upon two words,
" The word sumi,

*

I am,
* **

says he,
"
in section B of tlbe Rupnath f

Sahasram, and Maski edicts proves that the two and a half years
of Asoka's upasakatva did not precede the single year which
followed his visit to the Samgha, but included the second period

"*

( Ibid., Intro, p. XLV. X Secondly, he separates eham sa'imch^ram
from satireke tu kho samvachare and connects the former with what
precedes and deduces the conclusion that the one year fast

specified refers to the first period during which he was lukewarm.
This interpretation, though it may look a novel one, seems to be
the best in the circumstances. 1 For the association of sumi with

upasake in no less than three recensions clearly shows that Asoka
had been a lay-worshipper till the time the Edict wa issued.

The difficulty, however, rises in regard to the words ekam saw-

charam, which are missing at Eupnath and Sahasram* It may b
contended that these words are so important that they could not

1 This interpretation was proposed by Hnltzsoa as early as 1910 (

1910, p. 142 ff), just as he was engaged in bringing out Ms volume on
Asoka. Bat I could not then go deep into the subject- for want of fresh

reliable facsimiles. I did not therefore adopt it in my book on Aloka*

Now that Hultzsch's volume is out with the facsimiles, I have no

tation in accepting his interpretation,
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faav been omitted from these recensions if Hultzsoh's interpre-

tation were correct. This objection, no doubt, appears somewhat
formidable. But it has to be remembered that these two recen-

sions are more carelessly drafted or perhaps engraved than the

others. Secondly, even if we stick to the older interpretation, it

will be seen that it is not free from all difficulty. For in this

case ekam savacharani has to be tacked on to satireke cu kho sava-

charm* and we are thus forced to admit that the word cu does not

occupy its proper position. Cu is the same thing as tu ; and tu>

we know, is an adversative particle meaning
*

but.
* Asoka is

here distinguishing between two stages of his religious career,

the earlier when he was lukewarm, and the later when he was
strenuous^ in his efforts. And if the clause describing this

second stage had begun with the words ekam savacharam, we
should have had ekam cu kho savacharam, ( na hi ) satireke sdvachare

instead of ekam savacharam satireke cu kho savachare. The trans-

lation proposed by Hultzsch therefore seems to be the only
possible in the circumstances, and we have fco suppose that the

first stage of Asofca's career lasted for one year ( ekam savacJiaram)
and the second for more than one year ( satirefee savachare ) so

as to make up the total of satirekani adhatiyani ( more than two
years and a half ).

It will be seen from the above that the two and a half years
and more referred to in the first clause of the passage did not
precede, but, on the contrary, included the single year and
more that is specified in the second clause. This follows neces-
sarily from the use of sumi in no less than three recensions. And
it is not quite clear how this interpretation of Hultzsch did not
attract the attention of Professors Barua and Mookerji, as it
throws an entirely different light on the religious history of
A&oka. It clearly shows that the Kalinga war which took place
in the 8th year was in no way connected with his conversion to
Buddhism as maintained by Senart or with the ushering in of
the sacond stage of strenuous endeavour as contended bv
Prof, HookerjL*

p.
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Thre are, however9 two more points In

which are also worth considering: before we proceed to

other passages In the Edict. The first is the reading
by Hultzsch in the Rupnath copy, which he takes as equivalent to

prakasam Saki/ah and translates it by "openly a Sskya*. The
plate of the Rupnath Edict, which accompanies his transcript*

not, however, support this reading. The letters in question are

distinctly pakasavako which are read by Buhler as

which is not impossible. The most important of these is the

but one letter which is clearly va and not sa. Hultzsch s

s proposal
therefore to take the last two as sake= ^akj/ah=

sBuddMs^ is not

warranted by the plate. Buhler takes these five letters as

standing for haka savaJce = aham Sravakah. In regard to the first

of these letters he thinks that the stroke which was intended to b
attached to its right so as to make it ha has inadvertently been
attached to the top so as to make it pa. This is perhaps too

ingenious an explanation to be correct. It is more reasonable to

suppose that this right stroke has now become worn out and

imperceptible. On the whole, however, Buhler?
s reading is better

supported by the Plate, and is thus worthy of acceptance,

Though there is no mention of akya in the Rupnath copy, it

seems to be clearly mentioned in the Maski recension* to which
also Hultzsch has drawn our attention in this connection. His

reading jBud7ia-&ake is quite distinct in his Plate and is also

supported by the photo published in Memoir No. 1 of tibe

Hyderabad Archaeol. Series* where the inscription was first publish-
ed. It no doubt corresponds to Buddha-Sakya, but its meaning
has not been properly explained by Hult&sch* It is true that fa

has drawn our attention to the use of t&akj/a in the sense of

'Buddhist', not only in Varahamihira's rhalsamMta which is of

a later period and therefore not of much importance, but also in

Kautalya
s

s Arthasastra which is of the Mauryan period and thus

of extreme importance. .But the question arises : why was the

term akya not used by itself in the Maski Edict ; why was the

term Buddha tacked on to it ? This question should have been

tackled by Hultzsch, but he has done nothing of the kind. The

explanation that seems to be reasonable is that here va after sa

has been inadvertently omitted and that Budd1w~miMk& is what
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was originally intended. If this is not accepted, then we have to

suppose that there were two Sakya religions, one founded by
Gautama Buddha and the other by his cousin Devadatta. Both

belonged to the Sakya clan, and hence the followers of both could

be styled Sakyas. The Buddhist scriptures that are known to us

at present lead us to infer that Devadatta was not able to found

any sect in rivalry to thai of Gautama Buddha. But the con-

current testimony of the Chinese pilgrims, Fa Hien and Yuan
Ohuang, points to the conclusion that the followers of Devadatta

were in existence when both visited India. 1 When therefore,
A&oka calls himself, not simply Sakya but Buddha-Sakya, the

natural inference is that he was a follower^ not of Devadatta

S&kya, but ( Gautama ) Buddha Sakya.

The second expression in the above passage that we have now
to notice here is -

Brahmagiri * yam maya samghe upaylte

Rupn&th : ya sumi haka[ m ] sagh[ a ] up[ e]te

Bairat : am mamaya saghe [ u Ipayate

Maski ; ( su )[ m }i [a ~]amffha[ m ] u[pa ]gate

The point that we have now to discuss is - what does samghe
upaylte mean ? When the old construction of tlie passage was
adhered to, according to which the first period of two and a half
years and more was thought to precede and not include the second
period of one year and more, the expression was interpreted in two
ways. Senart thought that it referred to the state visit of the
king to the Samgha, in the midst of which he took his seat and
made a public profession of his Buddhist faith, as the Sinhalese
chronicle the Mahavamsa, informs us.2 But this interpretation
was vehemently called in question by Kern and Buhler who
pointed out that Asoka was here contrasting the period of his
being in the Samgha with that of his being an upazaka, and that
the Mahavamsa nowhere said that he had ceased to be an upasaJcawhen he paid the visit to the Samgha. These two scholars there-
fore held that what Asoka meant was that he entered the Sathgha

h. vol. 4, p. 677
D. B, Bhandarkar's Affoka, p 7$
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in the sense that he became a monk. Though the

raised to Senart's requiring was a weighty one,
tation was by no means free from another objection. This 1

have considered in my Asoka ( p. 79 ), where I have the

ma media that the Buddhist king became, not a Bhiksuu but
a Bhiksugatika. But all these suggestions have now been

by the new interpretation proposed by Hultzsch, and, finding, as
we dOj the occurrence, in these recensions,, of the word sumi which
can stand only for the Sanskrit asmi, it is difficult, well-nigh
impossible, to suggest any other interpretation. It is unfortunate
that this interpretation of Hultesch, though it is of such para-
mount importance for the early religious history of Asoka has
not been so much as considered by either Prof. Barua or Prof.

Mookerji. They ( especially the former ) have unconsciously
stuck to Hultzsch 's interpretation in part and have also attempted
to revive Senart's theory. Like Senart Prof. Barua maintains
that Asoka is here distinguishing between two stages of his life

the first stage when he was an Upasaka, and the second when he
was associated with the Samgha, without however considering
the objection raised long ago by Kern and Buhler to any inter-

pretation of this type. These last have pointed out that in this

passage the king clearly gives us to understand that when Asoka
was samgham upaylte whatever that may mean, he was not an

upasaka. Leaving this objection unanswered, Prof. Bartia, and,

following him, Prof. Mookerji, further express the opinion as done

by Hultzsch, that Asoka is in this inscription distinguishing
between two stages of his upasaka life'-one, the stage of inaction,

lasting for more than two years and a half, in which he was

merely the personal admirer of an individual monk, and the other

the stage of exertion, extending over more than one year, when
he visited the Samgha and became identified with its cause.

Here they obviously take their stand on what the Dlpavamsa and
MahSvamsa say about the religious career of Asoka. But as a

1 See, however, The Religion of As'oka ( Mahs BodM Pamphlet Series* No 7)

pp. 12-13, where Prof. Barua "the intended contrast in two stages Is one

between A^oka the upasa]s.a and Asoka the s&ibgha-upayita^", clearly

Implying that -when the king was samgha-upayita* he was not an

The Professor here is certainly more logical.

A. 10.
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matter of facfe? nowhere do these Pali Chronicles describe any
stage in Asoka's life as a stage of inaction. For even long before

Asoka paid a state visit to the Samgha, we find him bestowing
alms on 60,000 bhiksus in his own palace and building 84,000
viharatr. Secondly, it was not during the second stage that he
first visited the Samgha, as contended by Professors Barua and
Mookerji. As a matter of fact, his first visit came off immediately
after his conversion by NigrodhaY/^pa., VI. 78 ; Mafia,, V. 76), as

was pointed out by Hultzsch himself. In fact, if any scholar reads
these Pali Chronicles carefully and impartially, lie will find that
no two stages of inaction and action in Asoka's progress in Bud-
dhism have been contrasted and that his career:as a Buddhist is one
of uniform unflagging exertion. The minor Rock Edict, however
does distinguish between these two stages, one a stage of apathy
and non-enthusiasm and the other a stage of fervent zeal, the first

lasting for one year, the second for more than one year 1

, but both
in his career as Upasaka. In such a case samghe upayite cannot
mean that he joined the Sarhgha, in the sense that he became
a monk, but rather that he visited and was with the- Samgha
during the whole of the second stage.

It has now been held by scholars of repute that this Edict
pertains to the twelfth year of Asoka's reign. And if he was
already with the Samgha for more than one year when it was
issued, it seems that he visited the Samgha in his tenth regnal
year. Now, RE. VHL informs us that it was precise^ this yearthat his visit to the Bodhi Tree also came off, which marked- the



find that this part of Asoka*s life has been properly in

the Divyavadana* according to which he accepted as his spiritual

guide Bpagupta, who was then the Head of

Initiated, a pilgrimage to the Buddhist holy places under

latter *$ auspices and accompanied by the Samt^ha, If ASoka

thus with the Sarhgha for over a year, visiting the holy

and doing the work of a preacher, the question naturally
'

how was his government administered during: his from

the capital ? The reply is probably given by the preamble to the

Mysore Copies of his Minor Bock Edicts. Here we are intro-

duced to a government which was entrusted to tbe care of the

Aryaputra and Maliamatras who issued an order from Suvariia-

giri to Mahamatra Isila. Where was this government stationed ?

Most of the scholars who have written upon tMs subject "hold

that Suvarnagiri was the capital of the southernmost province

of the Mauryan empire which was administered by the J5.rya~

putra and Mahamatras in question and that the order was

by them to Isila who was Mahamatra of a division of that pro-

vince where the find-spots of the recensions were situated. This

view is based upon the assumption that as in the Gupta, so in

the Mauryan, period, while the officers constituting: the provin-

cial government were selected by the sovereign, the officers of

the divisions were appointed by the provincial governor himself,

so that the sovereign had to address himself to these last officers

only through the governor- This does not, however, seem to "be

the case with the administration of the Mauryan empire. This

is clear from the Separate Kalinga Edicts found at Dhauli and

Jaugada. It is worthy of note* that in both Edicts L and II.

Asoka'issues his orders directly to the Mahamatras of Samapa,

although Samapa was apparently the head-quarters of a division

of the Kalinga province and consequently its officers according

to the above view were directly subordinate to the Kumara-

Mahamatra administration of the Province stationed at Tosali

( Dhauli ). Nay, even though Tosali was the capital of the

province, while in Edict II. the sovereign sends orders to the

Kumara and Mahamatras jointly, in Edict L he addresses him-

self directly to certain Mahamatras designated Nagara-vyava-

harikas. This shows that the Mauryan government was far more
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centralised than the Gupta one and that all Mahamatras even in

remote provinces were directly subordinate to the king. For

these reasons it seems that the Aryaputra was the crown-prince
who as vice-gerent carried on the administration during the

temporary absence of Asoka from his capital.

The second passage in this Edict that we have now to con-

sider is :

Brahmagiri Tmina cu kalena amisa samana munisa Jambu-

dipasi misa devehi.

Rupnath : Ya [ i ]mat/a kalaya Jambudipasi amisa deva fiusu

te dam m[ i ]s[ a }kata,

Sahasram [J3tena ca amta ]lena I Jambudlpasi amrnisam[de]r
va \ samta muniso [ m }isam-deva [ kata ].

MaskI : Pure Jambuf dipa Js[ i ye amisa deva husu ] te [ da ]-

nf i ] mlsibhuta.

In his article on Asoka which forms Chapter XX. of the

Ctombfidge History of India, (p. 505 ) Prof. F. W. Thomas takes the
above passage to mean as follows :Asoka claims that In little

more than a year he had brought the Brahman gods to the know-
ledge of those people in India, i. e., the wild tribes, who had
formerly known nothing of them. " In the first place, it is not
clear why the term munisa is not taken in the natural sense of
* men in general,

*
but is restricted to

'

the wild tribes,
'

Second-
ly, Dr. Thomas' view is open to the same objection as that of
Prof. Mookerji, who suggests three interpretations, of which he
rejects one. According to the first of these which he thinks
acceptable, th passage means that within the space of one year

and^
more "

strife of gods and their worshippers ( i, e., of the
jarring sects ) had largely ceased in the country", that is to
say,

"
the divers religions and the various gods worshipped by

different sects
"
were harmonised. In the second place, it is very

doubtful whether Asoka ever held up Brahmanical or other gods
as worthy of worship by any people. In the Mauryan period
gods were of two types: (1) those who were invokedm sacrifices and ( 2 ) those who were popularly worshippedTba* the performance of sacrifice never appealed to him but on
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the contrary was prohibited by him, is clear from Rock L
Tbe sacrificial gods could never thus have been recommended
by Asoka for worship. That the popular deities such as

over the different mangalas were held by him under ridicule will

be patent to anybody who reads Bock Edict IX. The only
tliafc were looked upon favourably by Asoka were those who were
men in their previous life and who rose to this position by lead-

ing a virtuous life on this earth. Surely these are the

referred to by him in Rock Edict IV. But these are not the

gods intended by Prof. Thomas or Mookerji. Hultzschis, however,

tempted in this connection to say that Asoka is there adverting to

those gods who were exhibited in effigie before the people in Ms
religious shows. 1 But even HultzschV interpretation cannot

stand, because what according to Asoka is associated with men
in this case is the gods themselves and not their representations,

The association of the effigies of these gods with men at the time

of theatricals is of the most mechanical and prosaic kind and

is not a thing of which any king can be proud and which Asoka

may claim as the unique outcome of his strenuous endeavour.

What therefore can be the meaning of the above passage!
What we have to bear in mind is that Asoka is here describing

the fruit of his exertion by two different phrases -
( 1 ) the com-

mingling of men and gods and ( 2 ) the attainment of soargo.

The commingling of men and gods must therefore be so explained

as to show that it was tantamount to the achievement of heaven.

This is possible only when we say that by following Asoka *s

Dtarhma men became so virtuous that they attained to heaven

and were associated with gods- In this connection I had else-

where2 referred to a passage from the JLpastamba-JDharmasutra,

which throws further light on the subject. But as it does not

seem to have attracted the attention of scholars, I quote it here

in full, with translation. The passage is as follows ( IL 7* 16. 1 : )

Saha deva-manusya asmil = loke pura babhuvuh. Atha dmmTi

karmabhir = divam jagmur = ahlyanta manusyak. Tesani ye tatM

karmany = arabhante saha devair = Brahma^a c=amushmiml =
loke bhavanti.

1 JRA.S 1913. pp. 652-3.

% D. R. Bhanaarkar's Asoka, p, 329, $3,
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Translation

Formerly men and gods lived together in this world. Then

the gods through karman* went to heaven : men were left behind.

Whosoever perform karmans of those ( gods ) in the same manner

dwell ( after death ) with the gods and Brahman in the other

world, 2

Any scholar who reads this passage carefully side by side

with that quoted above from the Edict will perceive that Asoka
also must have had the idea that in the days of yore men and gods

lived together on earth but that by means of good kar/r>ans

gods attained to heaven and men left where they were on earth.

The real problem therefore was : how to bring these men and

gods together now. This is possible only by men being induced

to perform the kirmans whereby the gods achieved Heaven, And
it is only by leading men in the path of Dhamma and inducing
them to perform virtuous courses that they can attain to heaven

and become commingled with gods. This is what Aoka did,

with the consequence that men became again associated with

gods. And to bridge the abyss created between men and gods
was the highest thing capable of being achieved and requiring
the most strenuous endeavour. It Is therefore quite intelligible

why Asoka says trat he had to exert hjmself most assiduously to

realise this end and also why he recounts it with such pride
and enthusiasm. There can le no doubt that the passage quoted
from the Dharmasutra sheds welcome light not only on the mind
of Aoka but also on the pass: ge from his Edict. One, however,
feels that this cannot be tha whole explanation and that one

point still remains to be elucidated. Such people as are sure to

to be associated with gods according to the Dharmasutra were

expected lo do so in the next world after their death.. And it is

true that even Asoka implies in Rock Edict VL that the svarga
had to be enjoyed in the next world( paratra ). Nevertheless,
it appears from the Minor Bock Edict that men were mixed with
gods actually in this world, as if the attainment of Heaven were
possible in this mortal life. Have we any evidence to show

1 Sacred Sooksof th* Bast. vol. II. p. 140, the translation of which I have
with some slight cha&ges.
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that gods associated themselves with virtuous
in tMs world ? If we wanted to find out any of

kind, we could hope to trace them in a book like TAtra-Tkert-
Gafha, which, sets forth the lives of Buddhist saints, Fortunate-
ly we have here two instances of the type Just: referred to. Tie
first is that of Sunlta, who was earning bis living' as a road-

sweeper, when Buddha saw and took compassion upon him.
The exaltation of Ms soul is described by him thus -

While passed the middle watch, the heav'nly eye,

Purview celestial, was clarified.

While passed the last watch of the night, I burst

Asunder all the gloom of ignorance. ( 627 )

Then as the night wore down at dawn
And rose the sun, came Indra and Brahma,

Yielding me homage with their clasped hands : ( 28 )

The Master, seeing me by troop of gods

Begirt and followed, thereupon a smile

Revealing, by this utterance made response
!

( 630 }

The same thing has been described in V. 631 of the Jher*~

Gatha as follows :

Those deities seven hundred, glorious,

Brahma's and Indra 's following drew nigh
And gladly paid Sunlta homage due,

As high-bred victor over age and death.

The Venerable Sariputta, we find, was similarly tailed, when
he attained to spiritual elevation.

See how they stand, those thronging deities

Of mystic potency and glorious,

Ten times a thousand, all of Brahma's heaven, ( 1082

Around our valiant Captain of the Norm,
Greafc son of Sari, calm and rapt in thought,

Acclaiming him with clasped hands upraised
' ^

( 1083

1 Psalm* of the Brethren, pp. 273-4.

$ Ibid.* PP, 366-7.
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We have thus at least two instances of Buddhist saints being

worshipped by deities as soon as their spiritual exaltation was

completed. In both cases homage is done to them by gods head-

ed by Brahma. And curiously enough the passage from the

Apaxtambiya-Dharmaalttra also says that a man who leads a

virtuous life comes to dwell among the gods and Brahma. But

according to this Dharmasutra he can do so after his death.

The quotations made from the Thera-Gatha seem to show that

this contingency is possible in this world also. And knowing,
as we do, how, long before the modern sceptical age was ushered

in by the development of science, people believed that denizens

of worlds other than their own could visit them, it is not at all

unreasonable to suppose that even in Asoka's time, those of the

men from Jambudvlpa who followed Dhamma and led a pure
noble life came soon to be looked upon as saintly souls and that

either they believed themselves or people believed them, to be
*

begirt and followed
'

by Brahma and his gods. Such was by
no means considered to be a rare occurrence in ancient times.

The third passage we have to discuss is the one connected
with the passage we have just considered. It runs thus :

Brahmagiri t-2fo hlyam sakye mahatpeneva papotave kamam tu

kho khudakena pi pakal mami ]nena vipule svage sakye aradhetave.

Rupnatha :-Na ca esa mahatata p\_ a ]potave I khudakena pi pa-
[ ka ]mam[ i ]nena sakiye pi( vi)pule pa( va )svage arodheve.

Sahasram :-[ n]o [ yam ] mahatata va cakiye pa[va]t[ a]-
ve I khudakena pi palakamammena vipule pi s[_ u ] ag( e } ( cha ) [ k ]-

iye tala ] ...... [ ve ].

The Brahmagiri is thus translated by Hultzsch :
" For this

cannot be reached by ( a person ] of high rank alone, but indeed
even a lowly ( person ) can at liberty attain the great heaven if he
is zealous/' Prof. Mookerji's rendering is as follows : "But this
cannot be attained by the great alone. For the small, too, can
attain to a wide heaven of bliss by sustained exertion.

" Both
these scholars take this passage to refer to the people in general
and flunk that it exhorts them to lead a higher life and so attain
heaven*
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Let us now try to arrive at the Import of the passage In

first place? wherever Asoka uses the word parakrama^ he it

in the serse of exertion not for his individual self, "but for pro-

moting the good of others. Thus in RE. VI. he R3T : yn en

parakramami aham ( : ) kimti ( ? ) hhrtfanaw finamyain gach^ijaijf

ca nani sukhapayami paratrd ca RvaQam uradfntt/ainFuc!( I \ = "And
what little effort I make, - what is it for ? ( In order that 1 may
be free from debt to the creatures, that I may render some
here and that they may gain heaven in the nen:i world.

^ This

shows that he is directing his paraJtrama for the temporal

spiritual weal of the creatures, and not for any self-exaltation.

The word parakrama occurs at the end of the same edict. There

Aoka tells us that one of his objects in Inscribing It is that Ms
descendants should follow him in Ms mission for the welfare of

the whole world. But says he - dukaram fu

parcikramena,
"
This, however, is difficult to accomplish without

the utmost exertion..
" Here also he recommends to

Ms descendants, not for any individual elevation of their 0wa t

but in order that they may accomplish the good of others. Again,

we have seen that even in MRE. L the word parfikramz is first

used in the first passage quoted above and that there it has been

taken by all scholars as denoting
6

erartion
'

put forth by Aioka,

nofc for his individual good but for the welfare of others* And
there is no reason why the same word occurring In the same

edict just a little while after, that is, in the third passage, should

be taken in a subjective and not objective sense. The only

logical course in the circumstances is to suppose that the

Mahatman( =Udara) and Ksudraka, whosoever they may
be, are expected to put forth this parakrama, not for their own

self but for the sake of others. Similarly, In Bock Edict X,

Asoka says : yam tu Imnci parakamate deranani( -priyo ) Priija-

dasi raja la savam paralrikaya { ; ) kitnti ( ? ) sakale apaparisraiv

asa ( . ) Esa tu parisravj ya apunnam ( . ), "Whatever exertion king

Priyadarsin, Beloved of the gods, puts forth is ( all } with

reference to the other world ?-why is it? -In order that every one

may be free from parisrava. But that is parisrava which is

apunya ( unrighteousness ) /' It will thus be seen that the

apaparisravat^a of this edict is equivalent to the 3r3-

A. 11.
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of RE. VI., and that the Is In both cases put

to achieve this result. Immediately after the passage just

quoted, BE. X. proceeds as follows - dukaram tu kho etarn chu-

va- ana-'ra agena parakramena savam pan-

This passage unfortunately has not been properly

translated. Here the most important words are ( 1 ) parakrama

( jana ). We know that the former word has been used by

Asoka with reference not to his own spiritual elevation but to

that of men. Even when he recommends parakrama to hii

descendants as we have seen from BE. VIL, he has in view the

good of others, the temporal and spiritual weal of the people.

When he therefore recommends parakrama in BE. X., it cannot

be to janai = vaga ) or people in general for their own spiritual

development, but rather to jana (= vaga ) who were his Officials

with a view to promote the welfare of the people. This conclu-

sion will force itself upon any scholar who notices that the

phraseology duJcaram [t]u idam anatra agena pat akram^na of

BE. VI. used by Asoka in regard to his descendants is exactly

like dukaram tu kho elam ( chudakena va janena usatena va ) anatra

agena parakramena of BE. X. The Chudraka and Usata -jana of

this last record must therefore denote not people in general-, but

the subordinate and superior officials of Asioka. Further, it is

worthy of note that for janena of G., K. S. & M., give the reading

vagena. This equation of jana with vaga we find repeated also in

Separate Kalinga Edict L ( Dhauli, 1. 8, and Jaugada, 1. 4 ).

And further the Dhauli recension of the same edict uses the word

vaga also in 1. 23, where the term cannot but denote
*

the Officials
f

.

3STo reasonable doubt can thus be entertained as to jana and vaga
of the various copies of BE. X. signifying: the various

'

classes
'

of officials. And the passage quoted from this edict may
therefore be translated as follows :

"
This, however, is difficult

to accomplish whether by the lower or the higher class ( of

officials ) except by the utmost exertion, after renouncing all

{ other duties )
9
\

The passages cited from BE. X. bear a close resemblance to

those quoted above from MBE. L In this last record also there

wre { 1 ) mwergasya arndhqria and ( 2 ) advice to the
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f ssudaras) and ksudrakas to put forth parakrama,
svargasya aradhana occurs in RE. VI. and is paraphrased as
apaparisravatva in RE. X. To achieve this object
is recommended by Asoka, in RE- VI., to his descendants, and in
RE. X., to the Ksudraka and Utsrsta (Dcckrita) classes of

officials. It is therefore, perfectly reasonable to hold that as in
RE. X., so in MRE. L 5 Asoka is exhorting his

(
=higher ) and Ksudraka (=lower ) officials to put forth strenuous

exertions to help the people to attain to heavenly bliss. The
passage may therefore be translated as follows : "This is possible
not only for the superior ( officials } to achieve^ but, indeed f it is

possible for a subordinate one also, if he exerts himself, to cause

people to attain much heavenly bliss."

An alternative interpretation has been proposed by Prof.

Mookerji for the above three passages together, We will allow
him to speak for himself.

s

lt would appear from the context that

Asoka says in effect : *By a little more than a year's exertion, lo !

I have made such progress ( badham ca me pakamte.,.pakamasa M
iyam phole ) i it is indeed the men in Jambudvlpa ( the best

country, according to the sacred texts, for spiritual life ) who
could thus have 'commerce with gods' in such a short time. But
let it not be understood that such progress is only for the great

like me. *It is easier for a camel to enter the eye of a needle than

for a rich man to enter heaven'* Great or small, all must exert

for themselves. Then alone will the Pilgrim's Progress

(prakrama ) lead to the Promised Land ( wpula svarga )\ It must
be confessed that this interpretation of his is more logical than

his first one which we have already considered, because in the

two clauses in which parakrama occurs it has been used in one

and the same sense. Where Asoka says M4ham ca me pakaijit39

the word is taken by scholars in its objective sense, that is, this

jprakrama or parakrama is with reference to the good of others.

But in the second clause which contains Khudakerw pi palaka~

marmnena, the same word is taken in its subjective sense, that is*

this parakrama is in regard to the good of one's own self. This

inconsistency is no doubt warded off by Prof. Mookeirji's second

interpretation, but it cannot commend itself to us for a variety

of reasons. We will not here note how Ms quotation of Qhxist*g
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words is out of place. What again becomes of the commingling
of men with gods? There is here only one man who Is associated

with gods, nani8ly 5 Asoka himself. We should naturally presume
that many more were intended here, as the word munisa is used.

Besides, to make Asoka say that he was the only man that became

a compeer of gods and attained heavenly bliss is to paint him as

a brazen-faced megalo-maniac. Thirdly, the word parakrama

has been taken here in a subjective sense which we nowhere find

to be the case in the Asoka inscriptions. These are some of the

reasons for which this second interpretation of Prof. Mookerji

cannot be accepted.

The fourth passage in Minor Rock Edict. L, that must now

engage our attention, is :

Brahmagirl : lyam ca savar&e] sav\cL\p\i\te vyuthena 200 50 6.

Rupnath : Vy\ u]thena savane kate 200 50 6 sata-vivasa t [ i \

Sahasram ft/am casavane [ v }ivuthena duve sapamna lati-sata

vivutha ti 256.

Hultesch, following Prof. F. W. Thomas, translates the
Sahasram passage as follows : "And this proclamation ( was
issued by me } on tour. Two hundred and fifty-six nights (had
then been ) spent on tour,-( in figures ) 256'*. He also gives the
following note "The actual purport of this important passage was
cleared up by Thomas ( JA. (10), 15, 520 ) who discovered in it the
word lati,

6

a night', which had escaped the attention of his prede-
cessors for thirty-three years. He pointed out, at the same time,
thai panna is a recognised Prakrit form of pancasat^ and that
expressions like dve satpancase ratri-sate are used in archaic
Sanskrit as well. 1 " I do not quite understand how the discovery of
the word lati and connecting it with the number 256 are consider-
ed to be of such paramount Importance. For my own part, I do not
consider any thing more curious and grotesque. This will be evident
from the manner In which the passage from Brahmagirl has been
translated. It has been rendered by Hultzsch as follows: "And
this proclamation was Issued by ( me ) on tour. 256 ( nights have

I Corp. In&cr. Ind. Vol I., p. 171 & n,3.
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thus been spent on tour )." The original passage, as we

seen, is lyant ca saranle] sav{a]p[i]fe vyTithena %QQ ZQ 6, It, Is

split up into two sentences, the second of which be it noted,

consists of the single figure '256' !!! Naturally therefore this

sentence which consists of only *256
?

has to be by

supplying many words as follows - "256 ( nights have

spant on tour )'\ The words put into the rectangular

represent the words so supplied by Hultzsch. Surely absurdity

cannot further go.

Again, Hultzsch says that the terms vivutha, ryutha %

vivaseti of these recensions have along with riiusayati of the

Sarnath Edict to be traced to the same root, which means *canse

to leave home, cause to start on tour, despatch ( messengers )\

"Consequently the substantive vivasa" ( in Bupnatli X says he,

"seems to mean staying away from* home, remaining on tour 1
"*.

See, however, how he has translated the line in Riipnath. Edict

This has been split up into two parts, one containing vy\u\-

thena savane kate and the other BOO 50 6 safavimsa f[ i ]. The

has been translated by him as follows : "( This ) proclamation was

issued by [ me ] on tour/' 'By ( me ) on tour' is the rendering of

vyutha and is taken to refer to Asoka. This is perfectly consistent,

but the second part has been translated as "256 { nights ) ( had

then been ) spent on tour
1 '

''(Nights had then been) spent on tour"

seems to be the rendering of the single word twcMi. It should

have been translated: "( There were ) 256 'stayings away from

tome, remainings on tour
1

", if Hultzsch had been self-consistent

and stuck to the meaning of vivasa which he himself had fixed up-

on. But he had somehow to thrust in the lati which was in his

imagination. Again, one fails to see why he has slurred over the

word sata,

It seems that Hultzsch changed his view in regard to the

meaning of vyusta> just as his volume was coming out from the

press. For to this volume has been appended a 'Corrigenda* page, in

which he says that he now takes that past participle In the sense

of ''having spent the night (in prayer)'
5

,
"as e. g. in the

J)harmasutra 9 IV.5.3Q." Whether the term is taken to signify

1 Ibid., Intro., p. XLVf,
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*on tour* or 'having spent the night ( in prayer )% the criticism

levelled above against this curious mode of splitting and translat-

ing a sentence and unconsciously taking vyusta in slightly

different senses holds good in this case also. Here we have to

consider only that passage from the DharmasUtra on which

Hnltzsch so implicitly relies. It runs thus *

Atha cet^tvarai kartum divase marut-asanah l

ratraujcde sthito vyushtah Prajapatyena taisamarn. \\

It has been translated by Builer as follows : "Now if on is in

taste to finish, one may live on air during a day, and pass the

night standing in water, thafc is equal ( in efficacy ) to a Praja-

patya ( EIrcchra )
9

\ 1 am afraid BUhler has wrongly translat-

ed the third quarter of this verse. The word here is vyustah
and not vyustasMn or viva&ayan so that we cannot render it by
'( may ) pass the night standing: in water/ Besides, if vyusta had
really been connected with and had governed rafri, we should
have had not, ratrau but ratrim. The whole verse may therefore
be translated as follows : "But if one is in haste to finish, one,
departing from home ( vyusta ), may live on air during day and
stand in water during night &a &c." Aanartharrtava-samksepa
says that vyusta has three senses, namely, those of ( 1 ) prabhata
*dawn* ( 2 ) vivasa and ( 3 ) vyusita, 'caused to leave home', 'departed
from home*. Of these the last holds good in the case of the
stanza quoted from the audhayana-Dharv>a<utra. Even suppos-
ing that B&hler's translation is correct, we may take vyusta in
the sense of 'passed (time)', or 'spent (time)'. But how the
word can mean 'pass the night ( in prayer )* as supposed by
Hultzsoh is far from clear.

In a footnote to his translation of the Sahasram rock inscrip-
tion, Hultzsch says that Dr. Thomas "

compares the word
vivutha ( corresponding to vivBsa at Bupnath ) with vyustarn, a
division of time which is mentioned in the Kautillya, p. 60, 1. 3
from bottom. " We wish he had availed himself of this sugges-
tion and worked upon it in detail. Prof. B. M. Barua has done
so, but, unfortunately, half-heartedly, because he wavers between
vMu$ea,vyustiandvyusa of the Vedic literature and vyusta of the
KautUlya. Thus when swayed over by the first sense," he says
ttras in regard to the Rupnath passage : "Two hundred and fifty-six
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longer dawns,
> which is to say,

* two hundred and fifty-six

reckoned .from the summer solstice when the day is longer than
the night, Asokan vivasa being equated with Vedle * ?V
When, however, he leans over to the second sense* he interprets

it thus :

* In making the inscribed matter public, please see

it is attended with the date 256 ( in term of the current Buddha-
era ),"

z What words in the edict are translated by Prof- Barua
" in making the inscribed matter public

' ;
is not quite clear,

Besides, he does not even so much as attempt to say whether

vyutha ( and its other forms ), vivasa, and vtvaseli of the Rupnaths
and cognate edicts and also viva&ayali of the Sarnath Inscription

are to be traced to one or two different roots and have on or

two different senses as Hultzsch and other scholars of repute
have done.

It has been stated above that according to the

samksepa, vyusta has three senses : ( 1 ) prdbhota, (2 ) mVasa, and

( 3 ) vyusita* If vyusita means
*

( one ) departed from home 3 and

prabhata
*

dawn,
'

vivasa cannot signify
*

causing to shine *

or
4

dawning,
' but rather

*

passing
'

or
*

elapsing
'

{ of time ).

This suits very well the sentences quoted by Kielhorn on Jmr
J2. A. Soc , 1904, p. 364, namely namassamano vivasemi ratKifl t

*

I pass every night in worship and araM-vi'tiasam = acaste,
* he

tells stories till the nighfc passes away \ We may add to this the

quotation given by Buhler from Gobhila-Qrhyasutra ( lnd Ant,*,

1893, p. 301 ), namely, jananad daiaratre vyuste salaralra samvafsare

va namadheyam,
* when a period of ten nights, a period of one

hundred nights, or a year, has elapsed, the name-giving ( takes

place. )* There cannot thus be any shadow of a doubt as to

vyusta or vivasa being used in the sense of
*

passing
' or *elapsing

*

( of time ). To this may be added the following frona the

ISLaiitiKya, rajavat sarn masah pakso divjsas ca vyustam
*

( the speci-

fication of ) the royal year, month, fortnight and day ( is known

as ) vyusta.
'

Ifc is thus clear that vyusta indicates also the Office

mode of reckoning time, though it generally signifies
*

the pass-

ing way
*

or elapisng
'

( of time). This fits excellently the last

1 As'oka Edicts in New Light, p. 7S P

2 /bid, py 75,
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quoted from the Brahmagiri, Rupnath and Sahasram
versions of Minor Rock Edict I. The Brahraagiri recension may
therefore be translated as follows :

" And this proclamation was
caused to be proclaimed when there had elapsed 256 ( years ).

"

The Sahasram passage may be rendered thus :
" And this pro-

clamation ( was made ) when there had elapsed 256 ( years ), that
is, two hundred (years) increased by fifty-six 'had elapsed."
The Rupnath version seems to present some slight difficulty, but
we may safely translate it thus :

" The proclamation was made
when there had elapsed 256 ( years ) by the passing- way of
centuries ( iata-vitwsat.)

" The only phrase that causes here some
difficulty is safa-vivfisa. It may be asked why the word sala
alone is here used, without specifying how many satas they were
and also how many more years had elapsed. But surely the
science of epigraphy can produce a few instances of this kind.
Thus a Ghatiyala inscription 1 has the following date : sa^nvat s de
913 Caitra-sudi 2. Samvat here is equivalent to samvatsara, as is
clear from another instance2 of this kind which may also be
quoted in this connection, namely *amvatsara-tate b72 Caitrasya
mfa^mkmsuapancamijam. In both these instances we find sata
along: with a date in figures, but no words are given to show how
many of these ia'as and again how many years in addition had
passed so as to make the date in words whole and entire. I am
not able to give any explanation that is of a satisfactory character
But the instances of dates which I have just quoted from inscrip-
tions are enough to show that sometimes in expressing a date in
words the term sala alone is used and that this practice continued
to be in vogue uptill the mediaeval period.

It will thus be seen that the figure 256 denotes a year and that
ttis interpretation a-rees substantially with that proposed byBuhler* and originally held by Fleet. 4 Both these scholarsmaintain that this figure denotes the number of years elapsed
^^^^^fB^ddha- We know from the Pali Chronicles
1 Ep. IntL vol. IX. pp 280-1, No. 11, 11. 9-10.
2 Ibid.* p. 199.

3 Ep. Ind., Vol. III. p. 138.

4 1M8> p ' sllff* Later oa ha changed
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that ASoka was .crowned 218 years after this event and reigned

for 37 years. That brings us down to the year 255, completed.

Minor Bock Edict I. thus according to B^hler and Fleet was
framed one year later, probably in the year In which AJofcs

abdicated the throne and became a monk. This line of reasoning
cannot be upheld in the present state of our knowledge, because

there is nothing to show in this or any other edict that A&oka
ever became a monk. The idea of his having turned a mendicant
was based upon a passage, as we have seen above, which was for

long misunderstood by scholars but whose correct interpretation

Hultzsch was the first to point out. The view that Aoka
abdicated the throne and became a monk has therefore nothing to

stand upon. Secondly, as shown above, the inscription refers

apparently to the twelfth year of his reign when after a year and

more of strenuous propaganda work, A&oka gives a glowing
account of the results achieved by him. There is particularly a

consensus of opinion on this point among scholars* Now* we
know from various sources that A&oka was crowned king about

264 B. G 1
., so that the twelfth year of his reign must correspond

to circa 252 B. O. And if we now add to this the figure 256 the

date of Minor Bock Edict L, we obtain B. C. 508 approximately

as the date of some great event from which Afioka has counted

the years of his date. What was this great event ? As A&oka was

a Buddhist, it is natural to suppose that it was some event

connected with Buddha, Was it the ParinirvSna of Buddha ?

Unfortunately there is no agreement in regard to its date among

the Buddhists, southern or northern. Thus "the chronology

current in Ceylon, Burma, Siain" says Prof. Geiger, "starts out

from the middle of the year 544 B. C. t as the date of the Uirvftna".

Nevertheless,
"
indications are to be found that in earlier time

and indeed down to the beginning of the eleventh century, an era

persisted even in Ceylon which was reckoned from 483 B. C., as

the year of the Buddha's death',
3
. This discrepancy is more

glaring among northern Buddhists. In the seventh century

when the Chinese pilgrim, Yuang Chuang visited India, tha

1 Mahavaihsa ( P. T. S. ) translated by Geigrt Intra. p. XL.YI*

3 Ibid. p. XXV.
3 Ibid. p. XXVIII.
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Buddhist schools placed the Parinirvana of Buddha in

various years such as 250, 350, 550, 650 and 850 B. C. 1

One Inscription has been found at Gaya with the year 1813 after

Buddha's Parinirvana and referring itself to the reign of A&oka-

valla, from which F. Kielhorn2 has calculated that its initial

year fell in 638 B. O. It will be seen that none of the epochs

specified above comes sufficiently close to 508 B. G. which accord-

ing to our calculation is approximately the date of Minor Book

Edict I. Let us therefore see whether this date can be connected

with any other event in Buddha's life. Bishop Bigandet in his

Life and Legend of Gaudamd* from the Burmese sources, records

the following dates in an era commenced by "Anjana, king of

Dswaha",

It Great Renunciation, in 97 A. K ( Afijana Era)

*. Attainment of Buddhahood, 103 A, E.

3. Nirvana 127 A. E.

4. Parinirvana ( Death ) 148 A. E.

It will be seen that the year intervals between events 1 and 2

and between 2 and 4 are exactly the same as those recorded in the

Pali chronicles of Ceylon. So far, so good. The only new

thing here introduced is the mention of Buddha's Nirvana which
is distinguished not only from his Parinirvana or Death bub also

from his Attainment of Buddhahood. Now this Nirvana is

placed 21 years prior to his Parinirvana* Prof. Geiger has
adduced some cogent reasons to show that this latter event almost

certainly took place in 483 B. C. Buddha's Nirvana has thus to

he pushed 21 years back and assigned to 504 B. O. This year,

namely, 504 B. O., comes to close to 508 which we have calculated
to be the date of Minor ISock Edict on independent grounds
that it is well-nigh impossible to resist the temptation to say
that A^oka has dated this edict from the Nirvana ( not Pari-

nirvana ) of Buddha which took place Circa 508 B. O.

1 Book of Indian Eras by Cunningham, p. 34,

2 Li$f> of Northern Inscriptions ( Ep. Ind. t Vol. V., Appendix, p, 79, TSTp. 575 ).

$ Vol. II, pp. 71-5.
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BY

S. 1ST. TABAPATEIKAR, M. A.

I-lNTRODUCTOBY

1. Vasudeva has been, ever since the 3rd or 4th century B. 0.

or even before the advent of Buddhism, worshipped by a great

number of Indians, who called themselves Bhagavatas, devotees

of Bhagavafc, the supreme Godhead. They took Vasudeva to be the

creator of the worlds and beings, the disposer of destinies* and

had identified him with Rrsna, in fact, believed that Krsra of the

Mahabharata and the Puranas, Krsna, the preacher of the message
of Bhagavadgita, was this same Vasudeva, the Yadava hero, who
had come down as an incarnation of the Great God VISBU Nara-

yana, and it was with this complete identification at liea*t, that a

great literature of the Bhagavatas was composed in the medieval

period. The sentiment of devotion, once rooted, spread in all

its branches over the whole of India, and Ramanuja and Madhva
in the South, Ramananda, Mirabai, Kabir, Vallabhaj and the

saints in Mathura in the North, and Caitanya in the East, all

contributed to bbagavatise the whole of India till the 16th

century, when the Maratha saints tcok up the flag* and calling

Vitthala, the Krsna of the Kali age, took the message of devotion

to the most illiterate masses* Curiously enough, the Bhagavata
religion had among its followers, some foreign converts too, and

the eagle pillar erected by Holiodorus 1 at Besnagar in the 2nd

century B. C., and Mahomedans2 becoming Bhagavata saints in

the 16th century and onwards, are instances to quote.

As was natural, the original tenets of the Bhagavata religion
t ;

Were, during the course of time, mixed up with other principlest

and ultimately the principles of utmost devotion only remained

1 B. G. B. Works, vol. IV, p. 14.

2 Maharastra Sarasvata, pp. 198-200 Shaikh Mahamad ; p. 61$
,
Shaikh Sultan

p. 522, Shaha MunL
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common to all the followers. The philosophies of Ramanuja, and

Madhva a the different forms of worship among the different

sub-sects of the Bhagavatas, all go to prove this ; so that even

among the followers of Saihkara, the great Advaita preacher, there

are many who call themselves Bhagavatas, professing that, devo-

tion to ihe God, is not discordant with extreme monism , and it

is of interest to note that regular efforts have heen made to prove
that it is so. It is not within the province of the present thesis

to go into any details thereof, the foregoing being meant only to

serve as a general trace of the spread of the Bhagavata religion.

2. Although there were among these millions, scholars of

great intellect, who wrote many learned works on this religion,

none ever had the slightest doubt about the identification of

Vasudeva, Kysna, Narayana, and Visnu, and it was only during
the last century, when the critical analysis of the Western
scholars put the whole material to test, that doubts were raised
as to whether all these were from the first identical, or any stages
could be traced out to show the development of the Bhagavata
Ideas about their Supreme;God ; and though many have collected
and classified material to draw conclusions from, still no satis-

factory solution has been arrived at, and the Krsna problem
stands at the present day, as uncertain, as it did at the beginning
of the investigation.

To give an idea of the work done in this line, the laie
Sir B. G% Bhandarkar,

1 in his Report on the search for Sanskrit"
MSS. for 1883-84, gave an outline2 of his theory which placed
two alternatives before the world :

( i ) that the Satvata prince:
Krena himself founded the system, or ( ii ) that he was deified
after his death, and a system developed round him. Prof. Jacobi
in his learned article5 on '

Incarnation ( Indian ),' rejects the first
alternative as a "

scarcely tenable "
one, and endorses the second

with certain modifications. His arguments and conclusion 6an
be summarised as follows :

^ 196 ' and now publfshed

21 BL E, TO 7 pp. 193-197,
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* c When TSTarayana, Visnu became the supreme deity, the

Creator and Lord of the world, he stepped into the place of

Prajapati, the Creator of fehe period of the Brahmanas, who ascribe

to Prajapati, the Kurma and Varaha incarnations*and represent

him as taking one form or other for some special purpose* and
the deeds of Prajapati were transferred to Ifarayana.

" The wide-spread worship of Krsna, as a tribal hesro

and demi-god and his subsequent identification with Nara-

yana. the supreme Lord of creation in that period, gave
birth to the theory of incarnation, not as a philosophi-
cal speculation of learned myfchologists and theologists, but as

the great principle pervading and upholding a popular religion.

Krsnaism, in this sense, prevailed in India probably centuries

before the beginning of our era. Compare : Ghandogya Upanisad,
III. XVII. 6, where Ghora Angirasa imparted a particular piece

of secret knowledge to Krsna, the son of Devaki. Here IDrsna Is

still regarded as a man and not a god.
" When the "Vedic period drew towards the end* Vasudeva was

considered an equal of Narayana'and Visnu, compare, Tait* Sraia.

X. i. 6, where Vasudeva is mentioned as a god, together "with Nara-

,yana" and Visnu, apparently as mystically identical* P&ninl

regards, ( IV. iii. 98 ) Vasudeva as a person of tTae highest rank,

-probably a god ; but Krsna, the son of Devaki was still regarded,
* in the Vedic period, as a wise man inquiring into the highest

truth, and only at some later time was he put on an equality with

Visnu. Vasudeva, the god, and Krsna, the sa*ge, were &riginail$/

different from one another and only afterwards became, by a

syncretism of beliefs, one deity, thus giving rise to, or bringing
to perfection, a theory of incarnation,

"Vasudeva is called Vasubhadra ( Bhasa, Butavakya V. 6 ) :

compare this with Manibhadra, who is spelt Mani in Jainapra-
krita ; compare also Balabiadra, his brother's name : so Vasudeva
derived from * Vasu * seems to be the original name. If this

etymology is right, we must assume that the story of his being
the son of a Knight Vasudeva is not true, and the name of Ms
father seems to have been developed from his very name Vasu-
deva. In support of this, oldest tradition does not mention
Krsna's father, but mother, calling him son of Dev&kt
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81 The Mahabharata and Puranas reveal Krsna to us as a man,
certainly not eminently good, but a crafty chief who is not over-

scrupulous in his choice of means for accomplishing his ends.

Tisnu P. IV* 13 undertakes vindication of the character of Krsna;
Jains assuming nine Vasu s Vasu, Bala, and Prativasu , pre-

suppose the worship of Krsna as a very popular religion . of

India, and hence the Christian influence assumed by Weber ig

excluded by chronological considerations.
7 *

It. Gr, Bhandarkar has dealt with this problem with details

in his
**Vaisnavism and Saivism etc.

** '

P. 3-Vasudeva worship mentioned with others in the Buddhist
cannon NMdesa of the 4th century B. C. P. 4. Inscription at

Ghosundi, 200 years B. C. mentions the construction of a wall
round the ball of worship of Sarhkarsana and Vasudeva. P. 5-

Patanfali, on the Parsini sutra, saying that Vasudeva is not a

Ksattriya of the name, but the worshipful one. Pp. 6.-11 The
Narayanlya section of the MahSbh&rata XII, summarised with
the concluding remark :-" It thus appears that a religion of

devotion arose in earlier times, but it received a definite shape,
when Vasudeva related the Grlta to Arjuna and led to the forma-
tion of an independent sect, where his brother, son, and grandson
were associated with him, as his forms, the sect became con-
terminus with the Satvatas " P. 13 -The conception of Vasudeva
as father must have arisen afterwards, as appears from the
example Vasudeva in the Mahabhasya, in the sense of Vasup

,

not Vasu...Vasudeva was identified with the Vedic sage Krsna,
and a geneology given to him in the Vrsni race, through Sura
and Vasudeva. P. 49-In the Mahabharata times, the gradual
extension of the religion of Satvatas, is shadowed forth, in some
passages questioning the divinity of Krsna, while, in Puranic
times, the three streams of religious thought s ( 1 ) from Visnu,
the Vedic God, ( 2 ) from Karayana, the cosmic and philosophic
God, and ( 3 ) from Vasudeva, the historical lord, mingled
together to form the later Vaisnavism, P. 50-When HV, VyP,
and BhR, were written, the legend about the cowherd Krsna!
must have already been current, and his identification with
VEsudeva Krsna, been effected...... story of Vrsni prince Vasudeva
being brought up in a cow-settlement, is incongruous with his
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later career, as depicted in the Mahabharata ; nor does any part
of Mshabharata require the presupposition of sueH a boyhood.
PP. 52-54-The Abhlras of about the 1st century A. D., a
tribe of cowherds, probably brought with them ine worship of the
boygod, his humble birth, etc. ; they possibly brought the
of Christ also, which led to the identification of the toy-god wich
VHsudeva Krsna. The story of Buddhist GhatajStaka contain
reference to Nanda etc., but this Jataka seems to be of posfe-
christian times.

* f

Prof, Winternitz in his
"
History of Indian literature" (vol. I)

has, at p. 456 :

46 As regards Krsna, described in several places in the Msha-
bharata, he is repeatedly scorned by hostile heroes as

*

cowherd *

and A

slave.
' Even behind the legends of Harivamsa* there

seems to be a foundation of older legends in which Krsna wa$
not yet a god, but the hero of a rough tribe of cowherds. It is

difficult to believe that Krsna, the friend and counsellor of

Pandavas, the herald of the doctrines of the Bfaagavadglt^, the

youthful hero and demon-slayer, the favourite and lover of cow-

herdesses, and finally Krsna, the incarnation of god Visnu was
on? and the same person. It is far more likely that there were
two or several traditional Krsnas, who were merged into on
deity at a later time. It is possible that Krsna was the

founder of the Bhagavata religion, and was ultimately
made into an incarnation* It is possible that Krsna did

not figure at all in the original epic, and was introduced only

later, perhaps to justify the actions of Pandavas : much as has

been written on the problem of Krna w must admit, no satis-

factory solution has been found. In any case, it is a far ory
from Krsna, friend of Pandavas, to the Krsna of HarivamSa, and
the exalted God Visnu. "

3. These scholars ana others following these, have laid great
stress on the fact of one person having m any names, and starting:

with the idea that one person should have one name only, have

analysed the Krsna story under so many names attached to so

many incidents, taking that each originally concerned one person

only, [ard all were subsequently mixed up to form the great
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of the Hatebbarata and Puranas, The three striking features of
this Krsma, as at present found mixed up, and separated by the
scholars are : ( 1 ) Krspa as the preacher of the religion, of the

Bhagavadglta, (2 ) Prince Krsna, the friend and counsellor of the
PSBdavas **

not over-scrupulous in his choice of means for

accomplishing his ends **
( Jacobi s above )t and ( 3 ) Krsna, who

grew among cowherds* killed Kamss, and established himself
and his kin in Dvaraka t a plac which belongs to princ Krsma
in ( S ), also,

As the Mahabharata and the Puranas are mainly responsible
for these accounts of Krsna, other literature only incidentally
and that too comparatively very rarely, it is proposed, here, to

collect and compare the material bearing thereon, as presented in
the Mahabharata and the Pnranas. That some convincing
conclusion will be the fruit of these efforts, would, it is feared, be
too much to expect, but even if this is sufficient to give a clear
view of the whole material, it will have served its purpose. The
material itself is vast, and following is, in brief, a statement of
the Krsna story, with its extent and context, as found in the
different Puranasand the Mahabharata,

THE PuRtoAs.

1. Brahma Purina (BP)-Adhs. 179-212: Vyasa, having re-
lated the importance of Bharatavarsa, and Purusaksetra, is asked
by the Rsis to relate about the birth of Baladeva and Krsna on
this earth. The introductory stanzas at adhy. 180, are in the
fashion of those of Mahabharata at 1. 1. Real story begins from
adhyaya 181. ( Anandasrama edition ).

2, Visnu Purana ( VP )-Amsa 5, adhs. 1-38 : Maitreya, having
heard the genealogy .of other kings, asks Parasara, to tell him
about the Amsavatara of Visnu, of the Yadu family. The text of
BP and VP agrees, according to Wilson, "exactly" but a
oomparision of the two, shows some additional matter in the VP
which is shown under the respective headings below ( edition
printed at the Vrttadlpa Press, by Visvanatha Bhaskara Bhagavata-
text with commentary Vaisnavakut* candrika by Sri Ratnagarbha^ *
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3, Padma Purana ( PP )-Uttaiakhanda, adhs. 272-379: Rudra,
having told the Ramacarita to Ms consort Parvati, now goes on
to relate the life of Krsna Vasudeva. ( Anandasrama edition
1894 X

Hari Vamsa ( HV ) -Adhs. 51-190 : God Visnu is awakened
by the gods, from his long sleep, and according to the talk after-

wards, when Pandavas, Kauravas etc., are horn, Narada went to

the courts of gods, and there, relating the misdeeds of Kamsa and
others, requested Visnu to come down, to the earth, to remove
her burden. Visnu consults Brahma as to where he should be born B

when Brahma tell ahout Vasudeva etc., etc.,( Calcutta edition ).

5 . Brhma Vaivarta Purana (BVP)-The whole of the part called

'Sri Krsnajanma-Khanda : Narada asking Narayana regarding

Krsna* incarnation. Radha, being cursed by Sri Darna, friend of

Krsna, had to become a cowherdess, and for her sake apparently,

Krsna had to come down. The usual story of the Earth going to

heaven for relief, begins from the adh. 4 ( an old edition the title

page of which is missing ).

6. Bhagavata Purana ( BhP )-Skandhas. Xt XI: giving a

connected life of Krsna, as an incarnation of supreme Godhead*

related by Suka to king Parlksit, who, after hearing the genealogy

of the Lunar and Solar kings, asks to be told the deeds of Visnu 's

part incarnation, in the Yadu's family ( Knmbhakonam edition)*

7. Vayu Purana ( VyP ) -adh. 96 : In course of giving the

genealogy of Yadu, from adh, 94, mentions, in this adh. at st 30 ff.

the story of diamond Syamantaka, and brings in
Krsna^and

Balarama* and gives fcheir birth and deeds ( S.nandas!ram edition X

8. Devi BMgavata Purana (DBh)-Skandha IV, adhs. 18-25*

Vyasa aud Janamejaya speakingr-latter's question at adh. 17t

introduces Ksrna after Rama story, beginning with the birth of

Vasudeva, who being Kasyapa himself, cursed by Varans comes,

to the earth ( Lele's edition with Marathi translation ),

9. Agui Purana ( AP )-adh. 12 * Agni describing to Vaifeiha

the incarnation .of Visnu, from Matsya onwards, oomes, after

Rama, to Krsna, saying "Harivarfaiam pravaksyami 12. L

( Anandasrani edition X
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10. LlBga Pnrana ( IP )-adh. 60 : in the course of giving the

genealogy, comes upon Kamsa ( St. 42 ) ; thenVasudeva

and Devakl to Krsna ( Calcutta edition by Jivananda

Yidjasagara ).

MAHZBHS.BATA ( Mbh. ) : Krsna story is mixed with

of the Pandavas, all over the Epic ; he is introduced here

as already grown up, his first appearance 'being at the Svayam-

vars of DraupadL Reference to his birth from Vasudeva in the

AmsEvatarana portion of the Adiparvan ( I. 64 141-146 ) is

likely to be, an after-addition, and forms no part of the original ;

KrsBa*s previous life, is given, only incidentally in the di&logues

of other persons ( Kumbhakonam edition ).

JAXNA HAEIYAMSA PURINA ( JHP ) : The Jainas also have

adopted the Indian epic and Puranic tales, and there is a

Harivaiiisa Parana, composed by JInasena in Saka 705. This

work though mainly intended to describe the deeds of

Neminatba* on of the Jaina Tlrthamkaras, also gives the

story of Krsna and the Pandavas, and although there are many
points of difference in the details, the general run of the whole

is in agreement with the Indian tradition. ( Sholapur edition

of Hindi translation ).

Of the Puranas, BP seems to have an account older than VP,
the latter having many additions to the text of the former.

These two and PP, AP, BhP, and BVP devote a special portion
to the Krsna story, while VyP and LPgive it, in course of describ-

ing the Yadava genealogy. AP is only a short summary con-

cluding with Krsna 's fight with Banasura, and peacefully settling
with his wives, and this is the general extent ofPuranic accounts.
BVP meant solely to glorify Radha, gives greatest prominence
to Krspass life as connected with her. HV, although meant to

serve as a supplement to Mbh., faithfully goes over the extent
of the Puranic story, and guards against any mixture of the
Mbh. account, while BhP is the only Purana, which puts in the
two accounts, setting them in proper context. DBh finishes the
KrsDa story with his penance, in which he gratifies Siva, and
obtains boon to have eons, and Siva then gives a prophecy of

life, bringing it to Ms death*
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Except BP and VP which, have a common text, all the other

accounts have no textual agreement. The influence of Mblu

OB. the BhP is very great : In addition to its bringing in the Krsna

story in Mbh. side by side with that in Puranas, the story which

introduces the Parana itself, refers to the characters in the

Mbh., and starts from Asvathaman 's killing Parlksit, while yet

unborn, and the child's revival by KrsBa, an incident mentioned

at Mbh. XIV. 69. 24-26.

II KRSNA-STOBY IN THE

I.
1

. That so many different compositions bearing on the same

subject, and ranging from short ones of a few stanzas, to

those extending over thousands of stanzas, are found included

in the majority of Puranas, is, in addition to its proving the vast

popularity of Krsna, a point that leads us to some other field,

different texts bearing on almost the same details of the

story, would suggest that these texts were composed by more

than one author, and not by Vyasa alone, in different

provinces of India, at, perhaps, different times but rather

than dealing here with such matters of a general nature,

it is better, just to study the details of the story itself ; it is/

proposed to divide the whole Puranic story into madent~uwM&9

each being arranged as follows K 1 ) number and name of th* ,

incident. ( b ) place where it is found in the different Furft^ft*

and the Mahabharata, ( c ) general description of the incident,

( d ) a comparison of the details, and ( e ) other important matter.

Regarding these different sources, it has to be noted that

in its summary, only mentions the incidents, and in these too, tiu

order of some is not in keeping with the general tradition j wMl*

LP and VyF as also the DBh., bring in the Krsna story only inci-

dentally, first two in giving the Sstvata genealogy, and the last,

to p*ove that even God Visnu has to submit to the decrees of fate ,

In Mbh. too, the PurSnio incidents are mentioned only to glorify

grsna, while his actual life described in the Epic, mainly as i*

should, connects itself with the Pandava* and form*, as it wer*,

I Evam xxanSYatSwtra ViWutt ... drr*dhlnafc sadarr. hi" DBMV, *>.

A, IS.
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separate episode. As stated above, BhP Is the only sourc which

puts the two accounts together 8 so that, the incidents given below,
have been given according to the general Ptiranic traditlon9 and
other additional matter, In the different sources, is given under
ilv last item (ei

A general statement made above, about JHP, It is believed,
will be sufficient for our present purpose, and it will not be taken
Into any account In the study of the incidents below. Its title

denotes, that It was fashioned after the HV, Mbh. life of the

Pandavas being added to, to make the account complete. As
regards its story disagreeing with our Indian tradition, we have
to take that the changes were somehow purposely made. The
present form of the text of Mbh. was decidedly established some
centuries bsfore the time of Jinasena, the author of JHP, and
although the dates of the Puranas are still uncertain, Pargiter

1

places some In the 8th and 9tn centuries, while Kolhatkar,
2 who

has dealt with the question at some length, and Kale* too, take
the Puranas, at least some, to the beginning of the Christian era
It can safely be taken, that Krsna legend, whatever Its de*v elop-
ments be, was fully established before the 8th century. So that
unless some Indian, source which would serve as a right basis
for the JHP, is found out-and no such has yet been traced, it

cannot be argued that the Krsna story was adopted from mere
oral tradition afe the end of the 8th contury. Of course, nothing
that would lower the dignity of Krsna, has been stated, except
that Jama sages are, off and on, brought in to initiate the different
characters into the tenets of the sect, to show the greatness of the
sect, and only in one case, do we find, Krsna stated to be Inferior
in prowess to Nemi, the hero of the poem ; it is where4 Krsna is
shown unable to remove, by force, the foot of Nemi from the
throne. There are some statements that are clearly meant to
giire a moral view to the incident ; e.g. Kama is stated5 to be a
son of KuntI, from Pandu, after their gandharva, but before the

Indian Hist. Tradition.

UpasaihhSra, Oh. 8.

3 Bmrl^aniriksaga, Cb. I*

4 JHP E&rg* 55, St. 11.

*
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celebration of their marriage in public; Draupadl is stated 1 to be
the wife of Arjuna alone, and not of the five brothers* mentioning
that the garland broke loose from the hands of Dranpadl$ and the

flowers thereof were scattered over all the five brothers; and tMs
incident gave some mischievous people cause to say that she

married five. The war with Jarasamdha, forms the most import-
ant incident in JHP. Kauravas are said to have sided with him,
and they retire to forest after the death of Jarasamdha* Tfa

whole story is, in this .work, profusely mixed with hundreds of

other characters, and it would suffice our purpose, here, to con-

clude* without going into any more details, that the work is

adopted from the HV and Mbh. together, and the story is given a

greatly divergent tone by many additions and changes.

Incidents in the life of Krsna, as given in the Puranas?

(a) L THE EABTH'S A.PPBOACH TO THE GOBS.

(b) BP 181.5-20; VP 1.12-33; PP 27212-18;HV 52 ; BVP 4.2-56;

BhP 1.17-19; VyP-no reference; DBh. 18.2-25; AP f LP-no refer-

ence; MBH 1.65-37-53.

(c) The Earth was burdened by the sins of the Asuras, and,

seeking relief from the Supreme God, approached Brahma, who

along with other gods, repaired to the milky ocean, where God

Narayana was enjoying rest.

(d) BP and VP, state that the earth went to mount M*ru,

where gods were sitting in a conference and addressed herself fco

them, when Brahma, of his own accord, proposed going to N&ra-

yana; PP, BhP and Mbh omit the conference of gods on mount

Meru, stating that the Earth went direct to Brahma, PP saying

that the Earth disappeared after her appeal, while according

to Mbh, Brahma gave her leave to go, and then called the con-

ference. BhP and DBh paint the Earth as going in the form of a

cow. BVP and PBh add more stages; according to BV^Jhe^Eai^
1 Op. cit. 45. 135n%

2 First nnmber denotes the adhyaya 9 and the second, tbe

describing the incident ; where this I* co-extensive with the

only the first numbers are given . Roman inserted the

adhyayas numbers, show the parrans in the

Skaadhas in
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went to Brahma* who took her to Siva, then the three going to

Dharma* and after consulting: Mm, all went to Hari, who advised

them to repair to Goloka and request Krsna who would do the

needful. According to DBh, the Earth went to Indra, who admit-

ted his inability to help her* and took her to Brahma, who then

"took them both to God Hari, who, in his turn, - explains the supe-

riority of the goddess Devi, and all offer prayers to her. HV
describes the death of Kalanemi, with full details, at adh. 48, 49 $

VPf too, at St. 22, puts in the words of the 'Earth, that the same
"demon was born as Kamsa, but makes no direct mention of this

incident, Visnu, who was sleeping: for ages, is, in HV, awakened
by Brahma and sages, at the end of adh. 51, when Brhama shows
the distressed Earth, and asks Hari to come to mount Meru for

consultation* As context to this incident, VP-BP differing here

and PP, mention the marriage ofVasudeva, and DevakI, and
their subsequent captivity by Kamsa, who had learnt of his future

death from Devakl's issue, (st, 12 VP, and PP).

In Vi^vopSkhyana, at Mbh. VI 65-68, the gods* conference on
the mount Meru, is mentioned, where the supreme God comes
and Is requested by fBrahma, to be born in the family of the

Yldavss.

(e) Compared with BP, VP inserts 6 stanzas, in the speeeh of

the Earth, stating that all creation was the different forms of God
Visnu.

(a) IL GOB'S PROMISE.

(b) BP 181.29-32; VP 1.33~65 5 PP 272,18-25; HV 52-56; BVP
4.56-6.378; BhP 1.20~?6; VyP-no mention; DBh 18.25-19.47; AP
LP-no mention; Mbh 1.65.54-66.1 and VI.66,2.

(o) Going to the abode of the supreme God Visnu, the gods,
Brahma prominent among: them, offered prayers, when the God
learnt of the trouble, and promised to relieve the Earth of her
burden after being: born as Krsna, son of Vasudeva. He also
asked the other gods to go down in various characters, and help
his cause*

(d) BP Mid VP give a text for the prayer by Brahma, PP
only stating itiat prayer was offered, while BhP says that Brahms
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recited the Purusa Sukta, and had the Inspired response from the

Sky without the God appearing personally and then the word
was carried to other gods. In HV? it is Brahma who gives his

advice to Hari in the conference
5 according to BVPf the matter is

finally settled in Goloka, the abode of Radha and Krsna, latter

'allotting to each god his particular character , and lastly consoling
his love RadhS, for the coming separation of 100 years* which
was an outcome of "a former love intrigue in Goloka, and
during this period, Krsna was to perform all his life's work in
Mathura, Dvaraka, etc. In DBh, the gods, under advice

of Narayana, all offer prayers to the supreme Safcti* and she

disposes of the matter, herself promising to appear as a child of

Yasoda, and transfer Visnu to Gokula from Ms place of captivity
as also effect the removal of Sesa, from the womb of Devak! to

that of Rohini. This Sakti is in other Puranas, referred

to as Yogamaya, whom Hari asks to do these things.

BP, VPf DBh also, and Mbh. I. 214. 32, 33, state that the God
rooted out two hairs from himself-one black and the other

white,-and these entering the wombs of Devak!, and Rohini

appeared as Krsna and Rama respectively. According to Mbh,
in the reference in JLdiparvan the God settles the matter with

Indra, and, in that in the Bhismaparvan, the God only promised
that it will be all right, and disappeared. These three different

versions of the same incident show an effort to record aU oral

traditions, in some connection or another, in the body of the Epic.

( e ) VP inserts an additional prayer for Brahma at 34-50,

whereupon Hari asks him to speak his mind, and then VP takes

the text common to BP.

(a) TIL KRSNA *s BIRTH*

(b) BP 181.38-182.il; VP 1.65-3.7 ; PP 272.25-38 ; HV 57-60;

BVP 7.1-74; BhP 1.27*3.8; VyP 96.192-202; DBh 20. (1-52, other

.matter) 53-23-21; AP 12,4-6; LP 69.46 48; Mhh L6414L145.

(c) Vasudeva married DevakI; while the ceremony was being

performed, Karhsa, the cousin of the bride, was apprised of his

future death at the hands of the ighth son of DeTakI ; he rashsd

her with a drawn sword, but w;as pacified by Vasud0Ta whp
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promised to hand over his children to Kamsa, as soon as they

were born* Karnsa killed six SOBS, but the seventh time, the child,

while still in the womb* was transferred, by divine power, from

Devakl to Rohinl, another wife of Vasudeva, living elsewhere.

This was the boy Samkarsaiaa, so called from his being drawn

away from Devakl's womb. Kamsa was more watchful at the

eighth time, and kept the couple under close custody, and it was
thus, in the prison house, that our hero was born.

(d) VP and PP give the marriage and the subsequent com-

promise between Karhsa and the couple, to have occurred before

the Earth's approach to gods (cf. I, above); VyP gives it at stanzas

219-228, as a previous incident to account for Karnsa 's cruelty,

Kamsa's death is foretold by a word from heaven according- to

PP 272.7; BYP 7.15: VyP 96.220; by Narada as shown in BP 181.33;

HV 57; VP mentions the first at 1.7 and the second at 1.66, saying
that the couple was kept in captivity, upon Kamsa 's death being
confirmed by Narada 's statement, while BhP and DBh give the

heavenly prophecy first, and introduce ITarada, when Karnsa
returns to Vasudeva his first child, and there ISTarada urges Karhsa
to kill all children, as which particular child was the eighth,
could not be certain, as the numbers could be counted from any
child as the first ; this last argument, according to DBh, which
also mentions "Vasudeva's armed opposition to Karhsa, when the
elders intervened and the compromise was settled.

The first six: children killed by Kamsa - VyP says t&at
he also killed Vasudeva's ten more sons born of his other wives are
the former sons of Hiranyakasipu, according to BP, VP, HV and
and DBh, of Hiranyaksa, according to PP ; BhP, along with
BVP and LP mentions only the death of the six children at 2. 4,

but, later on, at 85.47 it gives the Hiranyakasipu story, when Krsna
shows his mother her dead sons : the story, that these six 'garbhas*
were favoured by Brahma, and consequently cursed by Hiranya ,

occurs in DBh and with more details in HV, where Visnu perso-
nally goes to Patala to give a dream vision to the six. BhP account
in the second context, says that they were six sons of Marlci, and
having laughed at god Brahma, ready for a sexual union with
his daughter, were born of Hiranya, and afterwards taken to
Devakfa womb,, by Yogamaya, and killed by Kaihsa. It is
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same illusion called Maya or Nidra, that, being advised bj Visnu,

brings about also, the transfer of Balarama to Rohinfs womb,
and finally herself taking birth from Yasoda

s to be exchanged for

Krsna ; and as a reward for these acts, she is promised high praise

in heaven, Visnu himself repeating the stotra.
1

The killing of the first six, and the disappearance of the

seventh
2 from Devakl's womb, brings us to the birth of the eighth,

BP and VP have a praise offered by the gods to the pregnant
DevakI, while in BVP and BhP, the prayer is addressed to the

God in the womb ; BVP states that Devakl's womb was full of

air-* Vata
'

only, and at the last moment, she fell senseless, when
the air escaped, and the God appeared before her ; BhP
mentions the mysterious appearance of the divine form, other

Puranas state his birth3
, DBh giving a curious incident on the

occasion * Devaki feeling ashamed asks Vasudeva to turn Ms face

away, while she was delivering ; BVP states that he fetched a

learned Brahmana for consultation, and some female relatives

to attend upon his wife.

Krsria is described4
as, at first, having four hands and all the

divine appearance of Visnu; BVP describes his divine form, but

gives him two hands only, and DBh makes Mm only a
fii

bright

child.
"

All Puranas state that the elements were extremely

pleasant at the birth of Krsna : winds blowing auspiciously, the

stars shining with lustre etc ; and HV and VyP agree in saying

that the time was the
"
Vijaya Muhurta.

" Mbh gives no details

about this birth.

1 So BP and VP ; HV allots a separate adh. 59, catling it
*

ZryS stava *

BhP mentions Visnu requesting the MayS to transfer the seventh child.

2 LP seems to consider Rama, as the first born : "JSte EUme tha nihate sa4*

garbhe catidaksine "
69. 46.

3 of. BVP :
u Nihsasara ca vSyus ca .., 173, tatraiva bhagavSn Krs^o ...

bahirSvirbabhUva ha 174. BhIJ
: "DevafcyHmaviraslt." BF,VP "jSyan&Sne**

PP ;
u Tasyam jStah.

** HV ; jStam." and DBh "SusuY.**

4 of. BP, VP, VyP caturbzShuh,
*
PP, BhP, AP, LP ; catarbhtsjah

' BVP;
4

dvibhujam muralihastam. * HV 'Yutam divyai^ lakfa^aih* ( doiabtfml )*
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( e ) VP inserts 12 st. ( 2. 7-18 ) In the prayer offered by the

gods to Devatl. AP and LP in mentioning this birth > give the
removal of the Earth's burden, as a motive 1

:

( a ) IV KBSFA'S REMOVAL TO GOZULA.
*

( b ) BP 182- 12-32 5 VP 3. 8-29 ; PP 272. 39-58 : HV 60 ; BVP 7.

75-132 : BhP 3. 9-4. 13
, VyP 96. 203-210 ; DBh 23. 22-48 ; AP 12.

7-13 ; LP 69. 49-61, Mbh-no reference to these incidents, is found
in the Epic, only indirect mention of Krsna's deeds is made collec-

tively9 in some connection, and these will be considered later on.

( c ) Seeing the God in his divine glory, before him, Vasudeva
requested him, after prayers, to become an ordinary child, telling
him of the fear from Kamsa, whereupon, the superhuman turned
into a child, and Vasudeva, according to the advice given him,
took the child to Gokula, and exchanging it for the daughter of

Yasoda, returned, and placed her with '

his wife DevakI, when
Kamsa was informed of the birth of the eighth child. He struck
her against a stone, but she escaped his hands, and showing her
divine form in the sky, told Kamsa that his death, the real eighth
child, was in safety elsewhere.

(d) BP and VP give two stanzas for Vasudeva, and two for

DevakI, praying the divine form as supreme God ; and being
afraid of Kamsa, they ask Him to withdraw his divine form with
four hands; the Bhagavafc tells Devaki that he had been born2 of
her, as she had prayed for, formerly. It is further stated that while
Vasudeva was taking the child to Gokula. at night, the guards
were sleeping, influenced by Yoganidra; the child was protected
from the rain by Sesa, covering it with his hoods, that the deep
river YamunS became passable with knee-deep water, that o*
returning after the exchange of children, while Yasoda was
unconscious, the guards heard the crying ofthe child and inform-
S
L
K
!T?;,

PP mitS^ W rdS f Devakl and Bhagavat, and
adds that Vraja was situated on the bank of the river. HV, BVP,and VyP do not give any details of the incidents on the way;
1 r^ ^^

55, implying a refefenoe (?) to incidents in I,
" BP 18S, 18, VP 3. 14.
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BhP la the reply of the Bhagavat, gives an account of the former
lives ofMs parents and their hard penance for having him $s

their child, BP, VP, PP, AP, and LP do not state as to who
advised the transfer. HV, BVP, VyP, and BhP do it under
advice of Bhagavat ; DBh mentioning a message from the sky f

this last stating that the exchange of children was made between
Vasudeva and a maid servant Sairandhri-who stood at the door

of Nanda's house, and according to VyP, and LP9 Vasudeva did

it with the knowledge of Yasoda, and in addition requested
Nanda to protect the child carefully. According to HV and VyP,
Vasudeva personally gives the information fco Karhsa, HV? BVP*
and BhP adding a prayer from Devakl to spare the child ; HV and

VyP states that the girl Ekanamsa ( so BVP, also 5 dasa in VyP).

was worshipped by the Yadavas, as she protected Krsna, and

BVP states that Karhsa returned the daughter to the weeping

parents, and she was, during the marriage ceremony of Rukminl,
married to sage Durvasas. DBh refers to a former agreement
between Yasoda and Devaki, regarding the exchange of children,

(a) V. KAMSA'S SUBSEQUENT MOVE,

(b) BP 182.1-11 ; VP 4.1-17; PP. 272,59-63-, HV 60; BVP-B0

reference; BhP 4.14-46; VyP-no reference; DBh 23,49-53 AP, LP-na
reference.

(c) This incident consists of two sub-units: (1) Kamsa con-

sults his counsellors, and orders the slaughter of new-born

children thereabouts, and (2) confused at the escape of the gM and

the warning of his death, offers apologies to Vasudeva and Devakl,

and sets them free.

(d) BP and VP and PP 1 mention death being ordered only in

case of children having 'extra-ordinary
'

strength. BhP inter-

cltaiiges the two incidents, and says that Kamsa, after consults

tion, decides to harass the good people, as that would disturb the

peace of G6d Hari, who was at the bottom of all his
trtfutol^

HV
mentions only the second incident, and DBh the first, omitting:

any consulting, and stating that Kamsa ordered the

daughter of children as soon as born*.

1 " yatrodriktam balam bale
" BP 182. 7f VP 4. 13 *

bSlSn" PP272.62.

2 u jatamatras ca bantavyS
** I>Bii ^3.%
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fe) VP inserts 6 stanzas inKamsa's speech, saying that all

gods were powerless before him; BhP puts the same 1

ideas, only

in an enlarged form, in the mouth of Kamsa's counsellors ; BVP
inserts another matter after IV: adh. 8-janmastamIvrata9 adh. 9-

former lives of Nanda and Yasoda, Vasudeva and his two wives.

(a) VI VASUDEVA AND NANDA.

(b) BP 183.1-6-, VP 5.1-6; PP 272.64-98; HV 61; BhP 5.19-32; no

reference in other sources.

(c) In an interview between Vasudeva and 3STanda, the former

requested the latter to take care of his children.

(d) According to BP, VP and BhP, Nanda, who was full of

joy at the birth of a son from Yaoda, had gone to Mathura, to

pay tares and there Vasudeva saw him and congratulating

Mm upon the birth of a son, requested Nanda to protect his own
son with BoMnl, and return to Vraja, as there were some bad

omens portending forthcoming trouble. HV follows the same

course of details, but states that Nanda had come with Yasoda
and the child, and that Vasudeva advised for a shift of Nanda *s

place of residence, and Nanda, accordingly, following the course

of river Yamuna, established his camp at the foot of the -till

Govardhana. PP states, instead, that Vasudeva visited the Vraja,

and keeping Rohinl's son, under Yasoda J

s care, returned to

( a ) VII. KBSNA'S BIRH FESTIVALS.

( b ) BP 184. 39, 20 ; VP 6, 8, 9 ; PP 272. 69-74 5 BV no mention:
BVP 9. 42ff. and again at adh. 13 ; BhP 5. 1-18 ; DBh. 25. 1-5.

( c ) The birth of the child was celebrated with great festi-

liities by Nanda ; the Gopls paid a visit to Yassoda, and offered her
many presents, and blessed the child with great joy.

( d ) SP, VP, PP and BhP, further on at adh. 8. 1-20,
am* the family priest of the Yadavas, visited

Handa, at fee instance Vasudeva, and there performed
the religious

* Jataka '

rites df the two children
'

in secret,
'

them tfci&ir respective namm BVP adds a propkecy, of

BhP 36e
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Krsna's life, by the sage Garga, in which the Pandavas are refer-

red to* DBh states that these festivities were informed to Kams%
by men of his secret service, and JS"arada had told Mm about
Nanda, which led to the incidents in VIII S "below.

(e) BhP transposes incidents!VI and

(a) VIII. KBSHA IN THE COW-SETTLEMENT,^
. * *

These occupy the life of Krsna till his arrival in Mathnra ;

some of the incidents are mere ordinary accidents, but ifa

Puranas make much of these, as would naturally be the case in

the life of a great hero. So, with these general remarks, we

proceed here^to compare and study the details of each incident as

it is presented in the Puranas. VyP, which gives some stray

information about Krsna, in the course of giving the genelaogy,

does not refer to any of these details. LP makes only a general

statement
1 that

"
all the efforts of Kamsa, were rendered fruitless

by her-* meaning the Devi-who had warned Kamsa of his death*
**

DBh and AP mention* some incidents, without giving any details

thereof. These minor sources, are, therefore, generally ignored*
}

below.

( a ) i PlJTAHA. F1

( b ) BP 184. 7-21 ; VP 5. 7-33 ; PP 272. 74-82 ; HV 63 $ BVP 10$

BhP 6.

( c ) missioned by Kamsa, Putana, the death of children, pro-

ceeded to Gokula, in . an attractive form, and offered the child

Krsna her breasts for a suck ; the child sucked away the life out

of her, and she fell dead in her giant form, which put all fcofrighfe,

when Nanda and others, fearing some evil to the child, performed

some magic rites, for its protection.

(d) HV states that she was the nurse "Dhatri" of Kariisa,amd

appeared like a bird-'Sakunf; while BVP calls her his dear sister,

stating that she arrived as a Brahman! from MathurS, and that

she was, originally 'Ratnamala' the daughter of Bali, and bad &

motherly feeling towards Vamana, which led to this incident

1 Yastatpratikrtau yatnah, taya oaiva 3"

% DBh 24, 6, 7 ; AP 12. 14-22,
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BhP treats this as an independent incident and;has a concluding
'Thalasbruti'

9

stanza at the end. BP and VP do not mention the

agency of Kamsa, in this affair. All sources except BVP state

that Piitana approached the place without the knowledge of

others. HY adding that she : hid herself under a cart, and PP
saying that she had besmeared her breasts with poison. PP and
BVP add her cremation by Nanda.

HV does not mention any Raksa magic here, and BVP states 1

only that some auspicious act was performed. This Raksa con-
sisted/according to the remaining sources, of placing the cowdung
on the head, moving the tail of a cow over the body and chanting
some spells; these last are given in BP, VP, and BhP, this third one
having quite a different text, but the general principle seems to be,
in both the cases, to refer to some name of Godhead, for protection
of some certain part of the body. Many of these names like

'Hrslke^a, Govinda*, are seen applied to Krsna himself, while
others like Tisnu, ETarayana* refer to the supreme God.

(e) VP transposes a stanza and inserts two, in this passage,

(a) ii- SAKATA.
*

(b) BP 184.22-28; VP 6.1-7; PP 272.82-85; HV 62; BVP 12 1-13-
BhP 7.1-17. .

'

(c) while Yasoda was engaged elsewhere, the child was
weeping for a suck, and, throwing up its feet, upset the cart,
under which it was lying. The noise hrought the elders to the
scene, where other boys told of the incident. Yasoda rearranged
he upset oart, and did some worshipping.

(d) HV transposes (i) and (ii), while BVP inserts the Raksa
Kavaca, in its own text, after this cart incident, stating that it
was recited by a Dvija placing his hand on the child.

. (e)PP inserts one more incident after this, at 272.86-89 nb: the
child killed a Raksasa 8 in the from of a cook which had struck
him with its palm. PP has some agreement in text here, with
that of BP and VP .. BP 23=PP 83 cd, 84 ab.

1 "
Mangalam kSraySmasa

" BVP 10. 38.

8 "
BSkfasak .~ kakkataresadlipk

" PP 27?. 87,
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Between this (ii) and tlie following incident (in), BliP has some
additional matter, giving some more incidents; BVP mentioning,
only one of them: BhP 7.18-33; BVP 11 (i.e. before Sakata): fh*
child taken away by a whirlwind, was saved. The wind is

called Trnavarta, evidently a demon, and was killed by the child
striking him against a stone. BhP 7.34-37; Yasoda sees the
whole creation in the yawning child; 8.1-20; Garga performing
the Namakarana, referred to above under VII; 21-31; Krsna grow-
ing up" and playing; 32-45; Krsna, charged with eating dust,
fmrd* opened his mouth before Yasoda, who saw the whole creation

there, and was bewildered. BP and VP, and BhP also, mention
Grarga's performing the Eamatarana (cf. VII above) as coining off

after this incident [i.e. (ii)].

(a) iii- KBSNA and the MoRTAB.

(b) BP 184.31-42: VP 6.10-20; PP 272.89-97; HV 64; BVP 14
BhP 9. 10.

(c) Krsixa and Rama had now begun to creep on their knees and
hands, and wandering here and there, did many small mischiefs.

Yesoda, to prevent Krsna from this, bound him to a mortar with
.a rope, and went to her work. Krsna, moring along with the

mortar, reached two large trees, Yamala, and Arjuna, and in an
effort to move on, felled both to the ground,

( d ) PP mentions that 1 Krsna stole butter from the neighbours,

and that Yasoda, after binding him, went to sell milk* HV tates

that G-opIs saw the accident and called back Yasoda, scolding her

for her harshness. BVP differing, says that Krsna ate butter,

milk etc. while Yasoda was away to bathe herself, and began to

fly, when she knew the fact from other boys. She then bound

him to a tree, and beating Mm, left him there, when Krsna,

sportively felled the tree, and Nanda and others got angry with

Yasoda for this harashness. BhP has again different details r

Krsna approached Yasoda for a suck, while she was churning
for butter ; she gave him a little, but he was not satisfied, and

angrily broke the pot, and fled out. She pursued the child, and

bound him to a mortar; the length of all-the ropes inthe house was

"
P3P
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not sufficient to bind Mm, but finally Krsna granting; the binding,

and then moving* on, brought on the accident. The two trees,

according fco this source, were the sons of Kubera, Nalakubara

Manigrlva, followers of Budra, and were cursed by sage Narada,

for their indecent acts- They were promised relief at the hands

of Krsna, and the God acted accordingly. BVP which refers to

only one tree, brings in the first named son only, who was seen

naked with Rambha, by the sage Devala, and subsequently cursed.

PP in some MSS. only, states that the trees were, after relief,

turned into Jdmnaras. This incident brings to Krsna, the

synonym Damodara.

(e) BP 38ab *-= PP 92ab ;
v. 1.

c Kamaleksanah 7

. for 'Dharanl-

dharah.
' BVP in adh. 15, following this incident, mentions the

marriage of Radha and Kcsna performed by Brahma. The situa-

tion described here, reminds one of the opening stanza :

"
Meghair

meduram ambaram
"" inJayadeva's famous poem, 'Gitagovinda,

'

(a) iv- THE NEW SETTLEMENT.

( b ) BP 184. 42-60 ; VP 6. 21-51 ; PP 272. 97-99 ; HV 65, 66 ;

BVP 16, 147-179 ; BhP 11. 21-40.

( c ) these accidents frightened all, and so, Nanda, in consult-

ation with his elder neighbours, removed the whole camp to

Vrndavana, on the bank of the Yamuna, where they began to pass

days in peace, the boys sporting among the cattle and playing
with their mates.

( d ) BP and VP state that although the place, where they had

removed, was dry owing to hot-season, it was,*as-if by magic, turn-

ed 1 fresh with new grass, as if in Autumn, also that!the
T
children,

In course of time, became seven years old, when rainy season set

in, VP inserts 12 stanzas to describe the sports of the boys in the

season. HV mentions the shift to have come out, when the boys
bad become seven years old2 ; when Krsna spoke to Rama about

shifting to Vrndavana, as the present Vraja was full of bustle ;

I " tatas tatrSti ruksepi gharmakale dvijottama ( VP *

tadTdvija )
* PrSvrt-

kEla ivEbhut ca ( VP. ivodbhutam ) navasaspam samantatah f BP 184.

50od, Slab ; VP 6. 29.

$
" T^sminneva vra|astkEne saptavarsqu babhuvatuh, " HV. 65. 1,
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tke place was, soon after, attacked by wolves, and this was the

immediate cause of the shift. BVP at adh. 17. 1-28 states that Vra-
davana was built by Vi&vakarma, in a night, and gives a royal

description of the place. BhP, previous to describing the shift,

devotes some stanzas to the mothers after their sportive children,

where we can mark the difference between the ages of the two
brothers, Yasoda calls Krsna for a suck of her breast and
Kama to take food with Nanda, who was waiting for him.

(e) After this incident, BhP inserts some more, which are not

found, in some of the other sources: BhP 11.41-45; a daitya in the

form of a calf- vatsa'-killed by KrsBar-BhP 46-53; PP 272. 100. 101;
BVP 16.1-13 (Le. before XIB, vii, and the shift) a huge crane, the

demon Baka, caught hold of Krsna. in a pond, and was subse-

quently killed by him. BhP 12, Aghasura, a young brother of

Baka, lying in the form of a huge cobra, on the way, was entered

by the mouth, and killed by suffocation, by Krsna. BhP 1344; PP
272,102-128; BVP 20 ; God Brhma carried away the cattle and

boys ; Krsna himself took all these forms, and stayed on for a year,

without incurring anybody's doubt, when Brahma returned, and

praising Krsna for his great power, restored all to him. BhP does

not mention rainy season here, but transposes it elsewhere at

adh. 20.

With regard to BhP, it has to be noted that this Purana, the

most popular one of all, on account of its being given a very high

place of authority among all Vaisnava sects, exists in two dis-

tinct Recensions, named, "the Sridhara and Vijayadhvaja ( vij ),

after the respective commentators ; a striking difference can be

noted here : stanzas 10, 11 depicting Krsna, acting as a fruit-

seller, are omitted in Vij ; st. 12-20 Yasoda calling Krsna and

Rama back from the riverside, and st. 21-29, Nanda consulting

others about the shift, are transposed, inserting a st. after 20, to

give Nanda's order of the shiftjjhe next day :.--" svoto vrncta-

vanam yamo..-
" and having the same run as Sridhara to the end

of adh. 11 3 vij. omits adhs 12, 13, 14 ( see contents above )

altogether.

( a ) v- KXLIYA, THE SEBPEHT.

( b ) BP 185. 1-56; VP 7. 1-82 ; PP 272. 128-134 ; HV 68t 60

BVP 19. 1-169 ; BhP 15. 47-17. 19.
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( c ) this great poisonous serpent lived with Ms
mates s in a deep pool of the river Yamuna ; Krsna unaccompanied

by his brother Rama, entered the pool, one day, and putting down
all the serpent's attacks, totally humbled Mm down, when the

mates, as also the serpent himself, offered prayers to Krsna, as the

powerful God, when Kaliya was asked to leave the pool and pro-

ceed with his family to the sea, where, thenceforth he, his hood

marked with foot-prints of Krsna, had no cause for fear from

Garuda, the Eagle. While Krsna was fighting: with this huge
serpent, Nanda and all others had come to the bank, greatly-

frightened about the boy's safety, and were full of joy to receive

him back, safe,

( d ) BhP states that the cows, and tie boys drank of the water
and died ; Krsna revived them all, by his sight, and then pro-
ceeded to put down the serpent. As the fight proceeded for a long
time, the men on the bank grew hopeless about the life of Krsna,
and began to wail more piteously, when Rama, according to BP,
VP and HV, asked Krsna to take compassion on his relations,
and ceasing to act an ordinary human being, bring "the struggle
to an end* BhP states that Rama kept silent, all along, and when
the affection of all was put to test, Krsna Mmself made an end
of the fight ; while In BVP^Rama told Nanda and others to take
courage, and Impressed upon their minds, the divine powers of
Krsna. Tuis last and BhP give an account of Kaliya, in which,
he, according to the agreement, did not give his share to Garuda,
and fled, to this pool in the Yamuna, to save himself from the Eagle's
wrath ; Garuda was prevented from visiting this pool, by a sage,
Saubhari, who was practising penande, and was frequently
troubled by the Eagle.

^

( e ) VP inserts in this passage, 9 lines, 'Gopls crying*, 12 lines
H&gapatnls offering prayers/ 20 lines, 'serpent offering prayers ;'BhP 17. 20-25, BVP 19. 170 to end, state another incident after
this; while the whole camp was resting at night, a forest-
fire broke out, and frightened with death to all. Krsna swallowed
tip the fire, and restored ease among all. BhP transposes the
E&hya and the Dhenuka incident. BP disagreeing with VP
aafl ofiite sources, reads the name as
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( a ) vi- DHENUKA, THE Ass.

( b ) BP 186. 1-13 j TP 8. 1-13 ; PP. 272. 135-139 ; HV. 70 ;

22 ; BliP 15.

( c ) A palm-grove, was infested by asses, Dhenuka, being

their leader. Krsna one day attacked the palm-grove, and

killed the ass Dhenuka, putting others to flight or death, and

thereby giving the cow-boys free access to the grove, and the

fruits thereof.

( d ) BP, VP, aiid BVP state that Krsna with Eama and others

went to the palm-grove, when the boys requested him to let

them have the sweet palni-fruit. In BhP, Krsna is first requested

by his play-mates, Srldama, Subala, etc., and asked to kill the

asses -,
while HV states that Krsna went of his own accord.

According to HV and BhP it is Eama who is attacked by, and

kills in fight, the ass Dhenuka, and then Krsna helped to strike

other asses ; in BVP the ass Dhenuka, seeing Krsna, prajs for

death and subsequent relief from that birth. Krsna could not kill

one wno was tlius his devotee, but soon after, the ass forgot all

and attacked Krsna and was ultimately killed. Dhenuka is, hera

stated to be 'Sahasika', the son of Bali, cursed by Sage Durvasas

for having disturbed his Yogic peace, by having sexual inter-

course with Tilottama, in the same cave, where the sage was

resting.

( e ) as stated above, BhP transposes incidents ( v ) and ( TI )

while BVP gives this, as coming after Indra festival ( see viii

below ). PP, in one Ms, states this, after the cobra incident,

mentioned under iv. BVP continues in the next adh. 23 and

24, the Durvasas story, saying how he himself was tempted to

marry, by the sight of the naked coition, and getting a trouble-

some wife, cursed her to death, and this sin brought about. hi*

defeat in the ease of Ambarlsa ( BVP 25 ).

( a ) vii- PRALAMBSSTTBA.

( b ) BP 187. 1-30 ; VP 9. 1-30 ; PP 272. UO-143 ; HV71 ; BVP

16. 14-19 ; BbP 18. 17-32.

A. 15,
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( c ) disguised as a Gopa, this demon, took part in the play of

the boys, and taking- Rama on his shoulders, bore him far away,

where he was killed by Rama.

(d) the play was to be played in pairs, and the winner was

to be borne by the defeated, as far as the Btandlra tree. Accord-

ing to BhP, Krsna being defeated, bore his friend Sudama,
while other sources state the reverse. BP, VP, and HV state

that Balarama, while being taken away, began to cry to Krsna,
who reminded him of his powers, and encourged him with, words,
when he killed the demon with a stroke of his fist. While BhP
states 1 that thijs was done without the encouragement from

Krsna. BVP mentions the name Pralamba, but brings him as

a bull, while, according to other sources, the bull is the asura Arista

( Tide ac below ), and gives this bull incident, after Baka
( see iv above ).

( e ) VP inserts 7 stanzas, in the speech of Krsna addressed to

Rama, one, at the beginning to give the context of the Dhenuka
incident, and transposes a line, elsewhere. BhP inserts, a descri-

ption of the Grlsma season in 16 stanzas, before giving this inci-

dent, and states that the season was enjoyed like Vasanta, by all,

BP 11 = HV 3745.

BhP has additional matter after this incident : adh. 19 ;

Gopas saved from fire by Krsna, in Munja forest, adh. 20 a des-

cription of the seasons Varsa and Sarad ; a description of 'Pravrs,*
the rainy season, occurs in BP and VP, as subsequent to the
shift ( vide iv above), and these sources, state here, that the
rains were over, and Sarad had set in- adh. 21-Gop!s attracted
by Krsna 's flute, sing his praise. BhP adh. 22 ; BVP 27-the
'

Katyayanl vrata,
*
in which young girls, wishing Krsna for

their spouse, went to the river, and leaving their garments on
the banks, bathed naked. Krsna, following, took the garments
away, and after teasing them a little, favoured them; BVP
adding that he promised them full play in the

* Rasa '

dance,

1 Of. "...Haladharaisad atrasat," 27, Athgigatasmrtih...BhP 18.28.

* ^msn m&sesvatitesu yHyam kri^am mayE saha...vrndSranye karisyatha'
PVP27J&34.
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that was to come shortly, after 3 months. BhP adh, 23 ; BYP 18.

t-74 ( i. e. before ( V ) Kaliya ) -Gopas were hungry, so Krsna

advised them to go to a sacrificial place nearby, and beg for food.

The boys were refused any, by the Brahmanas, but were offered

the same by the wives of the priests. In BhP, the Gopas return-

ed to Krsna, after the first refusal, and afterwards the ladies

coming to see Krsna, with food, are asked by him to return to

their husbands, who too, repent, after learning from their wives,

but could not personally go to see Krsna,
*

for fear of Kamsa 1
;

BVP states that the boys, of their own accord, approached the

ladies, who on hearing that Krsna and Rama were nearby, went

to see them, where the god Krsna, on being prayed, sent them all

to his Goloka, and by his power of illusion, let their shades-

"chayas' '-go back to their husbands, who repented for their negli-

gence. Then, at st. 75 to end, is given an account of how "
Agni,**

in former times, was tempted, by their beauty, to touch the wives

of the seven sages, when the sage, Ajagira, cursed the Fire to be

all devourer, and the ladies, to be born on the Barth> and to return

after seeing Krsna.

( a ) viii- INDRA FESTIVAL.

(b)BP 187.31-188.49; VP 10,1-12. 56; PP 272.181-217;

HV 72-76 ; BVP 21 ( i. e. before Dhenuka vi ) ; BhP 24-27.

( c ) Nanda, with his people, used to celebrate, every year, at

the beginning of winter, festivals in honour of Indra, who show-

ered rains, and gave them and their cattle means of living:. Krsna

objected to this custom, and advised, instead, the worsMp of hill

Govardhana, which actually offered fooding to their cattle,

Nanda consented, and the festivities were done in honour of the

hill. Indra got angry, at this, and showered heavy rains on the

place, when Krsna lifted the hill itself, and provided shelter for

his men and cattle. Indra thus defeated, came, and prayed Krsna

for forgiveness,

( d ) BP, VP and HV call this festival
* Sakramaha

* while

BhP calls it
"
Indrayaga,

" PP mentions,
8 and HV implies

5
, that

1 "...Kamsad btuts na cEcalan" BhP 23.52.

2 "...SaptarStraip. nirantaram" PP 272.183.

3 "...Saptaratjre tu nirvjtte "JEfV 75.3956*
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it rained continuously for seven nights. According to BVP, Nanda

began to pray to Indra, when it began fco rain heavily, when Krsna

got angry and feold Nanda that he was all powerful, and able to

burn even Indra ; all the powers of the latter were rendered futile,

when he had to surrender himself to Krsna. The adh. ends with

a prayer from Nanda, where he prays Krsna as the supreme God.

The same Idea occurs in BhP adh. 26, where the Gopas wondering:

at the superhuman powers of the child Krsna, are told by ISTanda

that he knew from Garga, that led him to think, that Krsna was

an incarnation of TsTarayaiia.
1 After peace was restored, Indra,

according to BP, VP, HV, came down on his elephant Airavata,

and saw Krsna on the Govardhana hill. PP does not mention

any place, while BhP states that the interview was secret, and

Indra was accompanied by the heavenly cow Surabhi. BVP
says that, as soon as Indra was made powerless, he fainted2 and

then had a vision of the all pervading Krsna, whom he sub-

sepuently prayed to. In BP, VP, supported by HV, in an enlarg-

ed form, Indra requests Krsna to help Arjuna, and Krsna readily

promises to help him. Indra's prayer in PP, is framed after the

fashion of the famous creation hymn in Rgveda.
"
Hiranya-

garbhah.,.etc/* The refrain of the hymn, "Kasmai devaya havisa

vidhema ? *

is put in this prayer as
* 6 Tasmai devaya bhavate

vidhema havisa vayarn.
*'

(e ) VP inserts 19 stanzas, in all, in the course of this passage;

the largest insertion being one of 14 stanzas, adding a description
of the Sarad season, others being, one of 3 st. stating the power of

the mountains, and another of 2 st. describing the heavy showers.

BP 187.34 ab=HV 72.3789. BP188.1 =HV 75.3893. HV states that

two months had passed since the Pralamba incident, when the

festival set in. PP transposes incidents ( viii ) and ( ix ), while
BhP has additional matter between these two incidents * adh. 28.

1-9 Nanda, bathing: in the river, was taken away by Varuna's
servants, and afterwards released by Krsna ; st. 10-17 : Gopas, on
hearing this incident, wished to see, and were shown by Krsna,
his own world, the Vaikuntha.

Manye NSrSya^asySmsSam..,'* 1 BhP 26.23.

jjrmbhitah sakrah sadyas tandrSm avapa ca" BVP
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( a ) 11- RSBAKRip^ ( the dance with Gopls ).

(b ) BP 189, 1-45 ; VP 13 ; PP 272. 158-180 ( i. e. after r ) and

( xi b below ) ;
HV 77 ; BVP 28-53 ; BhP 29-33.

( c ) On a clear moonlit-night, Krsna went to the grove of

trees, where his sweet music drew all the young girls towards

him ; they were enraptured to see him alone, there, and many
kissed him, with great passion in their heart Krsxxa then had

a beautiful Rasa-a dance-in which all his friends partook ; the

girls thus used to visit him at night time, though they were

prevented from doing so, by the men of their houses.

( d ) BP, VP, and HV, insert before this, a talk between Krsna

and his friends, where the latter are wondering whether he is a God
or some supernatural being, Krsna asking them to take him as

he was. After the Gopls had crowded round him, Krsna abruptly

disappeared, when they sought after him ; and after his return* the

dance came off, where Krsna alone danced with all. HV omits

the dance, and states that the Gopls were mad after Krsna, try-

ing to touch his limbs with theirs, and do all such acts of

passion. PP mentions actual sexual intercourse, and questioned

by Parvati, Rudra justifies Krsna's amours by stating- that the

whole world was the God's body and there was thus no fault, with

Krsna. It also gives a story of old that the sages of the forest

Dandaka wishing for a "sexual union with Rams, were born as

Gopls and satisfied by Krsna ; BhP follows the details of BP,

omitting only the talk between Krsna and his friends, while BVP
which is mainly meant to glorify Radha, is now in its real

element, and devote a great portion to describing the amorous

sports of Krsna with Radha and with other girls. Having, at

adh. 28, enjoyed all the girls, he leaves them in adh. 29, and goes

with Radha alone. Adh. 30 is devoted to the story of Astavakra ;

adh, 31-51 to talk between Krsna and Radha, after which the two

return at adh. 52 where it is stated that the sports went on for one

month, and this brings the boyhood of Krsna to an "end : "uktam

kisoracaritam..." BVP 53. 53.

( e ) BP 199. 6, 42=HV 77. 4071,4087 respectively. ( v. 1. in HV)
"
Mrgayante

"
for <ramayanti

'

?
while VP inserts 17 stanzas :
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passage of 11 stanszas, giving the different marks of Krsna, which

the girls are tracing, to find him out ; this piece being substituted

for one st. of BP. Other insertions are one of 2 st. 'Gopls think-

ing of Krsna and second of 4 St. 'Gopis acting Krsna'. The

nature of additional matter in VP will thus he clear. A compa-
rison of the total of adhs. and stanzas in VP and BP. for this

story as a whole shows an excess of 6 adhs. and 153 stanzas In VP.

( a ) x ARISTA, THE BULL.

( b ) BP 189. 46-58 ; VP 14 ; PP 272. 144-149 ab ; HV 78 ; BVP
16. 14-19 ; BhP 36. 1-15,

( o ) One evening, a Bull an Asura named Arista-came and
attacked the cow-shed, the boys and girls being frightened, ran to

EJTSDS, who fought with it, and killed it*

( d ) BP and VP states that Krsna, was, at this time, engaged
in dancing ( Rasasakte ), HV saying that he was amorously
sporting, ( Ratiparayane ) while according to PP, he was playing
with the girls, some childish games. HV, which has whole
stanzas agreeing with BP text, seems to have a different reading,
here. BhP does not give any clue to say how Krsna was engag-
ed. While all other sources agree, in saying that the bull was
killed with a horn, rooted out from its head ,

PP states that it

was killed with a palm tree, struck between its horns. For BVP,
see above, under ( vli ), where tha bull is named Pralamba.

(e ) BP. 189. 46=HV 78. 4099 ; BPT 56cd, 57=HV 4118, 4119ab.
( with some v. LX

BhP inserts between the incidents ( ix ) and ( x ) adhs 34 :

Nanda relieved from the grasp of a serpent by Krsna;
SankhacMa, a follower of Kubera, tried to take away some of the
girls, when they cried for help and Krsna killed him. 35 : Gopis
singing in praise of Krsna, while he was away,

( a ) xi KAMSA ON THE ALERT.

Except in the case of Putana, where she is shown to be an
emissary of Kamsa, all other attacks against Krsna, come as
accidents ; at least, Kamsa's agency in bringing thiese about, is

mentioned. But we now come to a point where Kamsa is
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directly concerned. Owing to the .peculiar arrangement of the

text, this incident has to be divided into three sub-units ; ( A)
Akrura on the mission, ( B ) Kesi, the horse, and ( C ) with Akrura
to Mathura. Last is, in fact, a continuation of the first, and the
horse incident, has practically no bearing on Akrara*s mission-

but the majority of sources, insert the incident { B \ as shown
.here, and only some, as will be shown below, point it in proper
context 5 so we follow the course generally accepted.

(A ) AKRIJRA ON THE MISSION.

( b ) BP 190. 1-21 : VP 15. 1-24 ; PP. 72. 217ccL230 ; HV 79,

80 5 BVP 63-65, BhP 36. 16-34; DBh 24. 1-9.

( c ) when Krsna had performed the feats, as described above,

Narada came to Kamsa and told him of the birth of Krsna, and
his life among the cowherds. Kamsa, thereupon, thinking of his

own safety, asked Akrura, Danapati, Master of charities, to go to

Gokula, and fetch the boys Kama and Krsna. for the festivities

of Dhanuryaga, that were going to be celebrated shortly.

( d ) According to HV, the interview between Kamsa and

ISTarada comes off in the Khatvanga grove, and then he called off

a full court, where he upbraids Vasudeva for having deceived

him, and then sends Akrura on the mission. In BP and VP,
Kamsa says to Akrura, that he would kill all Yadavas* except

Afcrura, who was his friend. In BVP, Kamsa consults puroMta

Satyaka, a disciple of Sukra, telling, him of the bad dreams that

haunted him. Satyaka advises Akrura, Uddhava or Vasudeva

to be uent to Nandavraja. Last person refused, when Kamsa

went to kill him with a sword, but was kept away by others, and

Akrura was sent away. While according to BhP, Kamsa first

orders arrangements for the festival and then sends away Akrura

who replies to the boasts of Kamsa, that Fate was final in all

matters, DBh says that Kamsa was informed of the festivities

in Gokula, and his doubts were confirmed by Narada^so
he sent

for the boys to be killed under pretext of the Dhanuryaga,

( e ) Vij. after Kaihsa's orders for the festival, inserts a

passage of 32 stanzas, where he* tells his Mahamatra of his illicit

birth, and consequent hatred for all Yadavas. BVP devotes
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to Krsna 's amors with Radha wken he is called back

by Brahma.

{ B ) KEsrT THE HORSE.

( b > BP 190. 32-48 ; VP 16. 1-28 : PR 149-157 ; HV 81 ;BVP 16,

20-74 ; BhP 37. 1-25.

( c ) KesI, a detnon in the form of a horse, frightened the people

of Gokiila* when ELrsna attacked him, and putting his hand in

the horse's mouth, drew away the teeth, and tore him in two,

which felled him to the ground, dead. At this time, Narada came

to see Krsna and told him that the horse was very powerful, and

his death gave him the name Kesava 5 Itfarada then left Krsna,

promising to see him again the next day at the festive occasion

in Mathura.

( d ) HV states that Kaiiisa sent for Kesi, and gave him the

mission of killing Krsna, while, further on, the Gopas tell Krsna 1

that he was a brother (?) of Kaiiisa, and dear t J him as life ; BP,

VP, and BhP state only that he was sent by Kamsa :

* Kamsa-
dutak pr&eoditah

*

BP, VP ; 'KamsaprahitaV BhP ; PP states that

Krsna killed the horse with a stroke of his fist, on its head. The
interview between Krsna and Narada is not found in PP and

BVP, while HV states^ that the sa:;e \^as speaking from the sky,

unseen. DBh mentions*' the death of KesI, without* any details,

as having saddened Kamsa.

( e ) The order of incidents here, is different in PP, and BVP
as compared with other sources :PP has, Arista, KesI, Rasa dance,
Indra festival, and Akrura's despatch ? while BVP places

'

Baka,
the crane, Pralamba, the bull, and KesI,

'

before the shift of

Gokula settlement, adding that tbese three and one other, "Vasu-
deva, were gandharvas, devotees of Krsna, who took lotuses from
the reserved pond of Parvati for worship, and were, according: to
the punishment laid down, turned into demons, but restored^ to
their former life by the sight of Krsna. BhP ^inserts, after this,

1 * Esa Kaihsasya sahajah prSria*s tasya bainscarHh." HV 81. 4294.
- AtMhSntarMto vipro NSradah khagamo munih. " HV 81. 4331,

Keil jfiatvS KaifisotidurmanS^.
" DBh 24, 8,
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one-other incident * 37. 36-33, where Vyoma a son of Mayat

disguised as a cow-boy takes away the Gopas, who are then

relieved by Krsna.

( c ) WITH AKRURA TO MATHURA.

( b ) BP 191. 191. 1-192. 67 ; VP 17. 1-19. 9 , PP 272, ?

HV 82-34 ; BVP 70. 1-72. 14 ; BhP 31. 1-41. 6.

( c ) Afcrura readied Gokula in the evening, where lie saw
Krsna with other boys and cattle. He was greatly pleased to

the God incarnate and approaching- humbled himself before Krsna,
who received him with great respect, and took Mm home to

Nanda, where Akrura, after refreshing himself, delivered Ms
message, asking the cowherds to attend with milk and other

presents for the festival, and accordingly, having rested at

night, he left In the morning with the boys in Ms chariot. They
reached Yamuna, where, while bathing in the waters, Akrura

had a divine vision of the god whom he prayed devotedly ; on

reaching Mathura, the boys, as they wished, were left alone, and

Akrura returned home.

( d ) According to PP., Akrura here tells Nanda, the secret of

Krsna's birth, how the girl flying from Kamsa's hands, told him of

his approaching death, and how this led Kamsa to send his agents*

who were killed by Krsna, and how even the present occasion

was intended to do away with Krsna. This news frightened

Nanda and others, who were then addressed by Krsna, who told

them that he would kill Kamsa. In HV, Akrura exhorts Krsna

on behalf of Devakl and Vasudeva, whom he should see, as was

his duty to relieve them from the pain of separation. All the

above sources, except HV, state that the girls of the place were

sorry at the approaching separation and afraid that "Krsna would

not return, wanted to oppose Akrura, while according
^to

BVP,

they do it actually, and break down the chariot of Akrura, who

is soon relieved by Krsna. PP says that Akrura rubbed the feet

of Krsna, while he was sleeping at night. HV states that Akrwa

took the boys to his house In Mathura and asked them not to s0

their parents, as it would displease Kamsa ; Krsna replied that

they would go seeing the city and do it without anyone's know*
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Ing it DBh makes a brief story of the life of Krsna, without

entering into any details. HV contains a very beautiful descri-

ption of the evening and morning, in this passage,

This brings the main unit VIII :

4 Krsna in the cow-settlement,*

with its ( xi ) subiinits, to an end. All these eleven incidents

cannot be attributed to Kamsa's agency, and * Indra festival
'

and the moonlight dance * as also the 'Kaliya* have nothing to

do with Kamsa, so we have to take the unit VIII as denoting a

period, instead of a single incident.

IX. KRSNA, THE DEATH OF KAMSA.
*

( b ) BP 192. 194. 17 ; VP 19. 10-21 17 ; PP 272. 331-293 ; HV
84-89 ; BVP 12. 15-115 ; BhP 41. 7-45. 3.

( c ) Krsna's arrival iit Mathura, and the subsequent death of

Kaihsa, is here treated as one whole incident, which can be

arranged in the following order of minor ones *

( 1 ) Kamsa 's washerman killed by Krsna, because be would
not give his clothes to the brothers.

( 2 ) The flower-merchant, impressed by tlie boys, offered

them flowers, and got their blessings in return.

( 3 ) Haurich-back maid-4

Kubja '-offered sandalpaste to Krsna,
and was made straight right by him, who also promised to visit

her house.

( 4 ) The two brothers visited the armoury, where Krsna
broke a great bow ? put down the watchmen that came to oppose

him, and left the place.

These are the incidents of the evening that saw the boys in

Mathura. No complete agreement exists as to their place of

sojourn at night. Kaihsa learnt of these mischiefs, and determin-
ed to bring about the end of the boys, somehow or other, ordered
his wrestlers Carrara and Mustika to kill the boys, in course of

the dual, also arranged that his mad elephant
*

Kuvalayaplda
'

should be kept, at the entrance, ready to attack the boys, and then
awaited sunrise, keeping awake the whole night anxiously.

Next morning, when the whole of the place was full of

spectators, Krsna and Bama entered the arena, after killing the
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elephant, and while the spectators were looking on in wonder,

Krsna fought Canura and Rama with Mustika ; after the death

of the two wrestlers, Krsna fought another Tosalake, and when

this too met his death, others fled away in fright, whereupon

Kamsa, mad at seeing all his plans failed, ordered all the Yadavas,

and the hoys to he made captives ; Krsna ran to Kariisa and pull-

ing him down from his seat, killed him ; while Kamsa was being

dragged to death, his guard Sunama, ran to defend him, hut was

despatched by Rama.

The brothers, then saw their parents and bowed to them in re-

verence, Vasudeva and DevakI glad at their reunion with the

boys, fondly welcomed Krsna and Balarama.

Krsna then reestablished Ugrasena on the throne, and restored

peace to all the people of Mathura.

( d ) HY give ;

' Gunaka,
' and BhP '

Sudama,
' as the name

of the flower-merchant. BVP, which devotes some stanzas

to describe the city, saying that it was done by Visvakarma

changes the order of incidents, and starts wrfh Kub3a who is

described
1 as

' extremely old,
' and made young and beautiful

bHne mere sight of Krsna- after her comes the Malakara
^and

then the Maka, who refers to his amorous sport m
^avana.

HV gives here, the talk between Kamsa and his Mahamatra,

3. ...Pu^tSkatamiyatuh,"
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of the morning. The description of the wrestling match in

HT 87 4716-21, compares well with that in Mbh IV. 13.27-31 abed

describing the fight between Bhlma and Jlmuta; in fact, the text

of these times is the same in both the places. BhP adds Kuta

and Ssla to the list of wrestlers, saying that the first was dis-

posed of by Rama, and the second by Krsna. It also states 1 that

Kaiiisa had eight brothers, 'Kaxika, Nyagrodhaka
7

etc. who were

despatched by Rama with his weapon parigha, after Kamsa was

killed. According to PP2
, Karhsa was sitting on the top of his

palace^ whence he was thrown down by Krsna 5 while others state

that; Karhsa was dragged by his hair, from his seat, and killed by
Krsna ; while BVP states that Krsna did this

s

as in sport'. BP
and VP give the prayer by Vasudeva addressed to Krsna as God.

BhP mentions that Krsna used his Maya to make his parents

forget his real form, others stating that the boys saw their

parents and were embraced by them with great affection.

( e ) In the aftermath PP states that Nanda and other cow-

herds were sent back with presents, while BVP gives a long dis-

course at adhs.73-9Q ? wherein Nanda is consoled by Krspa with

various stories, discussion on Dharma, and A.dharma, dreams etc.

and after this Uddhava is sent to Gokula to solace Yasoda, Radha
and others, Nanda staying on with Krsna4

. Adhs. 92-97 are

allotted to Uddhava *s misson to G-okula, where he promises
Radha to send back Krsna, which on his return to Mathura, he

reports duly, at adh. 98, when Krsna says that he could not fulfil

the promise, still he would pay the visit, in a dream, as he did. 5

HV gives the wailing of Kaiiisa's wives at adh.88, and in the

nexfc, Ugrasena offers the throne to Krsna, which he humbly
refuses, and crowns Ugrasena. BhP gives some stanzas in
which Krsna consoles Nanda and sends him to Gokula, promising, 6

to pay them a visit, which promise, however, curiously enough,
is not fulfilled.

1. "Ta<3yaxmjS bhrStarostau...l...40 ; tanstu samyattEn Rohimsutah i Ahan
parigham udyamya..." BhP 44.

2. ApStayat dliarSprsthe pra"sSdasikhara"d Harih PP 272,380.
3. SJcrsya maficakSt Kamsarn jaghana HlayS mune" BVP 72.93.

4. Op. oit adh. 91.

5. Harir jagEma svapne ca Gokulam virah^kulara. Op. clt 98.42.
drasttim osySmo vidhaya suhpdalm snkham BhP 45,^3,
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( a ) X. SAMDIPANI, THE TUTOR.

( b ) BP 194.18-22; VP 8L18-31; PP 273.1-5; HV 90;

BhP 45.26-50.

( c ) Rama and Krsna then approached Kasya of the

city of AvantI, and learnt from him the science of archery. As
fees, Krsna brought back to life the tutor's son, long- dead at

sea, and gave him great pleasure. The child was "by

Panoajana, a demon living in a oonch at sea; Krsna killed the

demon, getting for himself the conch known afterwards as Pafiea-

janya9 and bringing back the son, the brothers then returned to

Mathura.

( d ) TJpanayana of the boys, essential for one to *twice-

born' is mentioned in PP, BVP and BhP, .where Garga initiated

them into the sacred Gayatrl, HV states that Krsna was, by
now, become young : 'Praptayauvanadehah/ BP, VP, HV
BhP mention the period of study as 64 days, while BVP gives it

as one month, and omits any reference to the revival of

tutor's son, stating
1 that it was Samdlpani, who initiated the

boys in the sacred Gayatrl, and that among the persons who
attended the cermony, were, besides, heavenly gods, Nanda and

Yasoda, and the widow Kuntl with her sons.

(e) DBh 24.15 states that after their return from their tutor

the boys were 12 years' old. After this incident BhP at adh,

46,47, inserts Uddhava's mission in Gokula, which BVP places

before (vide IX c. above), and at the next two adhs. (48,49),

Krsna, after visiting the haunchback maid, sends .Afcrfira to get

news of the Pandavas, which news discloses the ill-will of

Dhrtarastra towards his nephews. This is, of course, an effort to set

the life of Krsna, in the MBh context, a feature found only in

this Purana.

( a ) XL JARASAMDHA, THE LOBB OF MAGADHA,

This incident, giving (i) the repeated attacks of fehis powerful

king, on Mathura, includes, also, (ii) the struggle with and the

death of Kilayavana ; notes are accordingly divided into two

parts, below. ^_ __

1. "Gayatrlm ca dadau tabiiyam rnunlli SaifadlpaaistatW BVP 101-14
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(bHi) BP 195; VP 22; PP 273.6.33; HV 91-99; BVP mere re-

ference in one line;-"Vijitya ca jarasamdham nihatya yavanam
tatha" 103.13; BhP 50.1-43, 52.6-14.

(ji)-BP 196.1-197.7; VP 23.1-24.7; PP 273.33-70; HV (100-109,
re. other incidents, see below) 110-116; BVP mere reference

; BhP
50.44-52.5.

( c )-(i)-Jarasamdha, the father-in-law of Kamsa, laid siege to

the city of Makhura, with a large army, 23 Aksauhims strong,

but Krsna and Rama, armed with their divine weapons, com-

pletely defeated Jarasamdha, and pnt him to flight, this attack

and defeat was repeated 18 times.

(ii) Kalayavana, another powerful king, then attacked

Mathura, Krsna tired of these frequent troubles, secretly removed
all the people of the city to Dvaraka, and then singlehanded,

began to fly, pursued by the Yavana king; Krsna entered a cave

where Mucakunda, of the solar race of kings, was sleeping sound-

ly. Having had a boon from the gods above, that whoever
disturbed the warrior in his sleep, would be burnt down the mo-
ment his eyes were cast open the victim; Krsna hid himself

behind this sleeping warrior, and Yavana following, thought the

sleeping person to ba no other than Krsna himself and kicked

Mucakunda, who awaking, looked at the offender, who was
immediately turned to ashes. Krsna then reconciled himself with
Mucakunda and left for Dvaraka,

( d )-(i) PP gives the army of Jarasamdha, as *100 Aksau-
hinis strong, HV giving this number as 20, which was destroyed

by Krsna alone. HV 91 and BhP, in the Vij. Recn. gives a list

of kings in the army of Jarasamdha, HV mentioning Duryodhana
and other sons of Dhrtarastra among them. These two sources
dsscribe the siege laid at the four gates of Mathura, as also the
details of the fight at these gates. BhP, Vij. Been., in the inser-

ted adhs. here, states that Jarasamdha returned after three months,
having had help from the Asura Bana, and was defeated, thus,
for 17 times and last time, the instigation to Kalayavana, by
Jarasamdha, is mentioned in HV, PP ; and BhP states that Kala.
was instigated by Narada, and seeing the attack on one side by

Kala, and on the other, by J^r^saihdha, Krsna removed bis
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people to Dvaraka. According to HV and BhP vij, Krsna
betakes himself with Rama, to the hill Gomanta, where he is

pursued by Jarasamdha, who set fire to the Mil and returned
satisfied that Krsna was dead in the fire. This last, as in BhP
Vij. while HV states that Krsna suppressed the hill, in the
seawaters by forcing his feet, and then both the brothers sprang-
in the army of Jarasamdha, and defeated it. Those two sources
HV and BhP also mention the defeat and death of Srgala VSsu-
deva of Karavtrapura, by the brothers, on their way to the MIL
BVP gives this last incident of Srgala, at its adh. 121, where he
challenged Krsna, and was killed, adding that he was Subhadra,
a door-keeper of the God, cursed by Laksml.

BP 9 VP and HV give a story of the birth of Kalayavana from
the sage Garga, who was once insulted by some one calling Mm,
an eunuch, which sent the sage to penance in the forests, and his

subsequent entertainment by a childless Yavana king ; the latter's

wife, being united with Garga, brought out this Kala. HV, at

adhs. Ill, 112 gives the mission sent by Jarasamdha, through
Salva. asking the Yavana king to attack Mathura, which he

agrees to, and adh. 113 being allotted to the reception of Krsna
in Mathura, the shifting to Dvarka comes off in the next adhyaya,
so that, at adh. 116, HV reverts to the birthstory of Kala. where
Narada points to him the Yadavas as fit to be fought with, and,
in answer to Krsna 's challenge of a serpent sent in a Sar, the

Yavana kills it by ants. According to BP, VP and PP, Krsna

asked 12 yojanas ( SOinPP) of land, from the sea, and there

built the city. HV ( adh. 113 ) states that Garuda found out the

place : DBh agreeing with HV, adds that Krsna afterwards re-

formed the old city:
"
Silpibhih karayamasa jirnoddharam.

**

24. 31. While BVP, at adh. 103 asks for 100 yojanas of land from
the sea and gives instructions to Visvakarman to build the city

in the most gorgeous style, without using any wood material-

Kuru kastham vina Purlm 103. 68 "; next adh. 104 describes the

unwillingness of Ugrasena to leave Mathura, the place of Ms
forefathers, his being persuaded by Krsna to shift. The incident

about the solar king Mucakunda burning Kalayavana, being

thus altogether omitted from this source, HV too, gives at
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adh. 116, the building of Dvaraka by Visvakarman, mentioning
the hall Sudharma for holding the court, which hall, by the bye,

was, according to BP and VP, ordered for, by Krsna, from Indra

through Vayu, the incident being mentioned as coming off

immediately after Ugrasena's establishment to the throne of

Matfaura,- PP 274. 8, and BhP 50. 55, refer to Indra 's voluntarily
giving: the hall, latter source having stated, at 50, that Dvaraka
was a fort

*

Durga,
'

built in the midst of seawaters ;

*

Antah.

samudre. *

( e ) The usual MBit refrain
' na prajnayata kimcana '

used in

describing fights, is found at PP 272, 19 d ; Dasa castau ca sam-
graman

? BP 195. lla = HV 93, 5126a. This incident, of Jara-
sarhdha's invasions, is referred to at MBh II. 19, where Krsna
persuades the Pandavas to take up his cause, and, as if to reserve
this MagadhakiiiLT for a death from Bhlma, PP and HV, which
in the course of describing the battle, give a duel between Jara-
sarhdha and Bam a, where the latter overpowers the former,
and while about to dispose him off for good, is prevented from
doing so, by a word of the sky, according to HY, and by Krsna
himself according to PP.

( a) XII. BALARAMA IN* GOKTJLA,

( b ) BP 197.8-198.19 ; VP 24.8-25.19 ; PP 374. 10-12 ; HV
103 : BVP 106. 1-9 BhP 65.

( c ) Balaraina paid a visit to Gokula, where he passed some
days happily in the company of GopTs ; while rambling in forests,
he took to the habit of drinking. In his sojourn here, he drew
the river Yamuna with his plough towards him. After two
months, he returned to Mathura, and there married the princess
BevatI, and from her he had two sons, Nisatha and TJtsuka.

( d ) BP and VP mention that God Varuna had sent Varum
for the pleasure of Rama and then she appeared in Kadamba tree,while HV states that the cowherds offered him wine, as befitting
the occasion, and Rama drank of it in company with the Gopasand Gopis. PP and BVP omit this incident mentioning only

te"^!^^8*1 ' BhP takeS tWs incident of R^*'s
to Gokula after tke Banasura episode, and there combines
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the two accounts about wine,
1

mentioning the marriage incident
long long back, at adh. 52. 15, after Jarasamdha's burning the
hill, where Vij. inserts an account of king Revata, the father of the

bride, having gone to heaven to consult God Brahma, who points
to Balarama as the fitting bridegroom. The bride was born in Adi-
yuga, and very tall, but Rama made her short by means of his

plough. Vij. also inserts before 52. 15, a MBh reference where
Krsna, hearing of the defeat of Drupada by the Pandavas, sends

Krtavarma, to get news from Hastinapura, BVP states that she

was 27 ages old, but does not refer to her tallness. HV mentions
the marriage at the end of adh. 116, after the Yadavas were
established in Dvaraka.

HV clearly states that the Yamuna, which was flowing at a

distance, was drawn and made to flow through the fields of

Vrndavana, a feat of which Rama is rightly proud. The names
of the sons of Rama are given in PP and VP.

( a ) XIII KRSlsCA'S MABBIAGE WITH RUKMINI.

( b ) BP 199. 1-11 ; VP 26. 1-11 ; PP 274. 13-275. 19 ; HV 104-

109 ; 117, 118 ; BVP 105-109 ; BhP 52. 16-54. 60 ( other sources,

also mention this incident with a few details),

( c ) Bhlsmaka, king of Kundinapura, in Vidarbha, wished to

marry his daughter RukminI to Krsna, but Rukml, the brother

of the bride, influenced by Jarasamdha, offered her to SisupEla of

the Cedis ; Krsna with his retinue, came to attend the marriage

ceremony as a spectator, and took away the bride9 defeating Rtikml

and his partisans, who pursued to fight with him.

( d ) PP inserts here a son of the Purohita, BVP a BrEhmana

Sudharma, and BhP some Brahmana 'Aptam dvi}am kamoit,' as

being sent by Rukminl-by Bhlsmaka, according to BVP-with a

message to Krs^a in Dvaraka. HV, by giving the incident in

two places, has created some inconsistency in the thread of the

narrative, at adh. 104, Kr$a hears of the proposed Svayaravar

of RukminI, and proceeds, properly attended to the place of sele-

ction. In the adhs. following, 105-109, Rukml and his Mends are

1 Varu^apresitS devi vSru^I rrksakotarSt, patantl BhP 65, IS.

& 5* vayo yasyS gatam satyam yugSnSm saptaviiiifiatifc
" BVP IOC 9*
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disconcerted at Krsna's appearance, but lie Is well received by

Kaislka, and Is ultimately crowned on the throne of Vidarbhaby
the same prince, and Jarasamdha and Sunitha, who objected to

Krsna's presence, were formally reconciled with Krsna, who
returns to Mathura, without the Svayamvara coming off, appar-

ently. Adhs. 110-115, are devoted to Kalayavana story, and

Dvaraka is built at adh, 116, and then at 117, we see the story of

Rukmiol taken up again * where apparently, the question of

choice is put aside? and Jarasamdha, with the influence of other

kings resolves upon the marriage of Rakmlm with the Oedi prince

Sisupala. The usual questioning: of Janamejaya, as to who
Rukm! was etc. which should rightly have come at the begin-

ning at adh, 104, is seen here quite out of place. Then comes
her abduction by Krsna, the defeat of Rnkm! etc. as is told in BP
accounts. In BVP Krsna Is accompanied by Bhisma, Drona,
Pandavas etc. and has a fight with Rukml, Salva etc., at the gates
of Kundinapura, and after their defeat, is received by Bhismaka
In the palace court and subsequently married to Rukmini, whose
mother Subhadra, weeps at the departure of the couple to Dvaraka.
PP mentions the worship of Durga by the bride previous to the

marriage, HV, of IndranI, and BhP of Bhavani, in a temple out-

side the city, from where she was taken away by Krsna leaving
Rama and other Yadavas to fight with the pursuers. Vij Keen.

Inserting some stanzas, states that Rukml overtook Krsna while

he was crossing the river IsTarmada. In describing the marriage,
PP and BVP state that Nanda, with his men, tad come to attend

the ceremony. BVP adding, at adh. 110, 111 that Yasoda asked
for Tattvajnana, and Krsna tells her to have it from Nanda;
Yasoda going to see Radha, who tells her that Krsna was the

Lord God, and engages herself in meditation.

(a) XIV. PKADYUMKA. AND SAMBABA.

(b) BP 199.12-200, 30; VP 26,12-27.31; PP 277.2 (mere refe-

rence, while Introducing the lisa story); HV 163-167, after the

PSrijata incident; BVP 112.1-33; BhP 55: 1-40; DBh 24 43-25. 24.

( c ) Rukmini gave birth to a son who was taken away, by the
demon Sambara, on the sixth day of the child's birth ; the child

Was reared up by Mayawati, the wife of the Asura, and when came
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of age, she had a passion for the young boy, the reason being that
Bhe was Rati, wife of Cupid, who was now born as Pradynmna,
who, of course, upon knowing the facts, killed the Asura in fight
and returned to Dvaraka with his wife, where he was joyfully
received by his parents, who were told of the facts by ISTarada.

( d ) BP, VP and BhP state that the child was thrown into the

sea,where it was swallowed by a fish, which was caug:ht,and brought
to MayavatI, who, upon cutting the fish, saw the child* when
Narada told her of the incidents of her former life, saying that

the child was her busband, and should be reared up. HV and
BVP state that it was taken on the seventh day, and Sambara, of

his own accord,gave it to his wife Maya, who was awakened to the

former thlngs/by inspiration according to HV, by SarasvatI accord-

ing to BVP ;
HV gives a long description of the fight where Pra-

dyuinna, first kills the warriors of Samabsra,and finally the Aeura

himself. Pradyumna is, here, helped by Indra, who sends ITarada

with the Vaisnavastra, and armour, when the Asura, having
failed in his Mayas-illusive powers,-was about to hurl his power-

full Mudgara given him by goddess Uma, Pradyumna, under the

advice of the feage, prays to Durga, and by her favour, the large

mace is turned into a garland of flowers, on the neck of the

young hero. According- to BVP, which, substitutes wind for

Narada, as messenger, asking to pray Durga, which turns the ula

into flowers, the Asura was killed by Brahmastra; while in BhP,

Pradyumna cuts off the head of Sambara, by a sword. In BVP
alone the fight comes off as a consequence of the young hero

being: detected in the course of amour with the Asura 's wife.

Other sources state that Pradyumna, on knowing of his birth

calls on the Asura for a fight, while HV ? dealing with details,

states that the challenge was given by bringing down the flag-

staff of the Asura with an arrow from the hero.

( e ) Vij. Recn. inserts 3 stanzas, at the beginning of
BitP^

55,

to state that Krsna, got this son, as a favour from the God Sivaf

who was pleased by Krsna's penance. In DBh, Kysna grieves at

the loss of the child, and upon praying to the Devi, the Goddess

shows him the traces, which lead to the recovery of the boy.
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( a ) XV KRSNA'S OTHER WIVES AND CHILDREF,
* * *

( A ) Besides RukminI, Krsna married seven other wives
; of

these, Krsna won ( 1 )Satyabhama, and ( 2 ) JambavatI, in the affair

of the Sysmantaka diamond, mentioned at PP.276.1-37 ; BVP 122;

BhP 56, 57 ; VyP 96.20-98 : other sources give only the names of

ail these, and their progeny : BP 201.15 5
VP 28,1-5 ; HV 318.6696

ff., BhP giving details about others, too, at adh. 58 : (3 ) Kalindl

daughter of the Sun, seen by Krsna while he was walking in

company with Arjuna, on the banks of the river Yamuna ; she

had decided to marry no other, and was accepted by Krsna.

( 4 ) Mitravinda, a cousin-a daughter of the Pitrsvasa- of Krsna,

was, knowing her love for him, carried away against the will of

her brothers Vindanuvinda, friends of Duryodhana. ( 5 ) Safcya,

daughter of king Kagnajita, was won by defeating seven power-
ful bulls. (6) Bhadra, daughter of Srutaklrti, and a cousin of

Krsna, was offered him by her brothers, and accepted in marriage;
(7) Laksmana, princess of Madra, was in 'Svayamvara', carried

away by Krsna. There is some difference in the names of these

wives, as found in other sources. BP, VP and agreeing with these

HV, give : Kalindl, Mitravinda, Satya of Nagnajit, JambavatI,
HoMni, Su&tta, daughter of Madraraja, Satyabhama, and Laksma-
na. HV adding with regard to the last that she was the daughter
ofSaibya; while PP, after concluding the Syamanta story with
a line of Phalasruti, states that three of these wives were daugh-
ters of Madraraja, and in the list that follows at adh. 276.40-41,
substitutes Su&fla for Bhadra and prefixes '&u' to Laksmana.
DBh list at adh. 24. 40-41 agrees with BhP.

(B) Krsna's killing ITarakasura, in a fight, at the request of

Indra, gained him 16000 maidens, whom he married. This inci-

dent brought about another, in which Krsna going to heaven
brought the tree Parijata, for his wife Satyabhama. Both these
are given in the different sources as follows :

BP 202-204 ; VP 29-31 ; PP 276. 42-110; HV 121-1S5 ; BVP 112.

37-41, and 113. 41 ; BhP 59. DBh. 25. 25-27 ( om. Naraka ) ; BP 69.

81, 82 ( om. Parijjata). It is interesting to tfote here, that while BP,
VP, and PP give'comparatively equal space to both these inci-

HV attaches greater length to the second ; BVP majces very*
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small business of both,giving them only in different

disposes of Parijafca in 3 st. (59. 38-40 ) only, the minor
DBh and LP barely mention one, omitting the

This shows a tendency in each, to dilate upon, or the Inci-

dent according to the will of the author. Vij. to up for that

shortcoming of the original, inserts, after BhP 59,

giving a detailed description of Krsna's fight with the in
the Parijata affair, where a stanza 65. 10, is seen to be
after the text of BP 203. 24. PP inserts a talk between
and Krsna, where the former puts as his last prayer

performing auspicious bath on the day of his death,-now popular-

ly known as Narafcacaturdasl/- should be exempt from hell.

As regards, the tree itself, PP states that Satyabhama was insult-
f

ed by Sacl, not offering her the flowers of the tree, and her
Lord Krsna to take the tree away, who agreed

1 that it be
on the earth till his life-time, while HV shows Ifarada as
of the quarrel, as he brought a flower of the tree, and gave it to

Rukminl, when Satyabhama was enraged, and Krsna, to

her, sent word to Indra, through Narada, and upon being rejeot-

ed,-Indra here refers to the Khandava incident of the MBit* as one
having occurred long back ( of.

" Khandave carjunaratham
vahayata ...

" HV 129. 7300 )-went on to fight, and that the tree

was to remain on the earth fors a year only, when it was offered

along with Krsna, by Satyabhama, to Narada* In fulfillment of

a *

vrata,
*

while BhP states,
5 that it was planted in the court

yard of Satyabhama, without giving the period.

( O ) Krsna had a number of children from all these wives and
had thus a very large family. Rakmlni is said to have 10 sons,

and a daughter, Pradyumna being "the first of all ; the extent

of all is given at BP 205. 1-5
-,
VP 32, 1-5 ; HV at the end of the

adh. 118 and with more details at adh. 162 ; BhP 61. 1-19 ; BVP
112. 36-41 ; of these BhP gives the largest number of names, BP,
VP and HV giving only the names of the sons of Rukmixil, and

BVP taking her as the model,
4
putting ten sons and a daughter

1 Mayi svargam gate akra graliS^a t^ara yatheccbayS, FF 76. 106.

S Samvatsare iato ySte... pSrijSfcam punah svargam anayat. HV 135. 7711,

3 SthSpitah Satyabhmm&ya" grha4ySnopaiobliaiia|i, BhF 59.40.

4
" EkasySm dasa putrai ca kan^akglkS fcranmta

" BVP 11*. 40,
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for of these wives, all concluding: that the total number was

very

BP 201. 6-28
5
VP 28. 6-28; HV 119; and BhP 61. 20-40

first two after (A), and last two after (C), give an incident, as

connected with the family account, where Krsna, with, all Ms
family andrelations,h,ad gone to attend the marriage of A.niruddha,

son of Pradyumna, with the grand-daughter of RukmL After

the ceremony was over, Ttukm!, at the instigatson of Kalinga, and

others, proposed to play at dice with Balarama, knowing that he

was not an expert, and won all the bets on two days, when the

Kalinga prince laughed, showing his teeth, and Bukml too, joined

in the ridicule. On the third-day the bet proceeded, and in the

discussion as to who won it, a word from the heaven decided in

favour of Rama, who to revenge the insult, drew away the teeth

of Kalinga and killed Rukmi with Astapada, putting others to

flight. Krsrsa afraid of a clash between Rama and Rukmini,

kept silent over the incident and returned to Dvaraka.

HV states,
1 that Rama himself told Krsna of the incident ;

BhP states,
?J that Rama killed Rnkmi with an uplifted parigha.

HV has here, in its text, BP 201. Sled, and 23c,

After the end of Parijata affair, at adh. 135, HV has a number
of adh. 136-174, containing, besides the two references given
above : extent of Krsna's family at adh. 162, ( vide C ), and
Satnbara incident ( XIV ), at adh. 163-167, other subjects not
found in any of the remaining sources in the present connection,
and need not, therefore, be given here with any details.

( a ) XVI LOVE AFFAIR BETWEEN ANIB-UDDHA AND USA

( b ) BP 205, 206 ; VP 32, 33 ; PP 277 ; HV 175-190 ; BVP 114-
120; BhP 62,63.

( c ) lisa, daughter of Bali's son B5na/saw Siva and Parvati, in-

dulging in amorous sports, and asked for the same pleasure for her-
self; when subsequently, according to Parvatl's promise, the
young girl saw herself enjoyed by a youth, in a dream, she was
helped by her friend Citralekha, who identifying the youth as
1 s *

...RSmah...Byavedayata Krsjjsya tat casarvam... " HV 110.
%

" Kruddhah parigham udyamya..,
*' BhP 61. 36

t
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Aniruddha, got Mm Into the harem by her magic power,
here, the lovers stayed on. By this time, Bana, who had a
thousand arms, was eager for a strong: fight and prayed to Siva
for an opponent in arms. Siva told that the opportunity was
coming ; when the Asura was informed of the presence of the

youthful lover, he fought with him, and bound him fast with
serpents-' Pannagastra.

'

iNarada took this news to Dvarka and
Krsna, with his forces invaded Sonitapura, Bana's city. In the
strong fight that ensued, even Siva sided with the Asura, but
Krsna defeated all, cutting the host of arms of Bana, and ulti-

mately, after reconciling matters, returned to his place, with the
young lovers married.

( d ) BVP differing, states that Parvati made Aniruddha eager
by sending him. a dream-vision of lisa, and in response Krsna
made Usa to crave for the youth, by sending1 his vision to her :

that Citralekha told of lisa's craving to Bana, when he was with
Siva and others, Ganesa told the facts, but was asked by Siva,
not to let Bana hear him, so that after the lover had stayed with
Usa, the guards of the harem told Bana that his daughter was
pregnant, which enraged him greatly, and in spite of Siva and
others objecting-, he began to fight, where Aniruddha defeated

him, and Karttikeya as well. Bali then intervened, and prayed
to Krsna who promised not to kill Bana. BP and VP state 1 that

Bana fought in a chariot driven by Nandlsa. PP has the first 25

numbers of this adhyaya in prose, and brings in Parvati to pray
to Krsna to spare her husband, who was lying senseless on the

field of battle, by Krsna*s Mohanastra. BP S VP and BhP state

that when Krsna was about to hurl his discus against Barsa, the

Maya of the Daityas stood naked before him and consequently
Krsna closed his eyes and sent his Sudarsana to cut off the

Asura 's arms alone. PP stating
8 that Krsna's Cakra cut off all

the weapons hurled against him by Bana and then the Asura?
s

arms, HV at adh. 189, adds an incident after the marriage of

the lovers, where Krsna, advicedby Bana's minister Kubhanda*
tries to take away Bana's cows protected by Varuna, but finally

give up the matter, at Varuna's request. Adh. 190, the last of

1 "
NandisasamgrhitSitvam... I adhirudlio maharath&m IS

" BPS06..28.

% " Tarn aarvSigii cicobeda cakrei^aiva JanSrdaaah
" PP &77, IS,
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the Visnuparvan in HV, gives the celebrations in Dvaraka,

where the bride Usa was sent In a peacock chariot by the

goddess Rudranl. 1

( e } HV finishes its account of Krsna with this incident. AP
which gives the whole life summary, mentions only the Yamuna-

KaxsaBa a feat of Rama, after this, and concludes with the state-

ment that Krsna, after this, lived happily with his numerous

wives and their children. In fact, this marks the height of

Krsna?

s prosperity according to Puranic tradition, as even in BhP
adh. 63 ff. to the end of skandha X 9 except Mbh references, there

is nothing to equal this incident.

There is one incident in which Krsna has to fight with

Paundraka Vasudeva, king of KasI, referred to, at BP 207 ;

VP 54 5 PP 278 ; BhP 66 ; but this is not common to all

the sources ;
^
some mention, at HV 100 ; BhP Vij 52. 78 ff

BVP121, a Srgala Vasudeva, who was ruling in Karavlra-

pura, and was killed by Krsna in course of the Southern
fight with Jarasamdha (see above under XI). VyP, in giving
the sons of Vasudeva from his different wives, mentions, at 96.183.
*Pundra* and *Kapila* as sons of SugandhI Vanarajl ; of these the
first becomes king, Kapila retiring to forests ; both these Vasu-
devas-Sragala, according to BVP alone are said to have imitated

Krsna* in appearance, and paraphernalia, and posed themselves as
the original, challenging Krsna for fight or surrender; the latter

cut the head of Paundraka with his cakra, when his son, under
favour of Siva, created a 'Krtya' and sent her against Dvaraka,
which began to take fire ; so Krsna, who was then playing at dice,
sent his Sudarsana after her, which pursuing her to the end, burnt
down the city of VaranasL PP gives the name of the son, as
Dandapani, while BhP calls him Sudaksina, BP and VP not
giving any. This incident, perhaps, records history of Krsna's
fight with the followers of Saiva faith, who wore Pundra mark,
and imitated the Bhagavatas. BhP inserts between the TJsa inci-
dent and Paundraka affair, two adhs. 64-giving Nrgopakhyana
and 65 the incident no. XII, while BVP places Srgala and Sya-

ratham 3*uhya ... I tJ?a sarfipreitS devyS rudrS^ya... HV 190.
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mantaka, bringing in 1 Mbh reference in the former case,(adh. 121

and 122 ) after Usa incident, and reyerts to Its main -theme about

RadhS, and finishes the story with her reunion: (123-129) after

100 years of separation, Radha worships Gane&a and is reunited

to Krsna, who, after fully sporting himself, finally returns to

Goloka with her, and with other residents of Gokula. ISO; Narada's
marriage with Srljaya's daughter and his return to penance after

a short worldly life. 131
5 about Fire being called 'Hiranyaretas*.

132 a brief resume of the BVP.

(a) XVII-EXPLOITS OF BALABAMA.

As mentioned above, the Puranic story of Krsna seems to refer

to the Usa incident, as the last one of importance, and then, after

some time, comes the last of the Yadavas', which HV, forming a

part of the Mbh, omits. But before this, It was natural to gire

something about Balarama, the elder brother, and here we find

the Rsis asking about the same: "Srotum iochamahe bhuyo
Balbhadrasya dhlraatat. : Mune parakramain auryam...

f? BP 208.

(b) In reply to this, we have two incidents recorded at BP
208, 209, VP 36,37; HV (only the first, coming after Bukml's

death; see under XV), and BhP 67,68 (transposing the two), the

last source adding a few more still before coming to the end,

(c) These two incidents are : (1) placing his plough against the

city-walls, Balarama, forcing the capital Hastinapura, into the

river Ganges, as he was enraged by the Kauravas laughing afchis

orders to release Samba, E~rsna
?
s son, who was taken captive,

while he was trying to run away with the daughter of Dnryo-
dhana from Svayamvara, and (2) killing Dvivida, the monkey

* _ .

friend of Narakasura, as he attacked Rama, while he was enjoying

himself in his wife's company, in the gardens of the Mil Eaivata.

(e) After this BhP adds a number of adhs. mainly dealing

with the Mbh. incidents. This is the only Purana which has

stated the Puranic story in Mbh. context ; the details in the BbP

portion under consideration, are: 69 Krsiia's family life; 70-77

Mbh. Sabha portion from Jarasamdha to SiSupala incidents, and

1. SrgSla upbraiding Krsnft. "Dronatp BMsmaip. ca Kar^aip cfc gbStayl-

mSsa MSyayS" showing that Mbh, war was over already. BVP 12L9. . -~.
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Vana portion regarding Krsna's fight with Sfilva ; 78 1-16 Death

of Danfeavaktra and Viduratha by Krana, in fight (PP 279.18-23

gives the death of the first, who fought 'day and nig-lit' with

Krsxm at the gates of Mathura, and after this, at st. 24-28, Krsrm
went to Gokula, sported with the women of the place for two
months, and sending all the "beings of the place to happy
Vaiktinthaj returned to DvEraka). 17-40 Rama's pilgrimage,
during the Mahahharata war. 79-Rama*s return to Dvaraka after

the war. 80,81 ("Coronation of Yudhisthira, inserted in Vij. Recn.)
also in PP 279,29-36; BVP 113.37-40. Krena's friend-'Kucela'
'Sudhaman'in BVP; *Balasakha satlrthya

?

, in PP, struck with

poverty, made rich hy'Krsna ; 82 Meeting of Yadavas and Panda-
vas on the Kuruksetra, where Nanda, Yasoda too, were present.

83. Talk between Draupad! and Krsna's wives. 84. Sacrifice

performed by Vasudeva ; and then all returning to Dvaraka for

the rainy season. 85.1-26. Vasudeva praising Krsiia and Rama,
27 ff. DevakI shown her dead sons by Krsna ; 86 Arjuna taking

away Subhadra, an incident, as if forgotten so long. 87 Srufciglta

recited by Hsi Narayana to Narada. 88 Vrkasura story, similar

to Bhasmasura, here Narayapa taking the form of a boy-*batu'-

puts the Astira down. 89.1-21, discussion among Bhrgu and
other Hsis, about the greatness of Visnu, 22-66, also at HV 170-73

PP 279.41-55; BVP 113.35; Krsna and Arjuna engaged in restoring

the dead sons of a Brahmana, where Arjuna was proved powerless.

PP states 1 that the Brahmana had thus lost 6 sons, the last aged
5 years, and BhP, differing,

8
gives three sons, each dying as soon

as born. 90, Krsna's sports with his wives.

(a) XVIII LAST OF THE

( b ) BP 210-212, VP 37, 38; PP 279.56-96; BhP XI, 1, 6, 30, 31,

LP 69-83-94; Mbh. XVL1-8.

( c ) Yadava boys, out of joke, took Samba dressed as a woman
to the Rsls, Visvamitra, Kanva and K"rada, at the holy place

Pindar&ka* and asked them, what the pregnant lady would bear.

1. **Mptam Pafioavarsikam bSiam" &nd **,..mama panca putra" purvam hata

ayai|i tu sasthatu./
1 FP 279.41,43.

2* **Jatam5tro bliuvaiii sprstvS mamSra kila bharata" and "l>am dvltiyam

tytlyaip. tvevai|i eva oa," BhP 89.22,26.
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The insulted Bratimanas told the boys that Samba would give
birth to a 'Musala', a rod, and it would prove ruin to all the
Yadavas. The rod was accordingly born, and the boys, afraid of
the consequences, told the whole to king Ugrasesa, who pounded
it, and threw it into the sea, where It grew Into Eraka grass, and
the iron ring of the rod was swallowed by a fish, secured by the
hunter Jara, who set it to his arrow. Krsna, on his side, received
the hint, and seeing bad omens, ordered all the Yadavas to pro-
ceed to the holy place Prabhasa, where the Yadavas* drunk to

excess, fell to quarrelling, and Krsna, seeing them gone out of

control, took a handful of grass and struck all to death with it.

Daruka, the charioteer, alone was left and was sent by KrsBa to

qarry the news. to Arjuna, asking him to come for relief of those

left behind ; Rama, in the form of a serpent, expired, and Krsiia

was struck in his foot by an arrow from the hunter Jara.

Ugrasena, Vasudeva and his wives, as also the principal
wives of Krsna, entered fire, while Arjuna with the remaining
ladies and men proceeded towards his own place, when the camp
was attacked, on the way, by robbers, who took away some of the

ladies too. Arjuna, who could not successfully revert the attack?

and was disappointed, reached Indraprastha, with the remaining

people, and crowned Vajra, a great-grandson of fcrsna, on the

throne, and with his brothers, himself proceeded to Ms MahS-

prasthana.

( d ) PP mentions only the great T&si Kanva, practising pen-
snce on the river Narmada, while LP adds *DurvasaJb.'to the three*

BhP adding a number of others. BP, VP, and BhP state that

Uddhava, an intimate friend of Krsna, was sent to BadaxI after

the curse was known; Mbh. T seenis to state that he expired, as

left, none knew where,' while PP and LP omit this altogether;

PP stating that the Musala was disposed of by Krsna, Mbh.2

refers to an acclamation prohibiting drink in the city. BhP
inserts, previous to the final departure of Uddhava, a series of

adhyayas 7-29 dealing with philosophy told him by Krsna after

1. Apasyan middhvaip ySntaxji tejasSvrtya rodasi, Mbh* XVI, 4.14.

2. "...Sur&savo no kartavyah.18 Yas'ca iw>

sa iUlam Sroht../' Mbh. XVI.9JL9.
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the fashion of the Mbh. A portioB of the great Mbh. episode

beginning with the aftermath of the war, Is also given at the

beginning of the BhP 1.7-15, as also the context of this Purana,

is set in the meeting between Vidurs and Uddhava after the

expiry of all the Yadavas and Pandavas. Regarding; the

robbing away of some of Krsna's widows, Mbh. XVI.8.60, BP
(agreeing with VP) 212.26, has the same statement, that some
were taken by force, while others followed through their desire

"Kamat canyah pravavrajuh/
? BhP wisely emits this reference,

saying that Arjuna took the remaining people to Indraprastha,

while PP only refers to the ladies being taken ; 'jagrhuh'* In

explanation of this, BP, VP, and PP refer to an old incident

where the sage Astavakra was laughed at, for his deformity, by
the celestial nymphs, and were, cursed by him that they would

go with robbers, and by his favour, were granted that they would

have lord Vasudeva as their husband. PP is not clear regarding
the sequences of the curse and favour, but BP and VP state 1 that

the sage was prayed to by the ladies, while he was neck-deep in

water, and laughed at when he came out.

III-KRSNA STORY IN THE MAHABHARATA.
* * *

1, We have done so far with the incidents in the life of Krsna,
as given in the different Puranas, and although there is differ-

ence as regards details, we can say that the general story, in

gross, is the same in all these sources ;
we have also reason to

suppose that except for BP and VP, each source has a separate

composition for itself, although BP seems to have influenced

a few other sources, to some extent ; and now we turn to

THE MAHABHARATA,
another source of importance, where a part of the life of Krsna, as

connected with that of the Pandavas, is found. We can very
well see that whatever the present state of the Epic text be, it

was mainly meant to describe the Pandavas and their cousins,

and Krsna, though a very important ally ;of the former, conies

1, Tustimis tarn mahatmanam...74, J&kanthamagnarp salile...BP 272.75
** tarn sttlr^aiji ca dadrsur virupaip vakraip astadha v.. hasab sphuto

, tah sasapa m\inih...op. cit, 212,81,82,
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in only where he is Canted. The following is, In brief* a list

of incidents, mentioned in MBh, where Krsna figures directly
some way or other :

1-1. 201-227 Krsna, present at the Svayamvsra of Draupadl,
sees the Pandavas, returns with them to Hastinapura,
gets Indraprastha built, and, with Rama, returns to

Dvaraka.

2-1. 247-IL 2 goes to attend the marriage ceremony of his

sister Subhadra, stays on with the Pandavas, when too,

comes off the Khandava fire ; and returns to Dvaraka with
Ms sister Subhadra.

3-IL 13-25 sent for by Yudhisthira, for advice in the matter of

Rajasuya ; death of Jarasamdha, and Krsna *s subsequent
return to his place.

4-IL 38-72 washed the feet of the Brahmanas, during the sacri-

fice ; offered Arghya by Sahadeva, and insulted by Sisu -

pala, kills the latter ; returns to Dvaraka after the

sacrifice.

5-I1I. 12-22 goes with his followers, to offer condolences to Yu-

dhisthira in forest ; relates his encounter with Sslva, as

the cause of his absence from the Dyuta ; returns with

Subhadra and Abhimanyu to Dvaraka.

6-IIL 119-121 Meeting of the Yadavas and Pandavas at Prabhasa.

7-1 II. 185-236. comes with Satyabhama, and stays with fche Pan-

davas in the Kamyaka forest and returns after some time.

264 Feast to sage Durvasas. Krsna helping Draupadl-

Northern Interpolation,

8-IV. 78 V. 5, goes to Upaplavya and after the marriage of

Abhimanyu, brings about a meeting of the kings and settles

upon the Pandava's demand for their share, and then

leaves for Dvaraka. asking to be sent for if Duryodhana

refuses to admit their claim.

9-V. 17, Duryodhana and Arjuna, seeking help from Krsna, in

the coming war, go to Dvaxaka, where Duryodhana

gets the army and Krsna, who had vowed not to take any

active- part in actual fight, joins Arjuna and returns

with him.
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10-V. 71-150, Krsna's futile embassy to the Kauravas ; reports

his failure to the Pandavas.

H-V. 152. 5-9. Krsna with Dhrstadyumna and SatyakI, arranged

the camp for the army of the Pandavas.

12-VI-X-THE WAR.

( i ) VL 25-42 preaching the Bhagavadgita.

(il) a-VL 59. 91 marching with his discus against Bhlsma;
b-VI. 106, 55 marching against Bhlsma, restrained by
Arjuna, in both cases.

(lii) VII.29.18 protected Arjuna by taking "upon himself

the charge of Vaisnava missile sent by Bhagadatta,
VII 32-43 explained to Arjuna his four-fold form.

(iv) VIL77.22 consoling Subhadra after the death of

Abhimanyu.

( Y ) VIL100.19 groomed the horses and caused them to

drink water, in the din of battle.

(vi) VII. 142. 60, promised dying Bhurisravas, his own
world, form etc. in heaven,

(vii) VII. 147. 61 ff, created darkness, told Arjuna to cut

off the head of Jayadratha, making it fall in the lap

of his father,

(viii) VII. 174. 45ff, encouraged and sent off Qhatotkaca

against Earns.

(ix) VII. 191, advised Pandavas to practise fraud on Drona?
urged YudMsthira to tell a lie.

( x ) VIII. 72, told Arjuna, the story of Kausika, and

Balaka, and pacified him, when he ( Arjuna ) had
drawn sword against Yudhisthira, for the insult

offered to his ( bravery ) bow Gandlva.

(xi) VIII. 97. 30, saved Arjuna from the serpent-arrow of

KarBa, by pressing the chariot five fingures deep in
the ground.

(xii) IX 6. 26-40, advises Yudhisthira to kill Salya.

(xiii) IX. 33. 2-16. censures Yudhisthira for having given
Duryodhana, the last decisive chance of fighting
with OB of them.
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(ziv) IX. 59. 3-19, afraid of Duryodhana's success, advises

Arjuna to give Bhlma a hint to strike Duryodh^na
on his thigh, even against the rules.

(xv) IX. 61 tried to pacify Ms brother RSrna, who was

angry at the duel against the rules, but Rama, still

unsatisfied, returns to Dvaraka,

(xvi) IX. 62. 27 ff, Vasudeva and Duryodhana upbraiding-

each other.

IX. 62. 7 Iff, consoles the despondent Pandavas.

(xvii) IX. 63. 50-54, advised by Yudhisthira* leaves for

Hastinapura, to comfort Gandhar! and Dhrtarastra.

(xviii) X. 16. 12, cursing Asvatthaman, declares that he would

revive Pariksit.

13-XI. 11-15, substituted the iron statue of Bhima, for Dhrta-

rastra to embrace, and afterwards pacifies him { 23 ff. )

14-^X1. 25. 39-46. Gandharl curses Krsna.

XL 26. 1-5, Krsna upbraids her, telling tlie faults of her

sons, which, brought about the calamity.

15-XII, XIII, telling stories to calm the mind of Yudhisthira

and taking him to Bhisma for the same.

( a ) XII,28, tells the history of the sixteen kings,

(b ) XII.29, tells Narada and Parvata story.

( c } 38, tells Carvaka's story at the time of the corona-

tion,

(d) 45.21 asks Yudhisthira to approach Bhisma for

knowledge.

( e ) 48, tells the story of Rama-Jamadagnya.

(f) 81, Vasudeva-Narada samvada, regarding the

quarrels among the Yadavas, related by Bhisma,

( g)
tc

237, discourse between Ugrasena and Krsna OB

the mertits of Narada.

(h) XIII.45-49, describes the greatness of Budra, when

Krsna himself practised penance for a son from

Jambavatl and pleased Budra, who panted him
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foretold K?sna
y
s feats and granted boons.

41
25Ss returns to Dvaraka, when Rukmim gave birth

to Pradyumna.
"
265-66, describes the greatness of Rudra to YudM-

sthira,

( i ) XIIL264, tells Pradyurana how Durvasas was pleased

after severe tests.

16-XIV.17-51 recited Anuglta to Arjuna.

17- .58, on his way to Dvaraka, sees the sage Uttanka, and

pacifies him by showing his Visvarupa etc.

18- 60-62, related the incidents of the war to his father, who
performed obsequies for the dead relatives,

19- n 69.24~36, restored to life the dead child of Uttara.

20- 87-89, attended the horse-sacrifice of Yudhisthira, and
returned to Dvaraka,

21-XVT The Mansalaparvan, describing the end of all the Yada-
vas, including Krsna's death at the hands of a hunter,
Jara; and lastly,

22-XVIII.4.2, seen in his divine form in heaven, by Yudhisthira.

2, A comparison of these incidents with those of the Pura-
nic tradition, will show that, excepting the Mausala, giving the

end of the Yadava family, no incident is common, and that the

two are quite separate traditions. Of course, some Puranas, and
BhP, most of them, do bring in the Mbh. story, to a certain extent,

as we find the reverse in the Mbh. also. The following is a brief

statement of these references*

MBH. REFERENCES IN THE PUEAKAS

1. Indra requesting Krsna to befriend Arjuna, and Krsna
promising accordingly to protect him all through his life, BP
188.40-47, VP 12.17-24.

2. Garga, giving a prohphecy of Krsna f
s life, mentions his

help tQwards the Pandavas-BVP 1
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'

3.- Rajasuya incident, and Sisupala's death,.mentioned, as also
the Mbh. war Op. cit. 113.23-34.

41 Bana, speaking to Aniruddha, referring to the Mbh* war
op. cit. 115. 65.

5. Sragala Vasudeva, upbraiding Krsna, referring to tile
death of Bhisma, Drona etc. through Krsna, op. cit 121.8,9.

6. Indra referring to the Khandava fire, while speaking to
r Narada, in the Parijata incident HV 129.7300.

7. BhP, at the very beginning, makes 1 Suka say that he would
- give a combined account of Krsna and the Pandavas, and starts
with the Sauptika incidents of the Mbh, Further at skandha

- X, which is mainly devoted to the life of Krsna, it inserts, off and
on, various references to incidents in the Mbh. This tendency
has been carried further still, by Vlj Becn, which mentions some

^
more in its text. Here are some instances to support this state-
ment J

.. ( a ) Akrura being sent to Hastinapura to get news about th
, Pandavas, BhP X.48.32 fif, after Kamsa's death, and Ms subsequent
return after seeing Dhrtarastra's attitude, towards the Pandavas,
op. cit. 49.

( b ) Vij. giving a list of kings in Jarasaihdha's army; mention-

ii^g Drupada, SakunI and others of Mbh. fame. op. oil after 50
12a"b, H V, in addition, mentions2 the Kauravas also.

( 6 ) Vij. mentioning Krtavarman being sent by Kxsna to see

the Pandavas, he having learnt that Drupada was defeated by the

young sons of KuntL op. cit. ins. after 52.14,

- (,d ) Krsna going to pay a visit to the Pandavas at Indraprastha

very soon' after their marriage with DraupadL op, cit. 58, and

.during his stay of some months, married Kalindl, daughter of the

( e ) Krsna going to see the Pandavas in forest* hearing of

"their loss of kingdom etc. in the play at dice ; ins. by Vij at th*

beginning of adh. 64, and returning to Dvaraka with Stibhadxa and

Abhinianyu. _________

1.
" Pariksito tha rSjarser janmakarma vilSyanam, samsthSm oa

jyutranam vaksye Krs^afcatliodayam," BhF. I.7.1&.

2. ^Duryodhanadayas caiva dhSrtarastrS mahabhafeph**

A. 19
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( f j Kings, kept in custody by Jarasmdha, sending word to

Krsna for their ra!ief5 when K"arada, coming, advises him about

the Rajasuya of the Paiidavas. The story of the sacrifice with the

of Jarasamdha and Sisupala, Salva's attack on Dvaraka

during Krsna 's absence at the Rajasuya; Krsna's return and death

of Salva. op. oifc 70-77.

( g ) After 78.16, Vij. ins. the story of the Mbh. war, beginning
with the meeting of kings at Upaplavya, referred to at the begin-

ning of Mbh. V. BhP, proper, mentions only Rama's pilgrimage

at the time of the war. **Srutva yuddhodyamam Bamah Kurunam
saha Pandavaih. 1 tlrthabhisekavyajena madhyasthah prayayau
fcila "BhP 78.17*, refers also to his presence at tho duel between

Bhlma and Duryodhana, and his return to Dvaraka after futile

efforts to prevent it. 79.22 ff.

( h ) Vij, inserts at the beginning of adh. 80, Yudhisthira's

coronation, after the close of the war. and Krsna 's subsequent re-

turn to Dvaraka.

( k ) Arjuaa taking away Krsna's sister Subhadra, an incident

mentioned at Mbh.I.239-244, appearing here as a supplement at

the near end of the story, at adh. 86.1-12. This portion does not

appear in the Vij. Keen.

3. The Mbh. too, on the other hand, contains references to the

Puranic story of Krsna; here, too, we find a tendency in the

Southern Recn, of the Epic, to insert more Puranic matter, as

will be seen from the following :

PlJJRAlSriO REFERENCES IN THE M A.HXBHARATA.
*

1*65* 3954, Earth approaching Brahma and praying for relief,

referred to in all Paranas, vide above.

1-214 32,33, Krspa and Rama born of the black and white hair

of Narayana, entering the wombs of Devakl and RohinI

( mentioned in the Pancendropakhyana ). referred to in

BP, VP and DBh. vide II ( d ) above.

II. 19. Krsna referring to Kaihsa's death as the cause of his

enmity towards Jarasamdha.

IL 23, Riving the PurSnic account of Krsna 's life-^ a &mt>thern
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?

IL 40. 23 Sls!up,la depreciating T&sna :

**

Jarasarhdham...,
*' where Nflakantha takes * *

to mean ** Kamsam. **

IT. 42-61, Bhlsnm about the different incarnations; T^rsna*s

life at SZ-GQ-Soitth.-interpotafion.

II. 64. 7-12, Sisupala referring to Purtnic incidents s

Putana ( SakunI ), ASvavrsahham, cetanarahitam

patitam* padena Sakatam, valmlkamatrah (hill)

...dhrtah, bahvannam bhuktara ; hatah KarhsaV;
"
this

passage is laid down by R. G. Bhandarkar as an inter-

polation ( Vaisnavism p* 50 ).

II. 68. 15-22, Krsna enumerating the evil deeds of Sistipala*

referring to his burning Dvaraka during Krspa's absence

on the trip to Pragjyotisapura ( of NarakasuraX and Ms
desire for RukminI, along with other actions.

IL 83. 8, Vidura to Dhrfcarastra refers to Kamsa's by
Krsna.

II. 90. 43-49, DraupadI praying to EIrsna, when she was being

stripped off her garments. S. and 1ST. Been* having different

texts, the epithets used here, and prominently
*

Gopljana-

priya
' the only reference in Mbh.implyiogKrsna^s friend-

ship with the Gopis, are not found in old MSS. of Mbh.

III. 12. 30. 32, Arjuna pacifying the angry EfSna in the forest

residence of Pandavas, mentions : Ms having made the

way to Pragjyotisa safe by breaking the nets of Mura, and

killing Nisiumbha and Naraka, also refers to his taking

away RukminI.

15-22, Krsna relating his encounter with Salva.

V 48. 74 ff. Samjaya reporting Arjuna's speech to the Kau-

ravas, referring to Krsna's prowess, mentioning with

other deeds, Rukminiharana, killing of Dantavaktra,-

and -burning of Varana&i (in the affair of Paundraka

Vasudeva); Krsna killed Kamsa, and restored the

diamond
* Kundalas' to the gods, who granted him boons,

V 67. 4, Samjaya to Dhrtarastra
" Narakam Sambaram caiva

ca mSdhavah iitavan-krldan mva.,.
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V, 130, 55-67. Vidura enumerating the deeds of Krsna refers

to Dvivida, Naraka, Piitana, Govardhana, Arista, Dhenuka,
CaBiira ? Asvaraja ( Kesi ), Kariisa* Jarasarhdha, Baka,
Sisupala* Baxia, Parijata etc. etc. sfc. 68 : "his marriage with

the captive maidens "
Is omitted in old MSS.

VII. 11. 1-26, Dhrtarastra describing: Krsiia's feats since his

childhood* beginning" with his being reared up among the

cowherds : "Sarhvardhata g-opakule baienaiva..Vik}iya-

pitam balam 97
: and ending with his bringing the tree

Parijata from heaven.

IX* 62. 26. Duryodhana upbraiding Krsna calls him :
" Kam-

sadasasya dayada.
**

.

XII. 348. God Hari, in Svetadvlpa, telling ISTarada of iiis ten

incarnations : life of Krsna appears as a prophecy at st.

21-41, where restoration of Nrga,the lizard, and fight with
Bana ( 25, 26 ), death of Kamsa, Kesi and others, Kaliya,
Paundraka, as also the holding of Govardhana ( 30-35 ),

and few other lines giving more details, are given as
,

- southern interpolation. -
.

'

XIIL 45-49 9 Requested by his wife JambavatI for a son,
Krsnia, 12 years after fchs death ofSambara by Pradyumna,
left for Himalayas and practising hard penance propi-
tiated the God Siva, who granted him boons.

XIII. God Siva describing the greatness of the great Hari
Krsna, foretells his birth from Vasudeva, of the Sura
family :

*

sa surah. .4aimyisyafci...Vasudeva iti khyatam
putram...l3. tasya putras caturbahur Vasudevo bhavi-
syati' 32

;
refers to his victory over Jarasamdha ( 34 ), his

birth in Surasenas, and residence in Dvaraka, ( 36 ), and
mentions his elder brother ( 54 ).

XVL 1-8, Mausala incident referred to above.

IV-CONCLUDING REMARKS*

1. That the Mbh. in its present form, seems influenced by
the Puranas, can be seen from the Markandeya-samasya, of the
Vaixaparvan, also a description of Rama's pilgrimage, appearing
in Siayaparran, both these being meant to describe the holy
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places of India, after the fashion of the Puraiias ; besides this, we
find an actual mention of two PurSnas ;

'**

Matsyakam
PurS-iiatn III. 190. 55,

?J and l *

Vayuprokfcam anusmrtya PuraBam;
M

III. 194 16. It is. therefore, probable that the PurEnio account

of Krsna's life, crept in, at some stage of development of the text.

as* he formed one of the most prominent characters of the Epic*
"

2.~, Krsna's identification with the Supreme godhead Visim

Nar&yana is, except in a few cases, complete In the

present texts of the Epic and the Puranas 9 tracing
the different -stages, at which he was first described as

a great hero, and subsequently identified with the God-

head, would be only a piece of guess-work. We find nume-

rous references in the Mbh. where he is referred to as an incar-

nation of the Great God, the creator and protector* as also the

destroyer of the world ; and the Puranas, too, are not a bit back-

ward in this matter. There is only one prominent place in the

whole Epic, and that is the Bhagavadglta, where, if we compare

it with its imitation, the Anuglta, we can find out some trace of

this development. A detailed comparative study of th0se two,

is still a . desideratum. It would suffice, for the sake of our

present subject, to give just a few points :
-

3. The Anuglta, has, for its context, a Hunt or rather a foolish

occasion, when Arjuna, after the horse-sacrifice, seeing that

Krsna would be returning to Dvaraka, asks him to repeat the

Bhagavadgita, saying
1 that he had forgotten all about it ; Krsiia

in reply, saying that he too, was unable to repeat it exactly, "but

would give him a story which would carry the sattie^ sense, and

then starts with the philosophy told by the Brahmana from the

heavens ; this story ends with adh. 20, which is concluded by

Krsna, by saying,
'

this same was heard by Arjuna, at the time of

the war : "Tadapi hi rathasthas tvam srutavan etad eva hi," 20*55,

clearly meaning that the matter contained in adh, 17-20, was the

same as that in the original Bhagavadglta. Of course, the

Anuglta, as we find it, at present, does not endhgre,
but has

1 Yat tutad bhavata proktam pur* Kesava souhirdEt
* tat sarram

vyaghra nastam me vyagracetasah*
" XOT, 17. 6.

$
" Yatfratam buddhlm EsthSya gatim agryltaa ^amifyasl*, "op. oii*!

8

?,
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two additions, ( 1 ) the dialogue between the BrEhmana
couple adhs* 21-35, ending with Krsna's explaining 9 that the
Brahmarta was the mind ( manah. ), and Ms wife was the intel-

lect ( buddhl ) ; and ( 2 ) the dialogue between the teacher and
Ms disoiple 36-51, where too, at the end, Krsna says th$t he was
the teacher and the mind was the student, and here again, do we
find the reference to the occasion of the BhG. repeated-

1 The
number of stanzas in these three portions, amounts to a little

above 700, the present BhG. text. Thus, if we are to judge from
the Anuglta, the BhG, its original, seems to have three stages of

development.

Apart from the treatment of the topics, a striking feature of
the Anuglta is that, it is, all through, given in an indirect narra-
tion, while the text of BhG. abounds in statements in the

'

first
'

person, referring to Krsna, as the Supreme God. In other words,
Krsna asserts himself as the God, and disposer of the worlds, in
BhG. text, while in AG. he merely expounds the principles of
philosophy, stating only at the end that he was the teacher. If
AG clearly purports to be a repetition of BhG, it is difficult to
see why it takes this roundabout way, avoiding the first personal
c Aham '

referring to Krsna.

Mbh. is, otherwise, full of references recognising Krsna, as
the supreme God, and. as such he is often called

*

Purana Rsl,
'

* Vedatma '

vijanatam drgyah ( II. 36. 10. 11 )
' *

saksad devah,'
'

avyayatma paramesvarah ( III. 86. 25-28 ),
' '

lokatrayasyadhi-
patlr mahatma ( V. 22. 10 ),

?

visvasrg ( VII. 33. 12),' visvasya
brahmano mukham ( XII 212. 10 ),

'

sarvasya srasta, samhara eva
ca ( XIV. 55. 4 ),

'

etc. etc. all the epithets of Visnu, Hari, Kara-
yana, being given to him.

4. In this connection, it is interesting to note that the 'Visnu
sahasranama y

at XIII. 254, does not contain any synonym illus-
trating any incident of Krsna's Puranic life, though it mentions
his connection with the Yadavas, and such other things that are
found in the Mbh. text, too 5 there is again, a collection of 100
names, at XIL 42, directly addressed to Krsna, by Yudhisthira,

ap^etad evoktam yuddhafeala upasthite
'

51, 49.
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but here too, we find only bis identification with the Godhead,

and no reference to Ms Puranic life.

Mbli. is only responsible for the combined identification of

Arjuna and Krsna, with Kara and Narayana, who are stated to

be sages gifted with superior knowledge, incarnations of the God.

There are only twenty-sir references to this, comparatively far

too- little. In the Puranic sources, BhP, and that too # only in one

place, refers to this identification, when Krsna and Arjtina go to

the heavens to fetch the dead children of a Brahmana ( BhP 89

60:
<'

purnakamav api yuvam Naranarayanav rsl, "'Supreme

God addressing the two ). A striking fact, in this connection

is, that the famous benedictory stanza **

*

Narayanam namaskrtya

etc.
"
beginning the Mbh. and mentioning the pair under refer-

ence, is not found in the Southern MSS. ?
which have some others

to begin the great Epic with. It is, therefore, clear, that

stanza is a composition of the Northern Recension, and perhaps

the identification itself is a Northern idea. Of course, the whole

Mbh. MSS. material is not yet handled, and perhaps, even after

the study of the S. MSS., it might be found that the 26 and old

references to this Naranarayana idea, are not missing in the

S. Been, too ; the contamination between the two Recensions was

inevitable. But it is possible that although Krsna was identified

with Narayana long back, it was only his friendship with Arjuna

of the Mbh. reputation, that subsequently gave the latter, a posi-

tion of Nara, and thus the two stood side by side, as worshipful

ones. A proof of this joint worship of Vasudeva and Arjuna s is

indicated in the sutra
'

Vastidevarjunabhyam vun '

of Pariini,

often quoted by scholars, to refer to Krsna's greatness, disregard-

ing the other part, mentioning
*

Arjuna '; the sutra would show

that both Vasudeva and Arjuna were considered as worshipful,

and just as
'Vasudevaka' denoted a devotee of the first, 'Arjunaka'

should denote one worshipping the second. So perhaps, bcth

these were given high position, and were worshipped as gods in

the times of Panini, and it was to point to this joint greatness,

that references to their being Nara and Narayaiia, were inserted

at some stage of development of the Epic text.

6 R G Bhandarkaratp. 13, and 51, discussed some syno-

of Krsna, saying at p. 13, that Kysna, Janardana and
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are o^ Vrsni names, and at p. 51, that
& Govinda '

has nothing
fco do with cows, but with

*

go,
'

the earth, referring: to the Boar-

Incarnation, In Mbfa. V. 69
? Sarirjaya tells Dhiiarastra, the ety-

mologies of some synonyms, and in another place, at Mbh. XII.

350, we find Krsna expounding Ms names to Arjuna. Both these

cases are more or less of an artificial nature, and the etymology
of the word*

* Vasudeva J

given under Paninfs sutra quoted,

falls under this category. Both R. G. Bhandarkar, and Jacobi,

have tried to put aside Vasndeva altogether, rejecting on these

grammatical grounds, that Vasndeva is a patronymic, but the

Epic and all the Puranic sources agree in putting Vasudeva as

the father of Krsna, and, as Pargitar, has pointed out at pp. 105,

107 of his 'Ancient Indian Historical Tradition/ we find Ms
name properly placed in a regular genealogy of the Yadavas.

In addition to this, we find his statement at p. 140.
^

*

Krsna is

styled
*

Dasarha, Madhava, Sattvata, Varsneya, and Sauri' after

various ancestors, as well as
* Vasndeva y

after his father. This

use of patronymics seems to be more frequent in Ksatriya than

in Brahmana traditions*'

Along with other names we find Krsna called 'the son of

Devakr, as also of
*

Vasudeva' all through the Mbh. and the

Puranas; besides, there are in Mbh. about 14 occasional references

to Vasudeva personally, and unless there Is some scriptal error

originally occurring In the Mahabhasya, and faithfully copied

down by subsequent scribes, it seems rather strange that Patanjali,

should go against the established tradition and state that Vasu-

deva, is the son of Vasu, and not Vasu. That the Ch. Up. men-
tions Krsiia, as merely a son of Devaki, is also not to be much
made of, as the same epithet Is given him, in the sources under
consideration. It might be, a person was called after Ms father,

as well as his mother, and subsequently the latter custom was
somehow dropped away. In support of this statement a reference

too, can fortunately, be given : at Atharvaveda, IV.16, the last Sk
gives a sort of formula, the whole Ilk being translated thus*
"with all these fetters, I fasten thee so and so, of such and such a

family, son of such and such a mother '

'Apart from this, it is also

possible that this Krsna initiated by Ghora Aiigirasa, was quite
different from thai of the Epic and Puranic traditions, which
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mention only Samdipani, in some cases, Garga,-as his tutor, who Is

said to be a Kasya; the"same should be the case with the.Yedlc seer

Krsna; and more still, our Krsna has not been stated to be a
of Vedic hymns* If the identification of the two has to be taken
at all, it is possible th&t the name of our Krsna was attached to

the particular Vedic hymns, where his name is found. Without
going into details, we can see, that there are many hymns 1 in the

Rgveda, which have gofc two or more names of seers, with the

alternative *va'= *or% while on the other Land, we can see some,
where the seers of particular Rks, are carefully mentioned. It

would thus seem, that, at the time the collection was formed, the

names of seers of some of the hynins were not known for certain*

and more than one were current in popular tradition^ which
is recorded faithfully; in the same way, it is possible,, that some
hymns were found without any name, and these were, by the

people, given, some fictitious names? as their seerss and the seer

Krsna might be one of the type. Epithets like "B-sili puraho
vedatma, Mbh. 11.36,10, applied to Krsiia, glorify him only in the

general sense, without referring to his seership.

7. Turning now to our main point, we have seen* that al-

though incidental cross-references are found both in the Ptiraiias

and the Mbh. it can safely be stated, even from the present
of the texts, that these references have been inserted at some
later stage of the textual developments and originally the two

accounts were mutually exclusive; so that the question is whether
the two accounts refer to the same Krsna, or to different persons,

Following the orthodox view, we can say that one is

of the other. Krsna was first glorified in the Mbh. and the remain-

ing account of his life, which had nothing to do with the Panda-

vas, and their warfare, and was still in oral tradition, was put

together to be used in the Puraiias. It need not be argued, that

he was unscrupulous in attaining his ends, and thus an unfit

person to preach the high philosophy of the Bhagavadglta. To
find quite different, even contradictory characteristios, in one and

1. Vide, ;Rsveda 1.105, V 111.42, 71,102, X.9,11. 115 to quote only a few,

*vS* is found; JK.50 does not give any name, X.1U1 Is doubtful about the

deity.

A. 20,
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person, is the very sign of greatness. The
BMsma and others were attached to him, considered him as their

sole support and resorfc, saw the great God in Ms person, while

the Kauravas took him to be an ordinary man, and treated him
as such; even taking the most indifferent stand, there is nothing

strange or 'incongruous*, in our hero's being: reared in a cow-
settiemenfe, Kariisa had put to death, the first issues of Vasudeva,
so to avoid further calamity of the same nature, and to put off

suspicion* the child was removed secretly to an unimposing place
like the cow-settlement, and another substituted? while the child

grew there, the upsetting of a cart (sakata), killing of a bird

(Futana), a crane f^Baka), an ass (Dhenuka), etc. were quite natural

and ordinary incidents,--a boy of some dash could easily achieve

these things. There is only one point which is given extraordi-

nary importance in BVP, and is not solely missing in any of the

Puranic sources : it is his sports with the Gopis. Some of the

sources state that Krsna was at this time, only seven years' old, so

any amorous play with the girls of the place is clearly out of

question; it is physically impossible the only fact seems to be, that

the boy was attractive in appearance, and sharp in his intellect,

and was naturally endeared to all, especially the women-folk, he

played on flute, and the music attracted the girls round him; of

course, matter other than this, is all the play of imagination, and
should not affect our hero, in the least.

1 There is only one gap in

the story of this boy Krsiia, and that is, once gone to Mathura
with Akrura, he never returned to Gokula. The sources have
tried to bridge this over, but their very disagreement in this

respect, brings out the broad fact to light, that the original
tradition had nothing to say on this point,

8. With regard to Krsna's personal normal activities of an
ordinary day, we have a reference in Mbh. at XII.52.2f. and in
BhP afe X. adh. 70 too; where we find him practising Yoga, early

1 Or, was it that the figure seven suggested complete development. This
suggestion has been made, In other connection, by :Art O'Mur naghan ;

see Theosopbical path, October 1929 p. 491 "seven is a perfect number
,.*". If this interpretation is accepted, we shall have to take Kys^a to
have attained his youth, when his love-sports would be, at least, physi-
ealiy possible.
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in the morning. There is a reference in the Bh. Glta at adh. IT

stating that Krsna revived the Yogie tradition. Perhaps it might

be that he initiated the Pandavas, Bhlsma and others in this

practice,
and was thus looked upon, hy them, as their 'Guru-the

God,' so that, while he was, to the world in general, a great

hero and a politician, his inner circle looked upon him, even in

Ms life time, as the reviver of an old system, the god incarnate

come down to the Earth for the purpose.

But against all this orthodox view, there is a serious draw-

back in the two accounts, and it is, that they are mutually ex-

clusive. An incident of greatest importance like the Mbh. war,

Krsna 's preaching the message of the Bh. Gits, are things which

should not have been omitted in the Puranic accounts, as also on

the other-hand, the Mbh. which brings hundreds of compara-

tively insignificant stories, in its finally developed form, of a lac

of stanzas, should have recorded the rather wonderful incidents of

his childhood; Janamejaya is always curious to know each

smallest detail, and it is strange that we do not find any connect-

ed account of Krsna 's story, in the vast text of the Mbh.; the

Southern Eecension trying to put in matter of this nature at

Sabhaparvan adhs. 23 and 52-60, makes this flaw only the more

conspicuous.

If, on the other hand, we were to take the two accounts to

refer to two different persons, there is much common matter that

helps to identify the two, rather than separate them; so that, it u

now impossible, on the authority of our present sources ,toe_Bpic

and the Puranas- and these are mainly responsible for the
Kr^a

story; whether occasional references, outside this province would

make any conclusion valid, is doubtful to point out, where the

two accounts seperated and how they were mixed up ;** we

can only state that the mutual influence between these two is

"ery grL, and leave further analysis to higher
cn^sm

whicb

would be subjective, and hence not acceptable to all alike.
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APPENDIX I.

IDENTIFIED WITH THE SUPREME GODHEAD
* * *

BEFEEENGBS IN THE MBH ( KUMBH. EDITION,)

L 64. 141-146ab f%^:...^?5?^!ll^^r^i?r... t called also

etc. ^%ww^" sr^ir ?*r$ifwr5 s

68* 39-54 Earth approaching Brahma, who in his turn, goes

to Narayana and requests *

68* 151 ansg qprrwfr ^w%^r: ^RPR: \ rf^t^ft Trs^n^i^ ^TUPpc- sTfrmRc t

also $rTOJte"Ti ^533^ and ^f^"^it IF^R etc,

214. 32, 33 Krsna born of the black hair of Narayana.

227. 55, 56 qi

238. 10 Arjuna as ^Ti^-i%^RTRRr t^?t %^rt l^r^l^^R I which Krsna
with ^TFERprr In bed,-f?*ir?n*r*r f

IL 1. 21 ^rqs^fr^

13. 43 Yudh.
^ ?j i

36. 10, 11 yfh i ^f^: sp^qt W?IFWT ?^Sw ^rtHHr s

^lo^sar^ i -grr^q^praw: %^T^: %T%5?f: i came to Yudh.
with presents for the Rajasuya.

39. 13-20 Narada ? on the ~^% occasion, thinks of ffr ^TIROT be-

come incarnate as Krsna, sr-^FfoffrHT ^Rt ^TTrf: i

41. Off. HF^ declaring K. as Supreme God.

62* 9 Narada supporting: ^rt
1

?^": i?sot ^H^qsrr^t TT^i^PrT *^" ^r> \

63. 14 Bhlsma to Yudh.-^r^r, the y*m and I^^T, of all the

IrT^s in three worlds.

67. 42 3|T?^^r %scw ( ^f T%rra qn^?T: ).

70. 52 ifiwrin's^rr: entered the body of K.

90, 43-49 prayer of K. by DraupadI, at the time of

j* & N. Recensions / ave different texts, here.

IIL 12. lOjff %?R who is a^T, sflsnto, ^r^r, an%T^?r5,
etc. is praised by Arj. describing his featp.
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45. 26 Indra to

46. 38 "SpRflj to ^w-sFiT^Mr: iR^SlWTW: being the *&^, %n and

S^ of Arjuna.

86. 25-28 vn**f to Yudh.-S ^ iT^(fr where srrerilpr: qpnpr: *R$WT: ?F;

192. 53 *ttws3r to Yudh. ^r w ^nTi-.-STTuiu^^
1

sPiR^^Tr-- t

202. 18 Jn^^^rto Yudh.

264. 8-15 ^Tfr praying K. as god at tlie ^^Rf affair [ ret

^^r^r ^rt%rri c^rr i the whole of this adh. is a

Northern text. Krsna's help in the wr affair is doubt-

ful as there are two texts for the prayer and the *Mrt?T

is not mentioned in any other Epic reference ; the

insult made much of is her being dragged to the

court, while she was

273. 72 Siva to

311. 28 Indra to Karna : ^r ( Arj. )

V. 7. 24 Arj. has, K. who is =|S ^TOSTPT, ST^T: etc.

7. 36

22. 10 ipr. to ^w-
22.30 ,.

. 33

48. 84, 88. K. called it*sby Arjuna.

53. 3 irRT^:-^r ^r^r sricr: ^OT : wiao would subjugate all the worlds.

67. HSW to -frrr.^^^m ^Trr- ^r^n^fnfei) ow^: t who would burn

the world, is the Lord of Time and Death, etc.

68. 3 ^w knows K. to be

69. relates to ^rni?, etymologies of Krsna's Synonyms,

These seem to be, more or less artificial.

70 ^rH!g praises E. as ^RT^FT, ^f^^, S?rmp^ etc.

82. 36 iw: ^%rTRf ^^% : ^^cpr: leaving for

83. ^TT^ advising a reception of Krsna .^E

^6, 3 spnoriqfq ^t^Hf ^n^TFJri^m^ *- \
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90. 67 Runt! :-*i3i ^4m"^t 1

107. 14

f> 15

1 30* 55-67 %c to f^FT, refers to the Puranic feats of K. :-

131* 4-6 K. showing his fif^^fr, seen by star,

V. 169. 16 *fi^ to f^

VI. 21. 11, 14-16 Arj. to Yiidh,
i s 5^1 im ffri|r^T.,a

25-4 t BliagavadgltS, where Krsna identified Mmself with
the God.

59. 96 f 97 Bhlsma to Kr-^%- ^ijSmw etc.

65-68 ., to 5^f relating the f^tlFTRanTs where sngrr requested
the God to come to the earth as Krsna.

98. 14-15 *$*[ to

106. 62-64 ^T^r welcoming death at the hands of K s

VII. 10. 76 W* - 'nrnrrfft wr ^mV %% f^nwsp: irg: t

29. 34 K. explains to Arj. his fourfold form . (1)

-j (2) qr^rfw 3^3; (3) s^r^ ^r^ ? and (4)

S3. 12 ^l to

79. 9 =5Sf*w^T: L.,i%qj : comforted Arj.

83. 10-20 Yudh. praising K. in the presence of other kings
i, f%*crj% f^-, ^OT etc.

143. 60 K. ordered w^rr to go to his world and obtain divine
from like himself*

150. 5ff, Yudh. after the death of Jayadratha, praisesKt asth
supreme Lor4-
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VIII. 23. 61 Karna to g9r. W^ra STTOI $TET w TOffiR^ ( of Arjuaa ).

65. l

72, 14 Arj. took*- r^^r 3Wi<rii

83. 65 Karna to Salya: - (Arjuna). . .fHi^Hinffi^ iff : I

101. 29-34 Yudh. praised K. after Karna% death*

IX. 18. 27 TT^rfc5T 2 mtrs% : ^T^ speaking : ^it ^

63. 12 ^nRRl^fi ^rfi^r^ 3^?fOT ? Arjuna's T^T was reduced to ashes*

XII. 42 Yudh. after Ms coronation, praises KrsBa--

: etc. (100 names of ace. to S R0cn\

45 Yudh. praising K. as a perfect yoginf and Lord ...^
^ ?4 ^R^T^T^ I

46 *flWHHM f where K. is addressed as the Godhead.

136 fK : (K.) gives tsSws^r wt to ^T^f. _
50. 2-9 ^T^T praises K. in Ms *re* : i^% STWIBW ^Ff I

51. 15 K. grants *fi^ divine knowledge, ease of limte, eta

53*. 25ff*rrg^r grants hoons to^ that his words would be

honoured, and his fame would "be eternal.

110. 35-38 *ff*T to Yudh :

i %

206. ^r tells Yudh. how frgr,%w, ^T^T
perform^

tion, and identifies him with Krsna, as related by

208. 1 Yudh. wants to know all re
.

, 47 m^T tells all, giving the a^rmrs, and concludes :

286. 60 identifying mf*r witt i%^ iHn-r' >hoee powers were

told to f* by *H*te,W-

62 K. is the stfmsr of the great God.

348. 21 -54 *WTW*JT foretold hy *m.^ to ^TO? (St. 25, 26, 30-33,

36-39, 41 cd 53 5. interp).

55 :m^r the ninth sr^rtr.

350 K. expounds his names to Arjuna.

352

358. 88
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XIII. 263 *fr^ praises Krsna, as the first creator, supreme God,
identifies Mm with. 'TKFW TT*T ST^PT (46.)

XIV. 52, 6ff Arj. praising: Krsna :

54. K. explains to ^If his divine form,

55. 4, 5 Z. reveals to 3^ his divine form.

. 7-14 the sage praises Krsna.

n* 38, 39 K. gave water in the *W land,

68. 3r!T! praying K. for the revival of her child : f^^rir T%-

XV. 33. 11 wrer to *rp

XVI, 5. 28 ^HTWJI . ^TTT^rtf "?r^i sq-p^r <=?^rr t

XVIII 5. 23 STO'S teaching -

f n

APPENDIX II.

KBSHA AND ARJUNA IDENTIFIED WITH NARAYANA AND NARA
IN THE MBH.

I. 1. 198
.68. 119 ($m to gods re : 3Tiw-5

7

s last fight) :

.238. 24 3TRrff j^rengn^t iff ?r^RT^roniff l ( Krsna and Arjuna
at Prabhasa).

.250. 8, 9 *H*iKNuu ^i ^"...i 3T^t ^ni%4 =^r ^rr ^t ^i^r^^-^ I (Brahma
asking Agni to approach them).

.254. 18 3ft*iKi<uuidt s^f f?i% fj^t (sr^mofr ^I^F Indra in
Khandava fight).

^

II. 89. 45 in* ^ fTqf ^ ^ srrcrn

IIL 12. 46-48 Krsria to Arjuna :

.40. 1-3 Siva to Arjuna :

.45. 18, 19 Indra to

.84. 6 51^0 to ^^ :...3?fJTiq-

?. 126. 19 JraTOftft where T^m^oft practised penance.
,273. 31, 82 Indra to Jayadratha ...
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mention only Samdipanl, In some cases, Garga,-as his tutor, wlio is

said to be a Kasya; the same should be the case with the Vedic seer

Krsna; and more still, our Krsna has not been stated to be a seer

of Vedic hymns. If the identification of the two has to be taken

at all, it is possible that the name of our Krsna was attached to

the particular Vedic hymns, where his name Is found. Without

going into details, we can see, that there are many hymns 1 in the

Rgveda, which have got two or more names of seers, with the

alternative *va'= 'or', while on the other hand, we can see some*

where the seers of particular Rks, are carefully mentioned. It

would thus seem, that, at the time the collection was formed, the

names of seers of some of the hymns were not known for certain,

and more than one were current in popular tradition,, which

is recorded faithfully; in the same way, it is possible* some

hymns were found without any name, and these were, by the

people, given, some fictitious names, as their seers, and the seer

Krsna might be one of the type. Epithets like "Bsth puraho

vedatma, Mbh. 11.36,10, applied to Kisna, glorify him only in the

general sense, without referring to Ms seership,

7. Turning now to our main point, we have seen, that al-

though incidental cross-references are found both in the Puranas

and the Mbh. it can safely be stated, even from the present state

of the texts, that these references have been inserted at some

later stage of the textual developments and originally the two

accounts were mutually exclusive; so that the question is whether

the two accounts refer to the same Krsna, or to different persons,

Following the orthodox view, we can say that (me is supplememlary

of the other. Krsna was first glorified in the Mbh. and the remain-

ing account of his life, which had nothing to do with the Panda-

vas, and their warfare, and was still in oral tradition, was put

together to be used in the Puranas. It need not be argued, that

he was unscrupulous in attaining his ends, and thus an unfit

person to preach the high philosophy of the Bhagavadglta. To

find quite different, even contradictory characteristics, in one and

1. Vide, $gveda 1.105, V 111.42, 71, 102, X.9.11. 115 to quote only a few,

W is found; X.50 does not give any name, X.101 is doubtful tfct

deity.

A. 20.
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same person, is the very sign of greatness. The Pandavas,
Bfafsma and others were attached to him, considered him as their

sole support and resort, and saw the great God in his person, while
the Kauravas took him to be an ordinary man, and treated him
as such; even taking- the most indifferent stand, there is nothing
strange or 'incongruous*, in our hero's being reared in a cow-
settlement, Kamsa had put to death the flrst issues of "Vasudeva,
so, to avoid further calamity of the same nature, and to put off

suspicion, the child was removed secretly to an unimposing place
like the cow-settlement, and another substituted, while the child

grew there, the upsetting of a cart (sakata), killing of a bird

(PutanS), a crane (Baka), an ass (Dhenuka), etc. were quite natural
and ordinary incidents, a boy of some dash could easily achieve
these things. There is only one point which is given extraordi-

nary importance in BVP, and is not solely missing in any of the
Puranic sources : it is his sports with the Gopis. Some of the
sources state that Krsna was at this time, only seven years

7

old, so

any amorous play with the girls of the place is clearly out of

question; it is physically impossible the only fact seems to be, that
the boy was attractive in appearance, and sharp in his intellect,
and was naturally endeared to all, especially the women-folk, he
played on flute, and the music attracted the girls round him; of

course, matter other than this, is all the play of imagination, and
should not affect our hero, in the least.

1 There is only one gap in
the story of this boy Krsna, and that is, once gone to Mathura
with Akrura, he never returned to Gokula. The sources have
tried to bridge this over, but their very disagreement in this

respect, brings out the broad fact to light, that the original
tradition had nothing to say on this point.

8. With regard to Krsna's personal normal activities of an
ordinary day, we have a reference in Mbh. at XII.52.2f. and in
BhP afc X. adh. 70 too; where we find him practising Yoga, early

1 Or, was it that the figure seven suggested complete development. This
suggestion has been made, in other connection, by -Art O'Mur naghan ;

see Theosopbical path, October 1929 p. 491 "seven
"

is a perfect number
...'Mi this interpretation is accepted, we shall have to take Ersna to
have attained his youth, when his love-sports would be, at least, physi-
cally possible.
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in the morning. There is a reference in the Bh* at adh. IV
stating that Krsna revived the Yogic tradition* Perhaps it

be that he initiated the Pandavas, Bhlsma and others in this

practice, and was thus looked upon, "by them^ as their
6

Gnrii-th

God/ so that, while he was, to the world in general, a

hero and a politician, his inner circle looked upon Mm, even in

his life time, as the reviver of an old system, the god

come down to the Earth for the purpose.

But against all this orthodox view* there is a draw-

hack in the two accounts, and it is, that they are mutually ex-

clusive. An incident of greatest importance like the Mbh* war,

Krsna's preaching the message of the Bh. Grlta* are things which

should not have been omitted in the Puranic accounts^ as on

the other-hand, the Mbh. which brings hundreds of compara-

tively insignificant stories, in its finally developed form, of a lac

of stanzas, should have recorded the rather wonderful incidents of

his childhood; Janamejaya is always curious to know

smallest detail, and it is strange that we do not find connect-

ed account ofKrsna's story, in the vast text of the Mbh*?tlia

Southern Recension trying to put in matter of this nature at

Sabhaparvan adhs. 23 and 52-60, makes this flaw only the more

conspicuous.

If, on the other hand, we were to take the two accounts to

refer to two different persons, there is much common matter that

helps to identify the two, rather than sepaxate them; HO it is

now impossible, on the authority of our present sources, the Epic

and the Puranas and these are mainly responsible for the Krsna

story; whether occasional references, outside this province* would

make any conclusion valid, is doubtful to point out, where the

two accounts seperated and how they were mixed up ; at best, we

can only state that the mutual influence between these two is

very great, and leave further analysis to higher criticism which

would be subjective, and hence not acceptable to all alike.
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I.

KBSNA IDENTIFIED WITH THE SUPREME GODHEAD
IN THE MBH ( KUMBH. EDITION,)

L 84 141~146ab ^"^....^^il'B^^r mfi^r.^ \ called also

etc, ^^er^iq^TTOBT ^^s^i^^^T'J I

68. 39-54 Earth approaching Brahma, who in his turn, goes

to Narayana and requests :

68, 151 *r*a wppnT ^PT^%ST: ^T?FT: i FR

also m^rirfT *rc53r- and ^Rrf^tt usj*4 etc-

214. 32, 33 Krsna born of the black hair of JSTarayana.

227. 55, 56 Ht^reFn^r i^^f g %?r^ \ ^**f sn^rrnTTt... i

238. 10 Arjuna as ^m'-i^^PTTOrer ?%^r %^rt ^r^^r^ I which Krsna

with ^rrzmr^i in bed.-f^nri^^ ^

IL 1. 21

13. 43 Yudh.
n^ ?s t

36. 10, 11 pr: i ^R: in^r %f?m f^H^r r%TRrff i

^[s^r^ y i ^3TO^qH^5n^: %?rr. %i%g?=T: i came to Yudh.
with presents for the Rajasuya,

39. 13-20 Narada, on the w% occasion, thinks of ITT ^TTrq^r be-

come incarnate as Krsna, ar^gRFfBartfisff^ ^rirf: I

41. 6ff. HT5^ declaring K, as Supreme God.

62. 9 Narada supporting ^t^^r--^w 3Fi^q=fT3T rrtf5jEq(5?f % H^T: i

S

63. 14 Bhisma to Yudh.-q^m-, the ^R^r and I%FT, of all the

^@rr
f
s in three worlds.

67. 42 ^n^^ %gr^cr ( ^f iW^rrg q-n^r: ).

70. 52 itr^TOfs %ST* entered the body of K.

90. 43-49 prayer of K. by DraupadI, at the time of

&t & j/V. Recensions have different texts, here.

12, lOff %?T^ who is !^*T, 3qn^, ^Tr^, ^Tiqrf^nR;,

. is praised by Arj. describing his featg.
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45. 26 Indra to

fRS

46. 38 wn? to ^r^-^n^r: sRS^iprw: being the *^, ifrm and
in^ of Arjuna.

86. 25-28 ft^r to Yudh.-SF3T T**rrTr where

192; 53 *n*uS*r to Yudh, *T w
202- 18 zn^fui^ to Yudtu

264* 8-15 ^rfr praying K. as god at the grafts* aflTair [ re

!=r!?t 5^ ^nrPtt Hn^m f^RTT t th whole of this adh. is a
Northern text. Krsna's help in the ^rr affair Is doubt-
ful as there are two texts for the prayer and the ra?Tf
is not mentioned in any other Epic reference ; the
insult made much of is her being dragged to the
court, while she

273. 72 Siva to

311. 28 Indra to Karna * *r ( Arj. )

V. 7. 24 Arj. has, K. who is ^s ^p=ns-rTrT9 *n=r: etc.

7. 36 ^IrTT^lHT

22. 10 frf. tO ^^-
22.30 , ? ,.

. 33 , s ^TT?n% fiOTTflW frap S

48. 84, 88* K. called 1%S by Arjuna.

53. 3 f^T?:-^" ^ST ^'T^*" W* !'- wlio would subjugate all the worlds.

67. ^CSR to Tfrrri<?:-w% ^nM*- fT^n^mfTri> arsfi^r:, who would burn

the world, is the Lord of Time and Death* etc.

68. 3 ^^T knows K. to be

69. relates to ^KI? ? etymologies of Krsna's Synonyms.

These seem to be, more or less artificial.

70 ^ro? praises K. as ^t?Fr? ^f^f^fw^ jcww^" etc.

82. 36 iw: ^%rTBt i^- ^t^TrH: leaving for fR?pri5^.

83. ^rRi? advising a receptiou of Krsna r-^ffFmf|^i ff ^P

86. 3 99
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90. 67 Kuntl

107, 14

15 ^n ^TOTcsifTO^f' .- i

130. 55-67 (%sr to 5f^PT, refers to the Puranio feats of K. :-

3PT fsc|T ?f 1%^ *RW ^fft TN^" I

181* 4-6 K. showing his fw^r, seen by SE^T, ftT,

V. 169. 16 *fr^i to f

VL 21* 11, 14-16 Arj. to Yndh, ST^T^TT %%%...!
T: i sn trw

25-42f Bhsgayadglta, where Krsna Identified himself with

the God.

59. 96, 97 Bhlsma to K.r-^%F 3m(%RW etc.

65-68 ., to i^l relating the tt^^^TFfj where ^rfrr requested

the God to come to the earth as Krsna.

98. 14-15 *fter to g^f^Rr : ^^f %n ^i*!r<?H?is ^i^^^^i^i^rr: i ^T^^T^^T
^TT*: -..? ^ff^Tl 3^=1 : -'- ?

106* 62-64 stf^r welcoming death at the hands of K ? 3*f%*v

'Mttt' *I*J?2 ...I

VII. 10. 76

29. 34 K. explains to Arj. his fourfold form : (1)

r
? (2) *T*prfr ^FT^ (3) w^r =FR ^13^*, and (4)

33. 12 $r to f!'KFr :

49. 1 f%J?T : ^^^^F^: ^T ftsu^igHr ^pm: I i.e.

79. 9 ^TPftjftw t...f%qi: comforted Arj.

83. 10-20 Yudh. praising K. in the presence of other kings*
etc.

143. 60 K. ordered ^J?rar to go to his world and obtain divine
from like himself.

150, 5ff, Yudh. after the death of Jayadratha, praises K. as the
supreme Lord.
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VIIL 23. 61 Karna to %$. &l>% 3T*?cT: ST5T w ^%*n?r ( of Arjuna ).

65. 1

72, 14 Arj. took* r=t*^ v

83. 65 Karna to Salya:--(Arjuna)..^HH^Hi^H^? m : 1 3W s*n

101. 29-34 Yudh. praised K. after Kama's death.

IX. 18. 27 'TT^qrar ** ^1^% : ^rf speaking * *rft ^r srt^iHJ 5fTOt

^HltfH: I

63. 12 %nw4i3?t Tfi^?i% 3Rrfi^f ? Arjuna
?
s ^r was reduced to ashes*

XII. 42 Yudh. after his coronation, praises Krsna * fiwgf
*

f WTO *

t

%l"d ", f^r :, Q<u^4j4 : etc. (100 names of F%5J ace. to 8. Recn\

45 Yudh. praising K. as a perfect yogin, and Lord ...

46 sfiww^KM. \vhere K. is addressed as the Godhead.

. 136 fir : (K.) gives tcstspfcRfr in* to ^.

50. 2-9 ^^T praises K, in Ms ^%wi : f|t% (?H^iS SITR ^^rtlfl w:f^l

51. 15 K. grants *fiR divine knowledge? ease of limbs, etc.

53. 25ff ma^ grants boons to ^T^! that his words would be

honoured, and Ms fame would be eternal.

110. 35-38 *ffT to Yudh : *r ^.

206. *fr&* tells Yudh. how ft^r, %$re; TTT^OT performed the crea*

tion, and identifies him with Krsna, as related by ^?.

208. 1 Yudh. wants to know all re : w

. 47 ^ft^T tells all, giving the S^PTFS, and concludes :

grnf|fT^T : \

212 ^pOTnrrc-^n^T : ^l^^r: ^rfSt fi"^w ^P^r i^sg^ i g^- ^Fn?f% frs...l

286. 60 identifying sw^ with R^^TTPFF [whose powers were

told to 1? by tH<%*iK

,r 62 K. is the g<Fn?r of the great God.

348. 21-54 ^wn^rmr foretold by nn^R to ^SIT? (St. 25, 26, 30-33,

36-39, 41 cd 53 8. interp\

. 55 ^OTc^r the ninth s^^Fflr.

350 K. expounds his names to Arjuna,

352 do. do. do.

358. 88
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263 4m Krsna, as the first creator, supreme God9

identiSes him with ^FRW qr*? s^anr (46.)

XIV, 52. 6ff Ari Krsna*
i%i,.. t

54. K explains to ar?3f tils divine form.

55. 4 9 5 K. reveals to 3^j his divine form.

. 7-14 the sage praises Krsna.

. 38, 39 K. gave water in the w land.

68, "J=ro praying K. for the revival of her child :

XV, 33. 11 ^rm to JIF^ST ^TRWI i^%?f (f%%).

XVI. 5. 28 ^n^roi : ^TT^T %ffi ^TRT w^r i wr^ mj?

XVITI 5. 23 ^rm's teaching :

APPENDIX II.

KRSNA AND ABJUNA IDENTIFIED WITH NARAYANA AND NARA
* t

IN THE MBH.

I. 1. 198

.68. 119 (^l
1? to gods re sri^Fj's last fight) ff^TTTTTirr^Tr g

.238. 24 3TfW (9?nERpn5t m ?rT5TRPTani^f I ( Krsna and Arjuna
at Prabhasa),

.250. 8 9 HK*mmufi ti Ht...l ST^T srniM^4^ ^i^fOT^^ I (Brahma
asking Agni to approach them).

,254. 18 ^<iHJ<4uln<T!" i^S% i?f% 3% \ (sr^iRDffr ^"i^" Indra in

Khandava fight).

IL 89. 45 ftriJ ^r f^ ^ ^ STFJIW

IIL 12. 46-48 Krsria to Arjuna :

.40. 1-3 Siva to Arjuna :

.45. 18, 19 Indra to ^ffaST:

wsn^ftfl" ^?$$wti4t u

.8L 6 3^ to

?. 126. 19 nwrjPfft where wmqoft practised penance.
,273. 31, 82 Indra to Jayadratha **
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V. 49. 19 f^n^f to the gods ; ^ng^^T^fl ti% ..j 3nCTHWn*ft* ?H

.96. 49 rJiW^-<^ to Kanravas : H*ffTPPW ^ <?t

.111. 4 W?$ to TEST- 3PT STT^FJ

VI. 23. 18 gnfc^r, "^ to Arjuna :

.121. 32 ^Pft^ Ti^niS !j^r%w^% i tn^%q^fPRrt..ji Bhlsmato
Arjuna.

S71L 11. 41 Dlirfcarastra

.77. 2 After the death of Afohimanyu s

^r^r^I : I were anxious as to what would happen.

V1L 80/51 Siva sees ^CTITFPifr 3^ ^*J?H for qiw^^f^".

.81. 9 Krsna and Arjuna *ft"nK*<4Wl?ft f went to the lake and

brought m&m-fw.

. 14 ^TRl^^ tried their utmost to put down =mRtip^r.

. 53ff :5zn^ to arw^qw; penance of sage =ffTT^FT? called at

st. 72, his seeing Rudra who granted Mm boons.

Krsna and Arjuna==Narayana and Mara.

VtlL 52. 19 ^
.92. 13 Hgigjfn" to ^^TTTI^, when the fight between Arjuna and

Karna was serious : ^nsift sT^Twl^^*--! ntmti^^it^ni. . .1

XIIL 252. 55, 56 after CF^S^ st of ^WSCT: mg^R^ft practise

at ^?i for 100 jears> as related by ^i^

.273. 44 *n^R[
7

s l&st prajer -

HL
MBS. EEFEBEKG^ TO

( This point is refeirr0d to at p.

1. 64. 141 f^^rf^"^^ ^^t?T: .,. t

163* 32 ^^nt H^4W ( i e- KuntI X

239. 15 ^^Wrt W*n*U ( i- e. Suhhadra

II. 40. 6 m&& ^^& *f&m%i?$ tTcgw: i Sisupala askitig^ wJben

was "being given 'arghya*

in. 304. 24 mH^ HPpft ( i. e. Kuntt ).

VTll 144. 10 ^ft" ?g^mtf * j(^lS^**. { @rft won %f^V on behalf of
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XII. 47. 31

XIII. 3TH3np3fq son of ^J? and father of Kxsna, of four hands ( ! X
XIV, 60. 61 Eriia related to Vasudeva the events of the Mbh. war.

83. 15 Vasndeva with Ugrasena going to receive Arjuna
with the sacrificial horse, at Dvaraka.

XVL 7 Arjuna came to see Vasudeva after the greatly unhappy
end of the Yadavas.

8, 15-26 Death of Vasudeva, who was followed by his
four widows to the funeral pyre.

XVIIL 5. 16 Vasudeva among: those, who, after death, entered th
deities,

APPENDIX IV,

LIST OE SOME HYMKS I3ST RGYEDA GIVING ALTEB3STATIVE
HAMES FOB THEIR SEERS,

C This point is referred to at p. 333. )

I, 105

IL 1

VIII. 42

,67

.71

.73

,86

.87

*92

.94

.96

.102

IX 5. 24

,9
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.20-26 fi^r ^=5: sn

.50 IsTo mention of any seer

.65

.67 different names for different groups of st-, but for 23-32,

.72

.79, 80 STW: N?*r

.88

.101 doubtful about the deity

.102 ,. -

.105 doubtful about ttie name and epithet

.107

.109

.110 ^^ra^rrg^r ^rr

.114

.115
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V.

GENEALOGY OF THE YSDAVAS THE SXTVATAS
( Pargiter Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, pp. 105, 107 ).

( This point is referred to at p. 333. )

wf^

1

inesge not given
Bhojas of

etc.

ty**^ or

! T

5T5F
'

etc.

others

other



BEVIEWS

( HINDI) MAGAZINE* BHAGAVAPGITJS

NUMBER 5 edited 'by Baba Raghavadas, and Hanumanprassd
Poddar, of Gorakhpur ( TL P. ), India contains over 500 pp. with

about 200 articles all relating to the Bh. GftS f 170 photos

illustrations, out of which, about 16 are In colour. Quotations
from the works of great authors, past and present, as also pieces

of poems relating to the various topics of the Bh, Gltaa also

seen here and there. This special number lias really "become

attractive from all points of view, and the editors have to ba

heartily congratulated' for their laudable efforts in bringing

together so many great men from almost all parts of India*

Europe and America ; in fact, the enterprising editors have brought

about a Bh. Gifca conference, where each has something to

about the Lord's Song- its subject matter, or the characters connect-

ed therewith. The illustrations, too, are artistically conceived*

and add to the interest with which one regards this special number*

The Bh. Gita, being one of the most popular works in India,

attracted the attention of great men from past times, and while

each looks at it from his own point of view, it has now
a very high position in the world literature. The Qlta is mow

studied by many devoted students, who are not Indians, and

have admitted unanimously that it preaches a very high

philosophy.

The point of greatest importance in the study of the Bh, Gtt&

is whether it is a homogeneous whole and whether it preaches

subject, uniformly, and it is of great interest to mote, in ibe

different contributions to the number tinder review, thai we find

different opinions propagated with equal force, by each writer,

Of course many of these follow the tradition of tfa old AeSryi^

stating either SamnySsa, or Bhakti, or Jnana to be the aim of th

Bh. Gita, while some follow the Karmayoga doctrine of the late

Lok. Tilak, and we find, one, who, at p. 318 says,
<

fighting afoot

was duty for Arjuna; in the same way, our present duty is fo

Spin on the GharkW*.
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difference of opinion prevails with regard to -the most

prominent of the Bh. Gita : while the late Lok. Tllak laid

down the famous
"
Karmariyevadhikaras te

*J as the Cattit-

Sutrl of the doctrine of Karma, one writer gives at p. 104 the

concluding stanzas,
" Isvarah sarvabhutan&m ..." to be the main

point of the Bh. Gita ; and another still, ''Ananyas cintayanto

mam ..,9. 22
*'
to be the one of importance.

There are some important articles which give a comparative

study of the Bh. Gita with other works. Some such are:(l)

the Bh. G. and Yogavassistha p. 210 ( 2 ) Bh. G. and the Bhagavata,

p. 370, ( 3 ) Bh* G. and Ramacarifcamanasa, p. 434.

At p. 388, we find an interesting article giving the different

translations of the Bh. Glta f in Arabic and Persian ; regarding

the original text of the Bh. Gita, we have, at p. 424, a text of 70

stanzas, copied from an old Ms. from Northern India, and the

writer states that this text differs from that from the Bali Island.

Learned Contributions from European scholars like Prof,

Luders, Prof. Schrader, Otto Strauss, some from the woman-
world-one by Mine. Johasphine Ransom of London, at p. 174, is a

really good oneand some tabular statements like the one at

p. 390j are some of tlie interesting features of this issue. The
labour of the editors can well be conceived when we see that many
of the contributions, hailing from non-Hindi parts, naturally
wrote their articles in their own language, which these editiors

have with great care, rendered into appropriate Hindi

The present writer does not profess to be an artist ; but as a
layman, he can say that some of the pictures in this issue are

really beautiful, and as a conclusion"- it would be but right to

state that this special issue has been made attractive from all

points of view, and should be on the stelf of every admirer of

the Bhagavad Gita.

S
f N. TADPATRJKAR





APPENDIX I.

LIST OF JOURNALS, PERIODICALS, AND INSTITUTIONS ON EXCHANGE

(upto 6th July 1929 )

1 The "Man", Royal Anthropological Institute, 50, Great Russel

Street, London (England).

2 Journal of the R. A, Society of Great Britain and Ireland,

74, Grosvenor Street, London (England).

3 Asiatic Review, 3, Victoria Street, London, S. W. i.

4 The Buddhist Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 41, Great

Russell Street, London, W. C. i .

5 Beacon, C/o Messrs. George Allen & Unwin Ltd., Ruskin

House, 40, Museum Street, London, W. C. i (England).

6 The Librarian, School of Oriental Studies, London Institution,

Finsbury Circus, London E. C. 2. (England).

7 "The Shrine of Wisdom", Aahlu, 6, Hermon Hill, London,

E. n.

8 Zeitschrift der Deutschen, Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft,

Leipzig, (Germany).

9 Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften N. W. 7, Unter Der

Linden 38, Berlin, (Germany).

10 Universitats-Blbliothek, Gottingen, (Germany).

11 Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munchen, (Germany).

12 Zeitschrift fur Buddhismus Oskar ScHoss Verlag, Muncher

Neubiberg, (Germany).

13 Zeitschrift fur Indologie und Iranistik, Deutschen Merger.

landischen, Gesellschaft, Leipzig, (Germany)-

14 Berlin Academy of Science, Berlin, (Germany).

i? Bavarian Academy of Science, Munich.

16 "The Journal Asiatique
"
Societe Asiatique, Rue Jacob No. 1 5

CVP) Paris.

17 Academie des Inscriptions, et Belles-Letters, 82 Rue

82 Paris (France).
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1 8 Memoirs de la Societtr, de Linguistique de Paris, 5, Quai
Maloquais, Paris, (France).

19 L'Instruction Pnblique et Des Beaux-Arts Mnsee Guiment,
6 Place d'lena- Paris ( XVIe ).

20 L'EcoIe Fraiicaise, d*Extreme-Orient, Hanoi, ( French Indo
China ).

21 ""The new Orient", 12 Fifth Avenue, New York City, (U.S.A.),

22 Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. (U. S. A.).

23 "The Theosophical Path 55

, International Theosophical Head-

quarters, Point Loma, California, (U. S. A. ).

24 "Rays from the Rose Cross", The Rosicrusian Fellowship, Ocean-
side, California (U. S. A.).

25 Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin, Boston, Massachusetts, (U.S.A.)-
26 The Museum Journal, University Museum, Philadelphia, Pa,

(U. S. A.).

27 The Political Science Quarterly, C/o The Academy of Political

Science, Kent Hall, Columbia University,\New York, (U.S.A.).
28 The Proceedings of the

;
American Philosophical Society, 104,

South 5th Street, Philadelphia, (U.S. A.).

29 The Journal of the American Oriental Society, Yale University
Press, Connecticut, (U. S. A.).

30 The American Anthropologist, C/o American Anthropological
Association, 41, North Queen St. Lancaster, (U, S. A.).

3 1 The Ohiho Journal of Science, Ohio State University, Columbus
(U. S. A. ).

32 The Journal of the Society of Oriental Research, Trinity College,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

33 "Nuova Cultura" Delia R. Universita di Napoli, Via Sanita N
131, Napoli, (Italy).

34 Oriental School, University of Rome, Rome (Italy).
35 Akademie der Wissenschaft in Wien, Wien, (Austria).
36 Journal of Oriental Institute, Universitat, Wien, (Austria).
37 Archives Orienlalis, Uppsala, (Sweden).
38 Kungl Universitetets Bibliotek, Uppsala, (Sweden).



List of Journals., Periodicals, and Institution on Exchange ill

39 "Kern Institute",, Leiden, (Holland).

40 Section d' Etudes Orientales Societe des Sciences de Varsovie^

Varsovie, Rue Sniadeckich 8 (Poland).

41 The Journal of the Java Institute, Weltevreden, (Java).

42 Royal Batavia Society, Museum, Konigsplein West 12, Batavla,

(Java),

43 The Buddhist Chronicle, Ananda College, Colombo,

44 The Eastern Buddhist, C/o The Library, Otani University,

Muromaci-Kashira, Kyoto, Japan.

45 "Revista Theosofica", Official Organ of the "Section Cubaea** of

the "Sociedad Theosofka", Apartado 365, Habana Cuba.

46 "Theosophy in Australia", 114, Hunter Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

47 Fundamental Library of the Central Asian State University,

Tashkent, U. S. S. Russia.

48 Arhatamat Prabhakar Karyalaya, Poona No. 2.

49 The Jain Sahitya Samshodhan, C/o Bharat Jain Vidyakya,

Bhandarkar Institute Road, Poona No. 4.

50 "Vidyasevak", Dnyanakosh Press, 841, Sadashiv Peth, Poona

No. 2.

51 "Progress of Education", C/o Aryabhushan Press, Poona No. 4.

52 Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society*

Town Hall, Bombay.

53 "Vividha-jnana-vistar", 81, Phanaswadi, Bombay No. 2.

54 The Journal of the Anthropological Society, Town Hall, Bombay.

5 5 The Indian Antiquary, C/o British India Press, Mazgaon, Bombay,

56 Journal of the K. R. Kama Oriental Institute, 172, Hornby

Road, Sukhadwalla Buildings, Fort Bombay.

57 The Jain Hitaishi, C/o Manager, Jain Grantha Ratnakar Karya-

laya, Hirabag, Girgaon, Bombay.

58 The Iranian Association, Alice Buildings, Hornby Road, Fort,

Bombay.

59 University of Bombay, Bombay.
"

60 -Jain Gazette", Office, 21 Parish Venkatachala Iyer Street, G. Tt
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6 1 "The Shamaa", Aghore Mandir, Mount Road, Madras.

62 Madras University Library, Madras.

63 The Indian Review, C/o G. B. Natesan and Co., Madras.

64 The "Kalpaka", The Latent Light Culture, (Tinnevelly), Madras.

65 Educational Review, No. 4 Mount Road, Madras.

66 Shri Vaisnava Siddhanta Sabha, 5/11 Adiappa Mudaly Street

Purasawalkam Vepery, P. CX Madras*

6j "Vedanta Kesari", Shri Ramkrishna Matha, Mylapore, Madras.

68 "The Current Thought", 29 Pycroft Road, Triplicane, Madras.

69 Journal of Oriental Research, Mylapore, Madras.

70 The Indian Hisrorical Quarterly, C/o The Calcutta Oriental

Press, 107 Mechuabazar Street, Calcutta,

71
ccThe Sanskrit Sahityaparishat", Shyambazar, Calcutta.

72 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, i, Park Street, Calcutta.

73 Jonrnal of Department of Letters, Calcutta University, Calcutta.

74 The Calcutta Review, Senate House, Calcutta.

75 Journal of the Mahabodhi Society, 4A College Square, Calcutta.

76 "The People", 12, Court Street, Lahore.

77 . Journal of the Punjab Historical Society, C/o The University,
Lahore, (Punjab).

78 The Central Museum, Lahore.

79 The Vedic Magazine, The Vedic Magazine Office, Lahore.

* 80 Journal of Indian History, History Department, Allahabad

University, Allahabad.

8 1 Allahabad University Journal, Department of English, Allahabad

University, Allahabad.
"

82 Mysore University Journal, Mysore.

8 j Sanskrit College Magazine, Government Sanskrit College, Mysore

84 "The Karnataka'
?

, P. O. Basavangudi, Bangalore City.

85 The Journal of the Mythic Society, Mysore Road, Bangalore.

86 Indian Review of Reviews, Basavangudi Post, Bangalore City.

87 Puratattva
? Gujarat Putatattva Mandir^ Ellis Bridge? Ahmedabad,
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88 "The Philosophical Quarterly**, C/o Indian Institute of Philo-

sophy., Amalner (East Khandesh).

89 Baroda Library, Baroda.

90 The Vishvabharati, Shantiniketan, Bolpur (Bengal),

91 The "Sanskrit Bharati", Burdwan (Bengal).

92 Telugu Academy., Cocanada.

93 "Yekantin", Yekanta Matha> P. O. Rannibinur, Dist. Dharwar.

94 The Pandit., Pandit Press, Sanghi Road,, Jaipur.

"95 Superintendent of Archaeology, Jamrau and Kashmir State,

Jammu.
. 96 "Yogamimansa" Kunjavana, Lonavala, G. L P. Ry*

97 Luckno\v University Journal, Lucknow University, Luckno^r*

98 The "Prabuddha Bharata'^ Mayavati > Dist. Almora^ Himalayas.

99 Bihar and Orissa Research Society., Patoa.

"ioo Revue Historique de Flnde Francaise, Pondicherry.

10 1 Andhra Historical Research Society, Rajahmundry.
10^2 Varendra Research Society., Rajshahl (Bengal).

103
rrMan in India", Church Road, RancfaL B. N, Ry.

104 Journal of the Burma Research Society, (Bernard Free Library),

Rangoon.

105 Research Department, Jammu and Kashmir State, Srioagar.

1 06 Sri Agamodaya Samiti, Gopipara^ Surat.

107 The Tanjore S. M. Library, Tanjore.,

1 08 The Curator for the Publication of Sanskrit Manuscripts,

Trivandrum.

109 The Director Indian Institute Oslo University Oslo, Norway.

no Oriental Institute Prague ( Czechoslovakia ).

in Secretary Bombay Historical Society, Exchange Building, Sprott

Road, Bombay.

112 The Editor "Indologica Pragensia" seminar fur Indologie der

Deutschen Universitat Prague ( Czechoslavakia ).

113 Bharat Itihasa Samshodhak Mandal, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2.

"114 Director of the Archaeological Researches in Mysore, Mysore,



APPENDIX II

LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE INSTITUTE

(Corrected upto 6th July 1929 )

( i ) Honorary Members

1 M. M. Vasudevshastri Abhyankar, Sadashiv Peth, Poona

No. 2. 10-9-18.

2 Dr. J. J. Modi, B. A., ph. D., 211, Pilot Bunder Road, Colaba,

Bombay. 10-9-18.

3 Muniraj Jinavijayaji, Puratattva Mandir, Ahmedabad.

16-4-21,

4 Dr. K. B. Pathak, B. A*, ph. D., 1028, Sadashiv Path, Poona

No. 2, 6-7-24.

5 Dr. M. Winternitz, I, Klementinum Prague (.Czechoslovakia).

30-2-25.

6 Dr. K W. Thomas, 161 Woodstock Road, Oxford. 12-9-26.

"* Dr. Sir Brajendranath Seal, Vice-Chancellor, Mysore Univer-

sity, Mysore. 12-9-26.

8 Dr. Silvain Levi, 9, Rue Guy de la Brosse, Paris. 12-926.

9 Dr. H. Luders, 20 Sybelstr, Charlottenberg, Berlin. 6-7-1928;

( ii ) Patrons

10 Shet Manekshet Pratapshet, Amalner. 10-9-18.

11 His Highness Sayajirao Maharaja Gaikwar, Baroda. 10-9-18.

12 Lady Chinubhai, Ahemedabad. 10 9-18.

13 Shri Shankaracharya of Karavir Math,, Nasik. 10-9-18,

14 P. A. Mate, Esqr., 1028, Sadashiv Peth
? Poona No. 2. 10-9-18.

15 Sir Dorab Tata, Navasari Building, Fort, Bombay. 10-2-18.

1 6 Shrimant Narayanrao Babasaheb Ghorpade, Chief of Ichal-

karanji, Ichalkaranji. 10-9-18.

17 Shet Shamji Hemaraj, Readymoney Mansion, Churchgate
3treet? Bombay No. i. 19-11-18.
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1 8 Shet Rattonchand Kama Chambers,, 23 Meadows Street,
Fort, Bombay, 19-1-19.

19 Shet Lalbhai Kalyanbhai, Chaupati, New Queen's Road,
Bombay. 12-1-19.

20 Shet Kasturbhai Nagarshet, Cuffe Parade, Bombay. 19-1 19.

21 Shet Jivanchand Sakharchand, 426, Javheri Bazar, Bombay
No. 4. 19-1-19.

22 Shrimant Balasaheb Pant Pratinidhi, B. A., Chief of Aundh,
Aundh. 1-3-19.

23 Mr, Hiralal Amrklal Shah, B. A., Princess Street, Chanipsi
Building, 2nd Floor, Bombay No. 2. 10-7-19.

24 Motilal Kanjl Kapadia, Esqr., 9 Cathedral Street, Kalkadevi,

Bombay. 20-9-19.

25 Rai Bahadur Badridas, 152 Harrison Road,
Calcutta. 5-2-20.

26 Shet Manekchand Jethabhai, Babulnath Road, Bombay.
5-2-20.

2j A. M. Broacha, Esqr. C/o Shapoorji Tullackchand & Co*

51 Appollo Street, Bombay. 10-4-20.

28 Mr. Premchand Tribhuvandas, Victal Villa, Santa Cruz*

6-4-20.

29 Shet Devakaran Moolji, Princess Street, Bombay. 6-4-20.

30 Mr. Cowsji Dinshaw, 24, Meadow's Street, Bombay* 6-7-20.

31 Shet Chhaganlal Walchand, Walkeswar, Bombay. 21-7-20,

32 Shet Lalbhai Dalpatbhai, Pankore^s Naka, Ahmedabad*

21-7-20.

33 Shet Maneklal Mansukhbhai, Ahmedabad. 3-11-20.

34 Babu Puranchand Nahar, M. A., B. L., 48, Indian Mirror Street

Caicutra. 19-1-21 .

35 Shet Sarabhai Dayabhai, C/o Shet Anandji Kalianji, Javeri-

wada, Ahmedabad. 6-8-23.

36 Babu Bhairodan Kothari, Esqr., 100, Cross Street, Calcutta.

7-9-23.

37 M. Y. Gowaikar, Esqr., 20, Narayan Peth, Poona No, 3,

21-1-19.

38 B. L, Modak, Esqr. L. c. EV Indore* 10*9-18*
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( Hi ) Vice-Patrons

39 Shrimant Abasaheb Pant Pratlnidhi, B, A., Chief of Vishalgad,

Malkapur-Kolhapur. 1 0-9- 1 8*

40 The Hon. Mr. Keshavrao Koratkar, Hyderabad ( Deccan )

10-9-18.

41 Dr. Narfaar Gopal Sardesai, L. M. & s., 15, Shukrawar Peth,
Poona No 2. 10-9-18.

42 DJT* Shripad Krishna Beivalkar, M. A., ph. D., Bilva-kunja,
Poona No. 4. 10-9-18.

43 Sarabhalj Shet Ambalal^ Adrnedabad. 10-9-18.

44 V, P. Vaidya, Esqr*., B* A., j. p,, Bar-at-law, 37/39* Forbes

Street, Bombay. 26-6-19.

45 Narayandas P. Kapadia, Esqr.,, Girgaum Back Road, Bombay*
23-12-19*

46 Rustomji Byramji Jeejeebhoy, Esqr. 5 Alice Buildings, Fort,

Bombay. 7-6-20.

47 Shet Amarchand Ghelabhai, C/o Messrs S. Premchand & Co.,
Samual Street, Bombay No. 3. 8-7-20.

48 Seth Harilal Jagannath, Cambay Mills, Cambay. 13-12-20.

49 Muncherji Pallanji Contractor, Esqr., 21-33, Hainam Street,

Fort, Bombay. 13-12-20.

50 G. S. Marathey, Esqr., M. A., Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4.

28-S-2I.

( iv ) Benefactors

51 L, V. Paranjpe. Esqr., 1028, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2.

10-9-18.

52 Sir Jamshetji Jeejeebhoy, Bart, Mazgaon Castle, Bombay.
10-9-18*

53 Ramrao Ganesh Wadnerkar, Esqr., Chota-Udaipur. 3-4-19.

54 Sardar Y. M. Chandrachud, 305, Shaniwar, Poona No. 2.

26-5-19.

55 Shrimant Babasaheb Pant Sachiv, Chief of Bhor, Bhor.

56 Hormazd Sherior Irani, Esqr., Abdul Rehman Street, Bombay.
30-8-20*
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57 Rashid Jamshed, Esqr., Doongri, Bombay. 9-9-20.

58 Rashid Khodadad, Esqr., 1331, West Street* Poona No. 2.

17-12-20.

59 V. P. Pendherkar, Esqr.^ Proprietor Tutorial Press,, Bombay.
21-11-22.

60 His Excellency The Right Hoifble Sir Leslie Wilson^ P. c. 9

G. c. i. E., c. M. G., D. s. o., sometime Governor of Bombay.
1-12-25.

61 Dr. R. H. Bhadkamkar, M. A., M. D., Tribhuvandas Terraces,

Girgaon 5 Bombay. 19-3-20.

(v) Life Members

62 Raosaheb T. Narayanswami Pillai, 335^ Sadashiv Peth^

Poona No. 2. 1916-17.

63 Sir M. B. Chowbal, B. A., LL. B., near Poona Station,

Poona No. i. 10-9-18.

64 Dr. R. P. Paranjpye, M. A., B. sc., India OfEce, London* 10*9-18*

65 Prin. F. W. Bain, M. A., c, i, E. ? C/o King King &<x>%, London

10-9-18.

66 Dr* D."*R. Bhandarkar, M. A,, ph. D. 35, Baliygung Circular

Road, Calcutta. 10-9-18.

67 Rao Bahadur G. N. Khare, B. A., Sadashiv Cottage,, Poona

No. 4. 10-9-18.

68 Dr. H. H. Mann, D. sc., Khairatabad^ Hyderabad ( Dn* >
10-9-18.

Dr. K. B. Pathak, B. A., ph. D., 1028 Sadashiv Peth, Poona

No. 2. 10-9-28*

69 Mr. B. S. Kamat, B. A., Ganeshkhind Road, Poona No. 5,

10-9-18.

70 Prin. H. G. Rawilson, M. A,, Deccan College,, Poona No. 7.

10-9-18.

71 Sardar V. T. Rajmachikar, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2.

10-9-18.

72 V, T.Agashe, Esq., L. c. B., Shanwar Peth, Pooaa No. 'a.
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73 R. T. Kirtane, Esqr. B. A., LL. B., Deccan Gymkhana, Poona

No. 4, 10-9-18.

74 K. N. Dikshit, Esqr. M. A., Supdt. Archaeological Dept.

Eastern Circle, Calcutta. 10-9-18.

75 Madhavrao V. Joshi, Esqr., Balajl Temple, Nasik City.

10-9-18.

76 Sardar Gangadharrao N. Mujumdar, M. L. c., Kasaba Peth,

Poona No. 2. 10-9-18.

77 Dr. Y. G. Nadgir, M. S., Grant Medical College, Byculla,

Bombay. 10-9-18*

78 The Rev. Dr. N. Macnicol, M. A., D. LITT., i Staveley Road,
Poona No. i. 10-9-18.

79 P. V* Kane, Esqr. M. A., LL, M., Angre's Wadi, Girgaon,

Bombay. No. 4. 10-9-18.

So Prin. J. R. Gharpure, B. A., LL. B,, Law College, Deccan

Gymkhana, Poona No, 4. 10-9-18.

8 1 Prin. A, B. Dhruva, M. A., LL. B., Benares Hindu University,
Benares. 10-9-18.

82 S. B. Dhavale, Esqr. i. c. s, High Court Judge, Patna.

10-9-18.

83 Dr. V, S. Sukthankar, M. A., ph. D., Bhandarkar CX R. Insti-

tute, Poona No. 4. 10-9-18.

84 G. K. Gadgil, Esqr., B. A,, Bar-at-Law, 580, Sadashiv Peth,

Poona No. 2. 10-9-18.

85 Shet Hirachand Nemachand Doshi, Merchant, Sholapur,

10-9-18.

86 Prof. D- D, Kapadia, M* A., B. sc., Deccan College^ Poona

No*, 7. 10-9-18.

87 Mrs* Annie Besant, Theosophical Lodge, Adyar, Madras.

10-9-18*

88f P. K. Telang, Esqr* M. A. Hindu University, Benares.

89 L. Robertson, Esqr., r. c. s., Secretariat, Bombay. 10-9-18.

90 A. S. Dalvi, Esqr* M* A. Navalkar's house, Girgaon Back
Road. Bombay. No. 4. 10-9-18.

t Since deceased.
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91 D, H. Gokhale, Esqr. M. A,, LL. B,, Chief Judge, Akalkot,
Dist. Sholapur, 10-9-18.

92 Vishvanathrao B, Gokhale, Esqr., B. A., LL< B., Kolfaapur.

10-9-18.

93 R. P. Karandikar, Esqr,, Pleader, Satara. 10-9-18,

94 Rev. Dr. R. Zimmermann, ph. D., s. j., St. Xavier's College,

Bombay. 10-9-18.

95 Manohar Vishnu Kathavte, Esqr.. B, A., LL. B., Wai.

96 Diwan Bahadur G. R. Khandekar, Ajmere.,, Rajputana.

97 D. N* Mangle, Esqr., Pandharpur. 10-9-18.

98 Rev, Dr. Justin E. Abbott, 120, Hoban Ave. Snnimi^ New
Jersey, U. S. A. 10-9-18.

99 Shet Shoorji Vallabhadas, Bomboy. 10-9-18.

coo Lt. Col. A. Hooton, i. M. s., Medical Department, Bomtay.
10-9-18.

101 Shet Thakorlal Maganlal, Bombay. 10-9-18.

102 Shet Dalpatbhai Bhagoobhai, Ahmedabad. 10-9-18.

103 Shet Jumnabhai Bhagoobhai, Ahmedabad. 10-9-18,

104 Sardar K. C. Mehendale^-B. A,, Appabalavant Chowk, P<x>na

No. 2. 10-9-18.

105 Shet Mangaldas Girdhardas Parekh, Ahmedabad. 10-9-18.

106 Prof. R. D. Ranade, M. A., Allahabad University, Allahabad.

10-9-18,

107 Prof. S. G. Sathe, M. A., Elphinstone College, Bombay,
10-9-18.

108 L. R. Abhyankar, Esqr., B. A., LL. B., Pleader, YeotmaL

10-9-18.

109 Prof. K. V. Abhyankar, M. A., Gujrat College, Ahmedabad.

10-9-18.

i to Dr. V. G. Paranjpe, M. A., LL. B., D. Litt,, Tikk Road, Poooa

No. 2. 10-9-18.

in Prof. M. G. Shastri, M. A., 811, Raviwar Peth, Poona No. a.

10-9-18.

112 K. P. Paranjpye, Esqr. B. A., L. c. E.. Sholapun
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115 H. R. Divekar, M. A., Women's University, Erandavane

Budruk^ Via Poona No. 4. 10-9-18.

114 Narayan Bapuji Utgikar^ Esqr., Utgikar's Wada, Pandharpur.

10-918.

115 V. A. Deshpande, Esqrv B. A., X.L. B., Terdal, Via Kudchi Stn.

M. S. M. Ry. 10-9-18.

116 Prof. G. C. Bhate,, M. A., Mahad, Dist. Colaba. 10-9-18.

117 Diwan Bahadur K. L. Paonskar, c. i. E,, Kishangarh,

Rajputana. 10-9-18.

118 H. L. Kavale, Esqr. Dadar, Bombay. 10-9-18.

119 Prku V. K. Rajwade, M. A., 424 Shanwar Peth, Poona No. 2.

10-9-18.

120 R. M. Chonkar, Esqr., Portuguese Church Road, Dadar,

121 Prof. R. D, Karmarkar, M. A., Deccan Gymkhana, Poona
No, 4. 10-9-18.

122 K. B. Shah, Esqr., Limbdi, Kathiawad. 10-9-18.

123 K. G. Joshi, Esqr-, B. A., Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4.
10-9-18.

124 Prof. M. Hiriyanna, M. A., Mysore University, Mysore.
10-9-18.

125 Diwan Bahadur K. R. Godbole, M. c. E., Sadashiv Peth,
Poona No. 2. 10-9-18.

126 Paramanand R. Patwari Esqr., Huzur Treasury Officer,
Morvi ( Kathiawar ). 10-9-18,

127 Prof. R. G. Bhadkamkar, M. A., Karnatak College, Dharwar.
10-9-18.

' *

128 Prof. N. D. Minocher Homji, B. A., Karnatak College,
Dharwar. 10-9-18.

129 Dr. Ganganth Jha, M. A., D. Litt., Sanskrit College, Benares.
10-9-18.

130 K. N. Bhide, Esqr.^ B. A., LL. B., 2, Budhwar Pech, Poona
No. 2, 10-9-19.

131 Prof H, G. D. Turnbnll, M.A., Fur Cliff, Broadstone Dorset,
England, io-^- 1
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132 Pandit Rangacharya B. Raddi, Wai. 1918-19,

133 Mahadeva Rajaram Bodas, Esqr., M. A., LL. B., Glrgaon Back

Road, Khotachi Wadi, Bombay. No. 4. 23-11-18.

134 Prof. D. R. Gharpure, M. A., B. sc., Tilak Mahavidyalaya,
Poona No* 2. 11-12-18.

135 Prof. D. B. Deodhar, M. A\, Deccan Gymkhana-, Poona No. 4*
11-12-18.

136 Prof, R, P, Patwardhan, M. A., Deccan College, Poona No. 7.
16-12-18.

137 M. V. Bhide,, Esqr., i. c. s., 18., Race Course Road, Lahore,

18-12-18.

1,38 Dr. P. L. Vaidya, M. A., n. Litt., WHIlngdon College, SangiL
2-1-19.

139 B. S. Sukthankar, Esqr., Lakshmi Niwas, 22, Carnac Road ?

Bombay. 7-2-19.

140 Prof. H. D. Velankar, M. A., Wilson College, Bombay. 10-3-19.

141 Dr. V, B. Bapat, B, A,, L. M. & s., Shanwar Peth ? P<x>na

No. 2. 31-5-19.

142 Prof. A. B. Gajendragadkar, M. A., Girgaum Maharaja Building

Bombay, No. 4. 5-6-19.

143 Mrs. Anandibai Dhavle, B. A., C/o S. B. Dhavle, Esqr., i. c. s.

Cuttck ( Orissa ). 21-6-19.

144 Prin. V. G. Apte, B. A., 281, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2.

23-6-19.

145 N. P. Desai, Esqr., M. A., LL. B., Bijapur. 26-6-19,

146 G. K. Chitale, Esqr., B. A., LL. B,, Ahmednagar. 1-7-19.

147 Prof. C. G. Bhanu, B. A., Poona No. 2. 1-7-19.

148 Prof. N. G. Damle, M. A., Shanwar Peth Poona No, 2*

149 Rao Bahadur Raghavendrarao Kembhavi, Bijapur. 10-7-19.

150 K. S. Jathar, Esqr., c, i. E,, 388, Narayan Peth, Poona No, 2.

4-8-19.

151 Prof. M. 'T. Patwardhan, M. A., Rajaram College, Kolhapur,
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152 Prof. D. V. Potdar, B. A., 180, Shanwar Peth, Poona No. 2.

5-8-19.

153 Dr V* C. Gokhale, L, M. & s., 717^ Sadashiv Peth,, Poona
No* 2. 7-8-19.

154 Dr. V. D. Phatak, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2. 30-8-19,

155 M. B, Garde, Esqr. 5 B. A., Supdt. of Archaelogy, Gwalior

State, Lashkar. 3-9-19.

156 K. K. Kale, Esqr., 292, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2* 24-9-19.

157 Prof, D. K. Karve,, B. A., Hingne Budruk, Via Poona No. 4,

10-9-19.

158 V. G. Gadgil, Esqr. 3 Sopdt. Railway Board, Secretariat,
Simla, 17-10-19.

159 Prof. H. B. Bhide, M. A. LL. s. 3 Samaldas College, Bhava-

nagar. 20-10-19.

1 60 Prof. S. Kuppuswami Shastri, M. A., Presidency College,
Madras. 12-11-19.

161 Dr. R, Shamshastri, Esqr., M. A., ph. D., Curator, Govern-
ment Oriental Library, Mysore. 12-11-19.

162 Prin. A. C. Woolner, M, A., Oriental College, Lahore.
24-11-19.

163 Karpur Shriniwasrao, Esqr., Chamrajpet, Banglore. 18-12-19.

164 Dr. T. R. Gune, L. M. & s., Municipal Health Officer,

Pandharpur. 1-1-20.

165 Prof. V. G. Kale, M. A., Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4.
9-2-20,

1 66 Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, M, A., ph. DV Mylapore
( Madras ). 20-2-20.

167 Prof. V. V. Mirashi, M. A., LL. B., Morris College, Nagpur.
18-5-20.

1 68 P. V. Joshi, Esqr., B. A,, LL. B., Residency Bazar, Hyderabad
( Dn. ). 24-6-20,

169 Prof. V. G, Bhat, M. A., Karnatak College, Dharwar. 1920-21.

170 K. G. Sankar, Esqr., B. A., B. L., Imperial Library, Calcutta.
19-7-20,
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171 Lt. Nandlal Kumar, Hon. Magistrate, Choulchamba, Benares.

24-7-20.

172 Feroze Jehangir, Esqr., Master Mansion., Choupati, Bombay.
6-8-20.

173 Bomanji M. Khambata, Esqr., -6 Napier Road, Camp, Poona,
No. i. 6-8-20.

174 K. H. Patell, Esqr., Camp., Mhow. 12-8-20.

175 Y. B. Jathar, Esqr., B. A., LL. B., Bankar, & Pleader, Dharwar.

14-8-20.

176 Cowasji Jamsetji^ Esqr., East Street Cainp, Poona No. i.

22-8-20.

177 Byramji Bezanji^ Esqrv 316, Main Street, Campj, Poona No. i.

22-8-20.

178 H. D. Cama, Esqr.^ 323^ Main Street^ Camp,, Poona No, i.

22-S-2O.

179 Cowasji Dhunjeeahaw, Esqrv 685^ Tardeo Road^ Bombay.
22-8-20.

1 80 N. Dinshaw Nicholson, Main Street, Camp, Poona No. i.

22-8-20.

181 Khodabux Hormnzd Irani, Esqr. ? 3, Main Street, Camp,
Poona No. i. 22-8-20.

182 Rashid Khodadad, Esqr., Sachapir Street, Camp, Poona

No. I. 22-8-20.

183 JamshedjiDadabhaiBaria, Esqr. Baria Building, Pydlionie,

Bombay. 9-9-20.

184 Prof. C. R. Lanman, 9, Farall Street, Cambridge, MASS*

U. S. A. 9-9-10.

185 Dr. S. H. Modi, Jer Villa : East Street, Poona No. i. i$-9~2o

1 86 Khan Bahadur M. N. Metha, 9, Staunton Road, Poona

No. i. 17-9-20.

187 M. P. Frenchman, Esqr., 5
Main Street, Poona No. i.

17-9-20*

188 A. K. Irani, Esqn, 1972, Connought Market Road, Camp,

Poona No. 2. 17-9-20.
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189 K. P. Frenchman, Esqr., 2, Wellesley Road, Pgona No. i.

21-9-20.

190 Pestonji P* Pocha, Espr., 8, Napier Road, Poona No. i.

6-IO-2O.

191 Sardar Boraanjl A. Dalai, Camp, Baroda. 6-10-20,

192 K* K. Irani, Esqr. 840, Goota Street, Poona No. i. 3-12-20.

193 Khodadad Sheriar Irani, Esqr., 2 Crawford Market, Bombay.
14-12-20.

194 V. G* Shete, Esqr., L. c. E., 323, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2.

26-3-21.

195 P. V. Bapat, M. A., Supdt. N. E. School Boarding, Poona
No. 2. 24-3-21.

196 Prof* I. J. S. Taraporewala, B. A., ph. D., University of

Calcutta,. Calcutta. 8-9-21.

197 Thakur Shri Jessra] Sinji Seesodia, Esqr. 8-9-21.

198 Shet Laldas Purbhoodas, 19, Mody Street, Fort, Bombay.
20-6-22.

199 Jayashankar Pitambar Trivedi, Agriculture College, Poona
No. 5. 6-12-22.

200 Prof, Shankar Vaman Dandekar, M. A., Sir Parashurambhau

College, Poona No. 2. 11-2-23.

201 Prof. C. R. Devdhar,
:

M. A., Willingdon College Sangli.

8-6-23.

202 N. G. Chapekar, Esqr., B.A., LL.B., Retd. Sub-Judge, Badlapur,
Dist. Thana. 2-8-23.

203 Digambar Ganesh Nadakarni, Esqr., 207, Rasta Peth, Poona
No. 2. 5-8-23.

204 Dharmasukharam Tansukharam Tripathi, Esqr., B. A.,

Chinabag, Girgaon, Bombay. 7-8-23.

205 Prof. N. G. Sum, M. A., Eergusson College, Poona No, 4.

18-8-23.

-206 Shet Motilal Ladhaji, 196, Bhavani Peth, Poona No. 2.

23-10-23.

207 N. C. Kelkar, Esqr., B. A., LL.B., Gaya AH, Sadashiv Peth,
Poona No. 2. 6-4-24.
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208 Dhondo Krishna Sathe, Esqr., B. sc., 367, Raviwar Peth,

Poona No. 2. 6-4-24.

209 Prof. K. N. Dravld, M. A., Wiilingdon College, SangH. 9-6-24.

210^ Krishnaji Bhaskar Chitale, Esqr., Fergusson College Road,

Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4. 13-8-24,

211 R. R. Kaulgud, Esqr., Rasters Wada, Rasta Peth, Poona,

No. 2. 10-11-24.

212 W. G. Urdhvareshe, Esqr., M. A., 35, Bhoimoholla, Indore

City. 26-5-25.

213 P. C. Divanji, Esqr.., M. A., Subjudge, Nadlad, Dist. Kaira.

18-11-25.

214 Giridharlal Gulabchand, Esqr., 65/67, Sutar Chawl, Bombay.

1-12-25.

215 Shrimant Shankarrao Appasaheb Patwardhan, Chief of

Jamkhandi, 1926-27.

21 6 T. Sambamurti Rao, Esqr., T. M. S. S. M. Library, Tanjore.

26-9-26.

217 M. R. Joshi, Esqr., B. A., Bhandarkar {Institute Colony,

Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4. 9-7-27.

218 Prof. M. P. Dave, M. A., Khopalia Chakla, Surat. 28-8-27.

219 Prof. V. A. Gadgil, M. A., 6/7 Hanuman Building, Lamington

Road, Bombay No. 7. 10-8-27.

220 Prof. S. N. Banhatti, M. A., LL, B., Morris College, Nagpur.

30-8-27.

221 R. D. Vadekar, Esqr. M. A., Bilvakunja, Bhamburda, Poona

No. 4. 30-8-27.

222 S. N. Joshi, Esqr., 1026, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No, 2- 6-9-27.

223 K. Chattppadhyaya, Esqr., M. A., Lecturer, Alkfaabad Uni-

versity, Allahabad. 1-10-27.

224 Pandharinath Chintaman Bendre, Esqr., 534, Sadashiv Peth,

Poona No. 2, 14-10-27.

225 Shrimant Sardar C. S. Angre, Sambhaji Villas, Gwalior.

16-10-27.

226 Prof. A. S. Alatekar, M. A,, LL. B., Hindu University, Benares.

16-10-20.-

f Since deceased.

o
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227 Prof. S. S. Sukthankar, M. A,, Rajaram College, Koihapur.

4-11-27.

228 P V. Kulkami, Esqr. M. A., Amritwadi, Glrgaon Back

Road, Bombay No. 4, 19-11-27.

229 G. V. Deosthaii, Esqr., M. A,, Zaoba's Wadi, Chawl No. 7.

Bombay No. 2. 2-1-28.

230 Dr. Balkrishna, M. A., ph. D., Principal Rajaram College,,

Kolhapur. 28-4-28,

231 N. N. Bapat ? Esqr.., B. A., Shiapura, near Clock Tower,, Baroda*

28-4-28.

232 Rao Bahadur N. K. Kelkar, Pleader, Balaghat, C. P. 2-5-28.

233 Prof. S. P. Athalye, M. A., Bahuddin College, Junagadh.
4-5-28.

234 V. R. Nerurkar,, Esqr. 5 M. A., Principal Chikitsaka Samuha
High School, Bombay No. 4. 6-5-28.

235 Gopal Ramchandra Deo, Esqr., High Court Pleader, Sita-

baldi, Nagpur, C. P. 30-6-28.

236 Gopal Narayan Vaidya, Esqr., M. A., 12, Sadashiv Street,

Bombay No. 4. 6-7-28.

237 Govind Sadashiv Ghaurye, Esqr., M. A. ph. D., Khar, Bombay
No, 21. 6-7-28.

238 Vinayak Mahadev Apte, Esqr., M. A., Gujarat College,
Ahmedabad. 6-7-28.

239 Pnof* Bhagwat Dayal Varma, M. A., 469, Raviwar Peth^ Poona
No, 2. 19-8-28.

240 Dr. B. Bhattacharya, M. A., ph. D., Director., Oriental Institute,
Baroda- 19-8-28.

241 Shet Purushottam Jivandas, Merchant, Babulnath Cross Road,
Gilbert Building, Bombay No- 7. 16-9-28*

242 Shet Mathuradas Khemji, Merchant, Albert Building, Hornby
Road, Bombay No- i. 16-9-28,

243 Yatiraj Sampatkumar Ramanuja Yadugiri, Yatiraj Math Camp,
Lakshmi Bag, Rewa. 16-9-28.

244 Prof. A. 'K. Trivedi, M. A., LL. B., Baroda CoUege, Baroda,
25-10-284
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245 V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, Esqr., M. A. ..Lecturer in Indian

History, Madras University, 1 9 Police Commissioner Road 3

Egmore, Madras* 25-10-28.

246 Manyavara Rajguru Hemraj Panditji, Director of Public

Instruction, Dhoktoli, Nepal. 14-12-28*

247 S. Subramania Aiyar, Esqr., Shankaraguru Pustakalaya
Kananda House, Thadalankail Shivyali. 16-2-29.

248 J. G. Gune, Esqr., Kuvalayanand, Lonavla, Dist. Poona. 1 6-2 .29*

249 K. M. Munshi, Bsqr.., B. A,, LL. B., in Esplanade Road, Fon

Bombay. 16-2-29.

250 Kshitisha Chandra Chatterji, Esqr., M. A., 6iARamkanta Bose

Street, Calcutta, 16-2-29.

251 Marzaban, Principal, Bharada High School, Bombay^
16-2-29.

252 P, E, Percival, Esqr. ? M. A., i. c. SM High Court Jndge>

Bombay. 1917-18.

253 B. V. Sathe, Esqr. B. A., Contractor, Sholapur. 12-4-29.

254 Prof. E, W. Hopkins, 299 Lawrence Street^ New Haven,

Connecticut^ U. S. A. 6-7-29.

( m ) Annual Members

255 F, B. P. Lory, Esqr., M. T,., i. E. s., Director ofPublic Instmc-

tion, Poona. 10-9-18.

256 P* D. Kanitkar, Esqr., B. A., LL, B., Bhor. 1918-19.

257 N. B. Divatia, Esqr., i. c* s., Dilktrash Bunglow^ Santa Cruz^

Bombay. 16-12-18.

258 G. K Guue, Esqr. ? Ashvi, Dist. Nagar. 17-2-19,

259 Prof. B. R. Arte, M. A., Pade Bhuwana, Dcccan Gymkhana,
Poona No. 4. 4-3-19.

260 Prof. N. K. Bhagwat, M. A., St. Xaviefs College, a^mbay.

3-4-19.

261 Prof. G. JDandoy, St. Xavier's College, Calcutta. 30-7-19.

262 Dr. V. A. Sukthankar, M. A., ph. D., Director of Public Instrac-

tion, Holkar State, Indore. 12-11-19-

263 Das Moni Ray, Es<}r.,
M. A., Merrut College, Mcrrut. 6-4-20.
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264 Pralhadray B. Vaidya, Esqr., Sindh Sanskrit Uttejak Mandal

Karachi. 30-8-20.

265 H. J. Bhabha, Esqr., 39, Peddar Road, Bombay. 25-9-20.

266 Bhavanisliankar Sukthankar, Bombay No. 4. 7-12-20,

267 R. J. Gokhale, Esqr. B. A., Deccan Gymkhana Poona. No. 4.

7-12-20.

268 Parashuram Krishna Gode, Esqr., M. A., Deccan Gymkhana,
Poona No. 4. 8-2-21.

269 A. R. Sardesai, Esqr., B. A., Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4.

26-3-21.

270 Prof. Bhagavadatta, B. A., D. A. V. College Lahore. 4-8-21.

271 Shivrprasad Gupta, Esqr., Sewa Upavana, Benares City.
II-8-2I.

272 Swami Vedanand Tirth, C/o Gurudatta Bhavana., Lahore.
i 1-9-2 i.

273 Jamshedji E. Sakaladwala, Esqr., Navasari Buildings, Fort

Bombay. 8-9-21.

274 Sureshachandra Sarkar, Esqn, M. A.,
c

Barganda,
'

Giridih

( E. I. R. > 6-7-22.

275 P. A* Mankad, Esqr., L. c. E., Chhota Udaipur, Gujarat.
19-12-22.

276 Prin, V. Bhattacharya, Esqr. Vishvbharati Shantiniketan,
Bolpur ( Bengal ) 19-7-23.

277 Stanislav F. Michalski, S 2 Pitalna 5, Warsaw. 15-8-23.

278 Vaman R. Naik, Esqr.^ Jagirdar, Gombgoodah, Hyderabad
( Dn. ) 24-10-23.

279 Prof. Vishnuprasad Ranchhodlal Trivedi, Esqr,, M. A.,
M. T. B. Arts College, Surat. 29-2-24.

280 Ramnanivas Poddar, Esqr., Muttra, U. P. 14-5-24.
281 Raisaheb Thakur Dass, Egerton Street, Delhi. 18-8-24.
282 His Holiness the Jagadguru Anantacharyaswami Pratiwadi

Bhayankar Math, Conjeevaram, Chengleput ( Madras ).

18-10-24.

283 D. P. Karmarkar, Esqr., M. A., LL. B.
? Pleader, Dharwar.

27-11-24.
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284 Hiralal Harjivandas Narielvala, Esqr., M. L. C. Broach.

22-5-25,

285 Prof. Charudeo Shastri, M. A., D. A. v. College, Lahore.

4-6-25.

286 Dr. Lakshman Sarup, M. A., ph. P., University Hall, Lahore,

20-8-25.

287 Dr. P. S. Shilotri, M. A., ph. D., Tamarind lane, Bombay

18-9-25.

288 J. N, C, Ganguly, Esqr., M. A., Russell street, Calcutta.

8-12-25.

289 G. G. Desai, Esqr,, M. A., Dy. Collector, Broach ( Gujarat ).

30-1-26.

290 SardarR. H. Dhamdhere, B. A,, 3i8A, Sadashiv Peth, Poona

No. 2. 2-5-26.

291 K. Balkrishnaial, Esqr.., Keshavniwas, Nepean Sea Road,

Malbar Hill, Bombay. 10-9-26.

292 P. R. Ganapathi Iyer, Esqr., B. A., B. L., High Court Vakil,

24, Luz Cnurch Road, Mylapore ( Madras ). 15-9-26,

293 Radhey Shyam MIshra, Esqr., M. A., Prema Sadana^ Cherawa.

( Rajputana ). 14-10-26.

294 K. B. Vidyabhushana, Esqr., i, Ultadanga Junction Road,

P. O. Shyambazar, Calcutta, 27-11-26,

295 Naoshlro Fukushima, Esqr., C/o S. Nishigori, 34 Hlkawacho

Aksaka, Tokyo, Japan. 14-1-27.

296 A. Master, Esqr., i. c. s., Collector, Dharwar. 1 8-4-27,

297 M. P. Wali, Esqr., M. A., Secretary, Local Board, Belgaum.

9-7-27.

298 V. R, Kotbagi, Esqr., B. A., LL. B., Somwar Peth, Poona

No. 2. 4-8-27.

299 Prof- K * M * Shembavanekar, M. A., St. Xaviefs College,

Bombay. 17-8-27.

300 Prof. S. M. Sayad Reza, M. A., St. Xavler's College, Bombay.

17-8-27.

301 Prof. H. Heras, S. J. St. Xavier's College, Bombay. 17-8-27.

302 Bhavanishankar V. Vyas, C/o Doongersi & Sons, Bombay

Bazar, Karachi ( Sind ). 17-8-27.
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305 Copal Narayan Thakar, Esqr., 414, Budhwar Peth, Poona

No. 2. 24-8-27.

304 K. M. Belsare, Esqr., 541, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2.

12-9-27.

?os Prof. A. K. Shaik, M. A., Deccan College, Poona. 16-10-27.

306 Pandit Girdhar Sharaia, Navasarasvati Bhavana, Jhalrapatam

( Rajputana ). 15-10-27.

307 Umesh Misra, Esqr., M. A., Lecturer, Allahabad University,

Allahabad. 4-1 1-27.

308 Prof. N. N. Lalla, M. A., St. Xavier's College,- Bombay.

13-1-28.

309f Balak Ram, Esqr., i. c. S-, Legal Department, Secretariat,

Bombay. 16-1-28.

310 N. D. Gokhale, Esqr., Teacher, City High School, Sangli,

S. M. C. 16-1-28.

311 Prin. S. P. Bhargava, S. D. College of Commerce, Cawnpore.

19-1-28.

312 Prof. G. B. Jathar, M. A., Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4.

19-1-28.

313 Gowardhanprasad, Esqr., Hanuman Pustakalaya, Ratnagar,

( Bikaner ). 19-4-28.

314 V. S. Bakhle, Esqr., M. A., LL. B., 276, Yadogopal Peth,Satara

City. 25-6-28.

315 R. D. Jejurkar, Esqr., B. A., Ranade Quarters, Room No. 22.

Poona No. 5. 30-6-28.

316 Natavarlal Prabhulal Buch, Esqr.. B. A., Ambubai Building,
Poona No. 4. 6-7-28.

317 Shivram Rango Rane., Esqr., B, A., Limaye Bunglow,
Poona No. 4. 6-7-28.

318 Gangadhar Vaman Janorkar, Esqr., 552 Shanwar Peth
Poona No. 2. 19-8-28.

319 Chimanlal Jaichand Shah Esqr., B. A., Vijayamahal,
12 Walkeshwar Road, Bombay. 19-8-28.

320 Rao Br. V. G. Trivedi, B. A., LL. B., Hon. Secretary Watson
Museum, Rajkot. 19-8-28.

f Since deceased.
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321 K. Shriniwas Kini Esqr., Head Master Board High School.

Karkala ( S. Kanara
). 25-10-28.

322 M. L. Kharnbete, Esqr., Pleader, Jalgaon, East-Khandesh.

25-10-28.

323 Thakor Kishorsingh Barhat, Esqr., M. R. A. s., State Histo-

rian Patiala State ( Punjab ). 25-10-28.

324 Rustam Nanabhai Ranina, Esqr., L, M. & s., Band Stand

Circle Dadar, Bombay No. 14. 10-11-28.

325 Mahadev Ramchandra Kanitkar, Esqr., B. A., Deccan College

Residency, Poona No. 5. 14-12-28,

326 Krishnakanta Handiqui, Esqr,, M. A.,, Tea-Planter, Jonhat

( Assam ). 16-2-29.

327 J. Charpentier, Esqr,, University Upasala. 16-12-29.

328 V. B. Murdhekar, Esqr., M. A., Supdt. Land Records,

Belgaum. 1 1-6-20.

329 S. N. Chaphekar, Esqr., M. A., 788, Sadashiv Peth, Poona

No. 2. 30-8-27.

330 B. G. Khaparde, Esqr., B. A., LL. B., M. L. c., Pleader, Amravati,

( Berar ). 12-12-27.

331 V. D. Hardikar, Esqr., Hyderabad Deccan. 12-4-29.

332 Chimanlal Desaibhai Vyas, Esqr., B. A. LL. B., 46 Wadeksur's

Quarters, Poona No. 4. 6-7-29.
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TO MEMBERS

The figures against each name refer to serial numbers in Appendix II

Abhyankar K. V. 109.

Abhyankar L. R. 108.

Abhyankar VasudevshastrL 1.

Agashe V. T. 72.

Aiyangar S. K. 166.

AiyarS. S. 247.

Altekar A. S. 226.

Amarchand Ghelabai. 47.

Ambalal SarabhaL 43,

Anantacharyaswami P. B, 282.

Angre C. S. 223.

Apte V. G. 144.

Apte V. M. 238.

Arte B. R. 259.

Athalye S* B. 233.

Badaridas Rai Bahadur. 25.

Bain F. w! 65.

Bakhle V. S. 314.

Balak Ram. 309.

Balkrlshna. 230.

Balkrishnalal K. 29L
Banhatti S. N. 220.

Bapat N, '.' 231.

Bapat P. V\ 195.

Bapat V. B. 141

Barhat T. K. 323.

BariaJ. D. 183.

Belsare K. M. 304.

Belvalkar S. K. 43.

Bendre P. C. 224.

Desaot Annie. 87.

BhabhaH. J. 265.

Bhadfcamkar R, G 127.
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